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Abstract
In this paper, we study the perturbative aspects of a twisted version of the two-
dimensional (0, 2) heterotic sigma model on a holomorphic gauge bundle E over a complex,
hermitian manifold X . We show that the model can be naturally described in terms of the
mathematical theory of “Chiral Differential Operators”. In particular, the physical anoma-
lies of the sigma model can be reinterpreted in terms of an obstruction to a global definition
of the associated sheaf of vertex superalgebras derived from the free conformal field theory
describing the model locally on X . One can also obtain a novel understanding of the sigma
model one-loop beta function solely in terms of holomorphic data. At the (2, 2) locus, where
the obstruction vanishes for any smooth manifold X , we obtain a purely mathematical de-
scription of the half-twisted variant of the topological A-model and (if c1(X) = 0) its elliptic
genus. By studying the half-twisted (2, 2) model on X = CP1, one can show that a subset
of the infinite-dimensional space of physical operators generates an underlying super-affine
Lie algebra. Furthermore, on a non-Ka¨hler, parallelised, group manifold with torsion, we
uncover a direct relationship between the modulus of the corresponding sheaves of chiral de
Rham complex, and the level of the underlying WZW theory.
∗E-mail: g0306155@nus.edu.sg
1. Introduction
The mathematical theory of “Chiral Differential Operators” or CDO’s is a fairly well-
developed subject that aims to provide a rigorous mathematical construction of conformal
fields theories, possibly associated with sigma models in two-dimensions, without resorting
to mathematically non-rigorous methods such as the path integral. It was first introduced
and studied in a series of seminal papers by Malikov et al. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], and in [6] by
Beilinson and Drinfeld, whereby a more algebraic approach to this construction was taken
in the latter. These developments have found interesting applications in various fields of
geometry and representation theory such as mirror symmetry [7] and the study of elliptic
genera [8, 9, 10], just to name a few. However, the explicit interpretation of the theory
of CDO’s, in terms of the physical models it is supposed to describe, has been somewhat
unclear, that is until recently.
In the pioneering papers of Kapustin [11] and Witten [12], initial steps were taken to
provide a physical interpretation of some of the mathematical results in the general theory
of CDO’s. In [11], it was argued that on a Calabi-Yau manifold X , the mathematical theory
of a CDO known as the chiral de Rham complex or CDR for short, can be identified with
the infinite-volume limit of a half-twisted variant of the topological A-model. And in [12],
the perturbative limit of a half-twisted (0, 2) sigma model with right-moving fermions was
studied, where its interpretation in terms of the theory of a CDO that is a purely bosonic
version of the CDR was elucidated. And even more recently, an explicit computation (on
P1) was carried out by Frenkel et al. in [13] to verify mathematically, the identification of
the CDR as the half-twisted sigma model in perturbation theory.
In this paper, we will consider a generalisation of the model considered in [12] to include
left-moving worldsheet fermions valued in a holomorphic gauge bundle over the target space.
To this end, we will be studying the perturbative aspects of a twisted version of the two-
dimensional (0, 2) heterotic sigma model. Our main goal is to seek a physical interpretation
of the mathematical theory of a general class of CDO’s, constructed from generic vertex
superalgebras, by Malikov et al. in [3, 5]. In turn, we hope to obtain some novel insights
into the physics via a reinterpretation of some established mathematical results. Additional
motivation for this work also come from the fact that this generalisation is important in
heterotic string theory. In fact, other various aspects of similar models have been extensively
studied in the physics literature. Of particular physical importance would be the results
obtained by Katz and Sharpe in [15], which suggest that under certain conditions, the
correlation functions of physical operators in the model considered can be related to the
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Yukawa couplings in heterotic string compactifications. Various twisted heterotic sigma
models were also used in [14] to ascertain the criteria for conformal invariance in (0, 2)
models. Last but not the least, the existence of a topological heterotic ring of ground
operators (which reduces to the (a, c) ring of an untwisted (2, 2) model at the (2, 2) locus)
in the conformal and ‘massive’ limits of an isomorphic model was also investigated in [16].
This presents new possibilities for the application of physical insights in mathematics and
vice-versa. To this end, we shall generalise Witten’s approach in [12].
A Brief Summary and Plan of the Paper
A brief summary and plan of the paper is as follows. First, in Section 2, we will
review the two-dimensional heterotic sigma model with (0, 2) supersymmetry on a rank-r
holomorphic gauge bundle E over a Ka¨hler manifold X . We will then introduce a twisted
variant of the model, obtained via a redefinition of the spins of the relevant worldsheet fields.
Next, in Section 3, we will focus on the space of physical operators of this twisted sigma
model. In particular, we will study the properties of the chiral algebra furnished by these
operators. In addition, we will show how the moduli of the chiral algebra arises when we
include a non-Ka¨hler deformation of X .
In Section 4, we will discuss, from a purely physical perspective, the anomalies of this
specific model. The main aim in doing so is to prepare for the observations and results that
we will make and find in the next section.
In Section 5, we will introduce the notion of a sheaf of perturbative observables. An
alternative description of the chiral algebra of physical operators in terms of the elements of
a Cech cohomology group will also be presented. Thereafter, we will show that the twisted
model on a local patch of the target space can be described in terms of a free bc-βγ system,
where in order to give a complete description of the model on the entire target space, it
will first be necessary to study its local symmetries. Using these local symmetries, one can
then glue together the free conformal field theories (each defined on a local patch of the
target space by the free bc-βγ system) to obtain a globally-defined sheaf of CDO’s or vertex
superalgebras which span a subset of the chiral algebra of the model. It is at this juncture
that one observes the mathematical obstruction to a global definition of the sheaf (and hence
the existence of the underlying theory) to be the physical anomaly of the model itself. Via
an example, we will be able to obtain a novel understanding of the non-zero one-loop beta
function of the twisted heterotic sigma model solely in terms of holomorphic data.
In Section 6, we will study the twisted model at the (2, 2) locus where E = TX , for
which the obstruction to a global definition of the sheaf of vertex superalgebras vanishes
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for any smooth manifold X . In doing so, we obtain a purely mathematical description of
the half-twisted variant of Witten’s topological A-model [17] in terms of a theory of a class
of conformal vertex superalgebras called the CDR, that for a target space with vanishing
first Chern class such as a Calabi-Yau manifold, acquires the structure of a topological
vertex algebra. Our results therefore serve as an alternative verification and generalisation
of Kapustin’s findings in [11] and Frenkel et al.’s computation in [13]. Using the CFT state-
operator correspondence in the Calabi-Yau case, one can make contact with the mathematical
definition of the elliptic genus introduced in [8, 9, 10] solely via physical considerations.
In Section 7, we will analyse, as examples, sheaves of CDR that describe the physics of
the half-twisted (2, 2) model on two different smooth manifolds. The main aim is to illustrate
the rather abstract discussion in the preceding sections. By studying the sheaves of CDR on
CP1, we find that a subset of the infinite-dimensional space of physical operators furnishes
an underlying superaffine Lie-algebra. As in section 5, we will be able to obtain a novel
understanding of the non-zero one-loop beta function of the half-twisted sigma model solely
in terms of holomorphic data. Furthermore, for the half-twisted (2, 2) model on a non-Ka¨hler,
parallelised, smooth manifold with torsion such as S3 × S1, a study of the corresponding
sheaf of CDR reveals a direct relationship between the modulus of sheaves and the level of
the underlying SU(2) WZW theory.
Beyond Perturbation Theory
As pointed out in [12], instanton effects can change the picture radically, triggering
a spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry, hence making the chiral algebra trivial as the
elliptic genus vanishes. Thus, out of perturbation theory, the sigma model may no longer be
described by the theory of CDO’s. This non-perturbative consideration is beyond the scope
of the present paper. However, we do hope to address it in a future publication.
2. A Twisted Heterotic Sigma Model
2.1. The Heterotic Sigma Model with (0, 2) Supersymmetry
To begin, let us first recall the two-dimensional heterotic non-linear sigma model with
(0, 2) supersymmetry on a rank-r holomorphic gauge bundle E over a Ka¨hler manifold X . It
governs maps Φ : Σ → X , with Σ being the worldsheet Riemann surface. By picking local
coordinates z, z¯ on Σ, and φi, φi¯ on X , the map Φ can then be described locally via the
functions φi(z, z¯) and φi¯(z, z¯). Let K and K be the canonical and anti-canonical bundles
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of Σ (the bundles of one-forms of types (1, 0) and (0, 1) respectively), whereby the spinor
bundles of Σ with opposite chiralities are given by K1/2 and K
1/2
. Let TX and TX be
the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic tangent bundle of X . The left-moving fermi fields
of the model consist of λa and λa, which are smooth sections of the bundles K
1/2 ⊗ Φ∗E
and K1/2 ⊗ Φ∗E∗ respectively. On the other hand, the right-moving fermi fields consist
of ψi and ψ i¯, which are smooth sections of the bundles K
1/2 ⊗ Φ∗TX and K1/2 ⊗ Φ∗TX
respectively. Here, ψi and ψ i¯ are superpartners of the scalar fields φi and φi¯, while λa and
λa are superpartners to a set of auxiliary scalar fields l
a and la, which are in turn smooth
sections of the bundles K1/2 ⊗K1/2 ⊗ Φ∗E and K1/2 ⊗K1/2 ⊗ Φ∗E∗ respectively. Let g be
the hermitian metric on X . The action is then given by
S =
∫
Σ
|d2z|
(
1
2
gij¯(∂zφ
i∂z¯φ
j¯ + ∂z¯φ
i∂zφ
j¯) + gij¯ψ
iDzψ
j¯ + λaDz¯λ
a
+F abij¯(φ)λaλ
bψiψj¯ − lala
)
, (2.1)
whereby i, i¯ = 1 . . . , n = dimCX , a = 1 . . . , r,
1 |d2z| = idz ∧ dz¯, and F abij¯(φ) = Aabi,j¯(φ) is
the curvature 2-form of the holomorphic gauge bundle E with connection A. In addition, Dz
is the ∂ operator on K
1/2⊗φ∗TX using the pull-back of the Levi-Civita connection on TX ,
while Dz¯ is the ∂¯ operator on K
1/2 ⊗ Φ∗E using the pull-back of the connection A on E . In
formulas (using a local trivialisation of K
1/2
and K1/2 respectively), we have2
Dzψ
j¯ = ∂zψ
j¯ + Γj¯
l¯k¯
∂zφ
l¯ψk¯, (2.2)
and
Dz¯λ
a = ∂z¯λ
a + Aabi(φ)∂z¯φ
iλb. (2.3)
Here, Γj¯
l¯k¯
is the affine connection of X , while Aabi(φ) is the connection on E in component
form.
The infinitesimal transformation of the fields generated by the supercharge Q+ under
1As we will be studying the sigma model in the peturbative limit, worldsheet instantons are absent, and
one considers only (degree zero) constant maps Φ, such that
∫
Σ
Φ∗c1(E) = 0. Since the selection rule from the
requirement of anomaly cancellation states that the number of λas must be given by
∫
ΣΦ
∗c1(E) + r(1− g),
where g is the genus of Σ, we find that at string tree level, the number of λas must be given by r.
2Note that we have used a flat metric and hence vanishing spin connection on the Riemann surface Σ in
writing these formulas.
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the first right-moving supersymmetry, is given by
δφi = 0, δφi¯ = ǫ¯−ψ
i¯,
δψ i¯ = 0, δψi = −ǫ¯−∂z¯φi,
δλa = 0, δλa = ǫ¯−la, (2.4)
δla = 0, δl
a = ǫ¯−
(
Dz¯λ
a + F abij¯(φ)λ
bψiψj¯
)
,
while the infinitesimal transformation of the fields generated by the supercharge Q+ under
the second right-moving supersymmetry, is given by
δφi = ǫ−ψ
i, δλa = ǫ−
(
la + Aabi(φ)λ
bψi
)
,
δψi = 0, δla = −ǫ−Aabi(φ)lbψi,
δφi¯ = 0, δψ i¯ = −ǫ−∂z¯φi¯, (2.5)
δλa = 0, δla = ǫ−∂z¯λa,
where ǫ− and ǫ¯− are anti-holomorphic sections of K
−1/2
. Since we are considering a holo-
morphic vector bundle E , the supersymmetry algebra is trivially satisfied.3
2.2. Twisting the Model
Classically, the action (2.1) and therefore the model that it describes, possesses a left-
moving flavour symmetry and a right-moving R-symmetry, giving rise to a U(1)L × U(1)R
global symmetry group. Denoting (qL, qR) to be the left- and right-moving charges of the
fields under this symmetry group, we find that λa and λ
a have charges (±1, 0), ψ i¯ and ψi have
charges (0,±1), and la and la have charges (±1,±1) respectively. Quantum mechanically
however, these symmetries are anomalous because of non-perturbative worldsheet instantons;
the charge violations for the left- and right-moving global symmetries are given by ∆qL =∫
Σ
Φ∗c1(E) and ∆qR =
∫
Σ
Φ∗c1(TX) respectively.
In order to define a twisted variant of the model, the spins of the various fields need
to be shifted by a linear combination of their corresponding left- and right-moving charges
(qL, qR) under the global U(1)L × U(1)R symmetry group; by considering a shift in the spin
S via S → S + 1
2
[(1− 2s)qL + (2s¯− 1)qR] (where s and s¯ are real numbers), the various
3The supersymmetry algebra is satisfied provided the (2, 0) part of the curvature vanishes i.e., Aab[i,j] −
Aac[iA
c
bj] = 0. For a real gauge field A such that A
†
i = Ai¯, this just means that E must be a holomorphic
vector bundle [18].
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fields of the twisted model will transform as smooth sections of the following bundles:
λa ∈ Γ
(
K(1−s) ⊗ Φ∗E∗) , λa ∈ Γ (Ks ⊗ Φ∗E) ,
ψi ∈ Γ
(
K
(1−s¯) ⊗ Φ∗TX
)
, ψ i¯ ∈ Γ
(
K
s¯ ⊗ Φ∗TX
)
, (2.6)
la ∈ Γ
(
K(1−s) ⊗K s¯ ⊗ Φ∗E∗
)
, la ∈ Γ
(
Ks ⊗K(1−s¯) ⊗ Φ∗E
)
.
Notice that for s = s¯ = 1
2
, the fields transform as smooth sections of the same tensored
bundles defining the original heterotic sigma model, i.e., we get back the untwisted model.
In order for a twisted model to be physically consistent, one must ensure that the new
Lorentz symmetry (which has been modified from the original due to the twist) continues
to be non-anomalous quantum mechanically. Note that similar to the untwisted case, the
U(1)L and U(1)R symmetries are anomalous in the quantum theory. The charge violations
on a genus-g Riemann surface Σ are given by
∆qL = r(1− 2s)(1− g) +
∫
Σ
Φ∗c1(E), (2.7)
∆qR = n(2s¯− 1)(g − 1) +
∫
Σ
Φ∗c1(TX). (2.8)
As we will show in section 5.3, physically consistent models must obey the condition c1(E) =
c1(TX). Hence, we see from (2.7) and (2.8) that an example of a non-anomalous combination
of global currents that one can use to twist the model with is 1
2
(JL − JR), where s = s¯ = 0.
If one has the additional condition that c1(E) = c1(TX) = 0, i.e., X is a Calabi-Yau, one can
also consider the non-anomalous current combination 1
2
(JL + JR), where s = 0 and s¯ = 1.
Note at this point that we would like to study a twisted model which can be related to
the half-twisted variant of the topological A-model at the (2, 2) locus where E = TX . To this
end, we shall study the twisted variant of the heterotic sigma model defined by s = s¯ = 0,
i.e., we consider the twisted model associated with the current combination 1
2
(JL − JR).
Hence, as required, the various fields in this twisted model of interest will transform as
smooth sections of the following bundles:
λa ∈ Γ (Φ∗E) , λza ∈ Γ (K ⊗ Φ∗E∗) ,
ψiz¯ ∈ Γ
(
K ⊗ Φ∗TX) , ψ i¯ ∈ Γ (Φ∗TX) , (2.9)
laz¯ ∈ Γ
(
K ⊗ Φ∗E) , lza ∈ Γ (K ⊗ Φ∗E∗) .
Notice that we have included additional indices in the above fields so as to reflect their
new geometrical characteristics on Σ; fields without a z or z¯ index transform as worldsheet
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scalars, while fields with a z or z¯ index transform as (1, 0) or (0, 1) forms on the worldsheet.
In addition, as reflected by the a, i, and i¯ indices, all fields continue to be valued in the
pull-back of the corresponding bundles on X . Thus, the action of the twisted variant of the
two-dimensional heterotic sigma model is given by
Stwist =
∫
Σ
|d2z|
(
1
2
gij¯(∂zφ
i∂z¯φ
j¯ + ∂z¯φ
i∂zφ
j¯) + gij¯ψ
i
z¯Dzψ
j¯ + λzaDz¯λ
a
+F abij¯(φ)λzaλ
bψiz¯ψ
j¯ − lzalaz¯
)
. (2.10)
A twisted theory is the same as an untwisted one when defined on a Σ which is flat.
Hence, locally (where one has the liberty to select a flat metric), the twisting does nothing
at all. However, what happens non-locally may be non-trivial. In particular, note that
globally, the supersymmetry parameters ǫ− and ǫ¯− must now be interpreted as sections of
different line bundles; in the twisted model, the transformation laws given by (2.4) and (2.5)
are still valid, and because of the shift in the spins of the various fields, we find that for
the laws to remain physically consistent, ǫ¯− must now be a function on Σ while ǫ− must
be a section of the non-trivial bundle K
−1
. One can therefore canonically pick ǫ¯− to be a
constant and ǫ− to vanish, i.e., the twisted variant of the two-dimensional heterotic sigma
model has just one canonical global fermionic symmetry generated by the supercharge Q+.
Hence, the infinitesimal transformation of the (twisted) fields under this single canonical
symmetry must read (after setting ǫ¯− to 1)
δφi = 0, δφi¯ = ψ i¯,
δψ i¯ = 0, δψiz¯ = −∂z¯φi,
δλa = 0, δλza = lza, (2.11)
δlza = 0, δl
a
z¯ =
(
Dz¯λ
a + F abij¯(φ)λ
bψiz¯ψ
j¯
)
.
From the (0, 2) supersymmetry algebra, we have Q
2
+ = 0. In addition, (after twisting) Q+
transforms as a scalar. Consequently, we find that the symmetry is nilpotent i.e., δ2 = 0
(off-shell), and behaves as a BRST-like symmetry.
Note at this point that the transformation laws of (2.11) can be expressed in terms of
the BRST operator Q+, whereby δW = {Q+,W} for any field W . One can then show that
the action (2.10) can be written as
Stwist =
∫
Σ
|d2z|{Q+, V }+ Stop (2.12)
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where
V = −gij¯ψiz¯∂zφj¯ − λzalaz¯ , (2.13)
while
Stop =
1
2
∫
Σ
gij¯
(
∂zφ
i∂z¯φ
j¯ − ∂z¯φi∂zφj¯
)
(2.14)
is
∫
Σ
Φ∗(K), the integral of the pull-back to Σ of the (1, 1) Ka¨hler form K = i
2
gij¯dφ
i ∧ dφj¯.
Notice that since Q
2
+ = 0, the first term on the RHS of (2.12) is invariant under
the transformation generated by Q+. In addition, because dK = 0 on a Ka¨hler manifold,∫
Σ
Φ∗(K) depends only on the cohomology class of K and the homotopy class of Φ∗(Σ), i.e.,
the class of maps Φ. Consequently, Stop is a topological term, invariant under local field
deformations and the transformation δ. Thus, the action given in (2.12) is invariant under
the BRST symmetry as required. Moreover, for the transformation laws of (2.11) to be
physically consistent, Q+ must have charge (0,+1) under the global U(1)L × U(1)R gauge
group. Since V has a corresponding charge of (0,−1), while K has zero charge, Stwist in
(2.12) continues to be invariant under the U(1)L × U(1)R symmetry group at the classical
level.
As mentioned in the introduction, we will be studying the twisted model in perturbation
theory, where one does an expansion in the inverse of the large-radius limit. Hence, only
the degree-zero maps of the term
∫
Σ
Φ∗(K) contribute to the path integral factor e−Stwist .
Therefore, in the perturbative limit, one can set
∫
Σ
Φ∗(K) = 0 since dK = 0, and the model
will be independent of the Ka¨hler structure of X . This also means that one is free to study
an equivalent action obtained by setting Stop in (2.12) to zero. After eliminating the lzal
a
z¯
term via its own equation of motion laz¯ = 0, the equivalent action in perturbation theory
reads
Spert =
∫
Σ
|d2z|
(
gij¯∂zφ
j¯∂z¯φ
i + gij¯ψ
i
z¯Dzψ
j¯ + λzaDz¯λ
a + F abij¯λzaλ
bψiz¯ψ
j¯
)
, (2.15)
where it can also written as
Spert =
∫
Σ
|d2z|{Q+, V }. (2.16)
Note that the original symmetries of the theory persist despite limiting ourselves to
perturbation theory; even though Stop = 0, from (2.16), one finds that Spert is invariant under
the nilpotent BRST symmetry generated by Q+. It is also invariant under the U(1)L×U(1)R
global symmetry. Spert shall henceforth be the action of interest in all our subsequent
discussions.
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3. Chiral Algebras from the Twisted Heterotic Sigma Model
3.1. The Chiral Algebra
Classically, the model is conformally invariant. The trace of the stress tensor from Spert
vanishes, i.e., Tzz¯ = 0. The other non-zero components of the stress tensor, at the classical
level, are given by
Tzz = gij¯∂zφ
i∂zφ
j¯ + λzaDzλ
a, (3.1)
and
Tz¯z¯ = gij¯∂z¯φ
i∂z¯φ
j¯ + gij¯ψ
i
z¯
(
∂z¯ψ
j¯ + Γj¯
l¯k¯
∂z¯φ
l¯ψk¯
)
. (3.2)
Furthermore, one can go on to show that
Tz¯z¯ = {Q+,−gij¯ψiz¯∂z¯φj¯}, (3.3)
and
[Q+, Tzz] = lzaDzλ
a +
(
gij¯Dzψ
j¯ + F abij¯(φ)λzaλ
bψj¯
)
∂zφ
i
= 0 (on-shell). (3.4)
From (3.4) and (3.3), we see that all components of the stress tensor are Q+-invariant; Tzz is
an operator in the Q+-cohomology while Tz¯z¯ is Q+-exact and thus trivial in Q+-cohomology.
The fact that Tzz is not Q+-exact even at the classical level implies that the twisted model
is not a 2D topological field theory; rather, it is a 2D conformal field theory. This because
the original model has (0, 2) and not (2, 2) supersymmetry. On the other hand, the fact that
Tz¯z¯ is Q+-exact has some non-trivial consequences on the nature of the local operators in
the Q+-cohomology. Let us discuss this further.
We say that a local operator O inserted at the origin has dimension (n,m) if under
a rescaling z → λz, z¯ → λ¯z (which is a conformal symmetry of the classical theory), it
transforms as ∂n+m/∂zn∂z¯m, that is, as λ−nλ¯−m. Classical local operators have dimensions
(n,m) where n and m are non-negative integers.4 However, only local operators with m = 0
survive in Q+-cohomology. The reason for the last statement is that the rescaling of z¯ is
generated by L¯0 =
∮
dz¯ z¯Tz¯z¯. As we noted in the previous paragraph, Tz¯ z¯ is of the form
{Q+, . . . }, so L¯0 = {Q+, V0} for some V0. If O is to be admissible as a local physical operator,
4Anomalous dimensions under RG flow may shift the values of n and m quantum mechanically, but the
spin given by (n−m), being an intrinsic property, remains unchanged.
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it must at least be true that {Q+,O} = 0. Consequently, [L¯0,O] = {Q+, [V0,O]}. Since the
eigenvalue of L¯0 on O is m, we have [L¯0,O] = mO. Therefore, if m 6= 0, it follows that O is
Q+-exact and thus trivial in Q+-cohomology.
By a similar argument, we can show that O, as an element of the Q+-cohomology,
varies homolomorphically with z. Indeed, since the momentum operator (which acts on
O as ∂z¯) is given by L¯−1, the term ∂z¯O will be given by the commutator [L¯−1,O]. Since
L¯−1 =
∮
dz¯ Tz¯z¯, we will have L¯−1 = {Q+, V−1} for some V−1. Hence, because O is physical
such that {Q+,O} = 0, it will be true that ∂z¯O = {Q+, [V−1,O]} and thus vanishes in
Q+-cohomology.
The observations that we have made so far are based solely on classical grounds. The
question that one might then ask is whether these observations will continue to hold when
we eventually consider the quantum theory. The key point to note is that if it is true
classically that a cohomology vanishes, it should continue to do so in perturbation theory,
when quantum effects are small enough. Since the above observations were made based
on the classical fact that Tz¯z¯ vanishes in Q+-cohomology, they will continue to hold at the
quantum level. Let us look at the quantum theory more closely.
The Quantum Theory
Quantum mechanically, the conformal structure of the theory is violated by a non-zero
one-loop β-function; renormalisation adds to the classical action Spert a term of the form:
∆1−loop = c1 Rij¯∂zφ
j¯ψiz¯ + c2 g
ij¯F abij¯λzal
b
z¯ (3.5)
for some divergent constants c1,2, where Rij¯ is the Ricci tensor of X . In the Calabi-Yau
case, one can choose a Ricci-flat metric and a solution to the Uhlenbeck-Yau equation,
gij¯F abij¯ = 0, such that ∆1−loop vanishes and the original action is restored. In this case, the
classical observations made above continue to hold true. On the other hand, in the “massive
models” where c1(X) 6= 0, there is no way to set ∆1−loop to zero. Conformal invariance is
necessarily lost, and there is nontrivial RG running. However, one can continue to express
Tz¯z¯ as {Q+, . . . }, i.e., it remains Q+-exact, and thus continues to vanish in Q+-cohomology.
Hence, the above observations about the holomorphic nature of the local operators having
dimension (n, 0) continue to hold in the quantum theory.
We would also like to bring to the reader’s attention another important feature of the
Q+-cohomology at the quantum level. Recall that classically, we had [Q+, Tzz] = 0 via the
classical equations of motion. Notice that the classical expression for Tzz is not modified
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at the quantum level (at least up to one-loop), since even in the non-Calabi-Yau case, the
additional term of ∆1−loop in the quantum action does not contribute to Tzz. However, due
to one-loop corrections to the action of Q+, we have, at the quantum level
[Q+, Tzz] = ∂z(Rij¯∂zφ
iψj¯) + . . . (3.6)
(where ‘. . . ’ is also a partial derivative of some terms with respect to z). Note that the
term on the RHS of (3.6) cannot be eliminated through the equations of motion in the
quantum theory. Neither can we modify Tzz (by subtracting a total derivative term) such
that it continues to be Q+-invariant. This implies that in a ‘massive’ model, operators
do not remain in the Q+-cohomology after general holomorphic coordinate transformations
on the worldsheet, i.e., the model is not conformal at the level of the Q+-cohomology.
5
However, Tzz continues to be holomorphic in z up to Q+-trivial terms; from the conservation
of the stress tensor, we have ∂z¯Tzz = −∂zTzz¯, and Tzz¯, while no longer zero, is now given
by Tzz¯ = {Q+, Gzz¯} for some Gzz¯, i.e., ∂zTzz¯ continues to be Q+-exact, and ∂z¯Tzz ∼ 0
in Q+-cohomology. The holomorphy of Tzz, together with the relation (3.6), has further
implications for the Q+-cohomology of local operators; by a Laurent expansion of Tzz,
6 one
can use (3.6) to show that [Q+, L−1] = 0. This means that operators remain in the Q+-
cohomology after global translations on the worldsheet. In addition, recall that Q+ is a
scalar with spin zero in the twisted model. As shown few paragraphs before, we have the
condition L¯0 = 0. Let the spin be S, where S = L0 − L¯0. Therefore, [Q+, S] = 0 implies
that [Q+, L0] = 0. In other words, operators remain in the Q+-cohomology after global
dilatations of the worldsheet coordinates.
One can also make the following observations about the correlation functions of these
local operators. Firstly, note that
〈{Q+,W}〉 = 0 for any W , and recall that for any lo-
cal physical operator Oα, we have {Q+,Oα} = 0. Since the ∂z¯ operator on Σ is given by
L¯−1 =
∮
dz¯ Tz¯z¯, where Tz¯z¯ = {Q+, . . . }, we find that ∂z¯ 〈O1(z1)O2(z2) . . .Os(zs)〉 is given by∮
dz¯
〈{Q+, . . . } O1(z1)O2(z2) . . .Os(zs)〉 = ∮ dz¯ 〈{Q+, · · ·∏iOi(zi)}〉 = 0. Thus, the corre-
lation functions are always holomorphic in z. Secondly, Tzz¯ = {Q+, Gzz¯} for some Gzz¯ in the
‘massive’ models. Hence, the variation of the correlation functions due to a change in the
scale of Σ will be given by
〈O1(z1)O2(z2) . . .Os(zs){Q+, Gzz¯}〉 = 〈{Q+,∏iOi(zi) ·Gzz¯}〉 =
5In section 5.7, we will examine more closely, from a different point of view, the one-loop correction to
the action of Q+ associated with the beta-function, where (3.6) will appear in a different guise.
6Since we are working modulo Q+-trivial operators, it suffices for Tzz to be holomorphic up to Q+-trival
terms before an expansion in terms Laurent coefficients is permitted.
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0. In other words, the correlation functions of local physical operators will continue to be in-
variant under arbitrary scalings of Σ. Thus, the correlation functions are always independent
of the Ka¨hler structure on Σ and depend only on its complex structure.
A Holomorphic Chiral Algebra A
Let O(z) and O˜(z′) be two Q+-closed operators such that their product is Q+-closed
as well. Now, consider their operator product expansion or OPE:
O(z)O˜(z′) ∼
∑
k
fk(z − z′)Ok(z′), (3.7)
in which the explicit form of the coefficients fk must be such that the scaling dimensions
and U(1)L × U(1)R charges of the operators agree on both sides of the OPE. In general,
fk is not holomorphic in z. However, if we work modulo Q+-exact operators in passing
to the Q+-cohomology, the fk’s which are non-holomorphic and are thus not annihilated
by ∂/∂z¯, drop out from the OPE because they multiply operators Ok which are Q+-exact.
This is true because ∂/∂z¯ acts on the LHS of (3.7) to give terms which are cohomologically
trivial.7 In other words, we can take the fk’s to be holomorphic coefficients in studying the
Q+-cohomology. Thus, the OPE of (3.7) has a holomorphic structure.
In summary, we have established that the Q+-cohomology of holomorphic local opera-
tors has a natural structure of a holomorphic chiral algebra (as defined in the mathematical
literature) which we shall henceforth call A; it is always preserved under global translations
and dilatations, though (unlike the usual physical notion of a chiral algebra) it may not
be preserved under general holomorphic coordinate transformations on the Riemann surface
Σ. Likewise, the OPEs of the chiral algebra of local operators obey the usual relations of
holomorphy, associativity, and invariance under translations and scalings of z, but not neces-
sarily invariance under arbitrary holomorphic reparameterisations of z. The local operators
are of dimension (n,0) for n ≥ 0, and the chiral algebra of such operators requires a flat
metric up to scaling on Σ to be defined.8 Therefore, the chiral algebra that we have ob-
tained can only be globally-defined on a Riemann surface of genus one, or be locally-defined
on an arbitrary but curved Σ. To define the chiral algebra globally on a surface of higher
genus requires more in-depth analysis, and is potentially obstructed by an anomaly involving
c1(Σ) and (c1(E)− c1(X)) that we will discuss in sections 4 and 5.6. Last but not least, as
7Since {Q+,O} = 0, we have ∂z¯O = {Q+, V (z)} for some V (z), as argued before. Hence ∂z¯O(z) · O˜(z′) =
{Q+, V (z)O˜(z′)}.
8Notice that we have implicitly assumed the flat metric on Σ in all of our analysis thus far.
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is familiar for chiral algebras, the correlation functions of these operators depend on Σ only
via its complex structure. The correlation functions are holomorphic in the parameters of
the theory and are therefore protected from perturbative corrections.
3.2. The Moduli of the Chiral Algebra
Here, we shall consider the moduli of the chiral algebra A. To this end, let us first make
some additional observations about A.
Firstly, notice that the metric gij¯ of the target space X appears in the classical action
Spert inside a term of the form {Q+, . . . }. Similarly, the fibre metric hab¯ of the holomorphic
vector bundle E , which appears implictly in the expression −λzalaz¯ of V in (2.13), also sits
inside a term of the form {Q+, . . . }. Hence, in passing to the Q+-cohomology, we find that
the chiral algebra is independent of the metrics on X and the fibre space of E .
Secondly, note that the chiral algebra does depend on the complex structure of X and
the holomorphic structure of E because they enter in the definition of the fields and the
fermionic symmetry transformation laws of (2.11). As we are not going to study how the
chiral algebra behaves under a continuous deformation of the bundle E , its dependence on
the holomorphic structure of E shall be irrelevant to us, at least in this paper. Note also
that the chiral algebra varies holomorphically with the complex structure of X ; one can
show, using the form of Spert in (2.16), that if J denotes the complex structure of X , an
anti-holomorphic derivative ∂/∂J¯ changes Spert by a term of the form {Q+, . . . }.
We shall now consider adding to Spert, a term which will represent the moduli of the
chiral algebra A. As we will show shortly in section 3.3, this term results in a non-Ka¨hler
deformation of the target space X . Thus, X will be a complex, hermitian manifold in all
our following discussions.
To proceed, let T = 1
2
Tijdφ
i ∧ dφj be any two-form on X that is of type (2, 0).9 The
term that deforms Spert will then be given by
ST =
∫
Σ
|d2z|{Q+, Tijψiz¯∂zφj}. (3.8)
By construction, ST is Q+-invariant. Moreover, since it has vanishing (qL, qR) charges, it
is also invariant under the global U(1)L × U(1)R symmetry group. Hence, as required, the
9As we will see shortly, the restriction of T to be a gauge field of type (2, 0), will enable us to associate the
moduli of the chiral algebra with the moduli of sheaves of vertex superalgebras studied in the mathematical
literature [3, 5] as desired.
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addition of ST preserves the classical symmetries of the theory. Explicitly, we then have
ST =
∫
Σ
|d2z|
(
Tij,k¯ψ
k¯ψiz¯∂zφ
j − Tij∂z¯φi∂zφj
)
, (3.9)
where Tij,k¯ = ∂Tij/∂φ
k¯. Note that since |d2z| = idz ∧ dz¯, we can write the second term on
the RHS of (3.9) as
S
(2)
T =
i
2
∫
Σ
Tijdφ
i ∧ dφj = i
∫
Σ
Φ∗(T ). (3.10)
Recall that in perturbation theory, we are considering degree-zero maps Φ with no multiplic-
ity. Hence, for S
(2)
T to be non-vanishing, (in contrast to the closed Ka¨hler form K that we
encountered in section 2.2) T must not be closed, i.e. dT 6= 0. In other words, one must have
a non-zero flux H = dT . As T is of type (2, 0), H will be a three-form of type (3, 0)⊕ (2, 1).
Notice here that the first term on the RHS of (3.9) is expressed in terms of H, since
Tij,k¯ is simply the (2, 1) part of H. In fact, S(2)T can also be written in terms of H as follows.
Suppose that C is a three-manifold whose boundary is Σ and over which the map Φ : Σ→ X
extends. Then, if T is globally-defined as a (2, 0)-form, the relation H = dT implies, via
Stoke’s theorem, that
S
(2)
T = i
∫
C
Φ∗(H). (3.11)
Hence, we see that ST can be expressed solely in terms of the three-form flux H (modulo
terms that do not affect perturbation theory).
Note at this point that we do not actually want to limit ourselves to the case that T
is globally-defined; as is clear from (3.8), if T were to be globally-defined, ST and therefore
the moduli of the chiral algebra would vanish in Q+-cohomology. Fortunately, the RHS of
(3.11) makes sense as long as H is globally-defined, with the extra condition that H be
closed, since C cannot be the boundary of a four-manifold.10 Therefore, (as will be shown
shortly via Poincare´’s lemma) it suffices for T to be locally-defined such that H = dT is true
only locally. Hence, T must be interpreted a a two-form gauge field in string theory (or a
non-trivial connection on gerbes in mathematical theories).
In the quantum theory, a shift in the (Euclidean) action SE by an integral multiple
of 2πi is irrelvant as the path integral factor is e−SE . Hence, the effective range of the
continuous moduli of H is such that 0 ≤ S(2)T < 2πi. Also, the continuous U(1)L and U(1)R
symmetries of the classical theory reduce to discrete symmetries in the quantum theory due
10From homology theory, the boundary of a boundary is empty. Hence, since Σ exists as the boundary of
C, the three-manifold C itself cannot be a boundary of a higher-dimensional four-manifold.
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to worldsheet instantons. In order for the discrete symmetries to remain anomaly-free, H
2pi
must be an integral cohomology class, i.e. 1
2pi
∫
C
Φ∗(H) ∈ Z. Hence, the continuous moduli
of H present in perturbation theory, may be absent in the non-perturbative theory. Since
we are only considering the physics in the perturbative regime, we will not see this effect.
In writing S
(2)
T in terms of H, we have made the assumption that Φ extends over
some three-manifold C with boundary Σ. Since in perturbation theory, one considers only
topologically trivial maps Φ which can be extended over any chosen C, the assumption is
valid. Non-perturbatively however, one must also consider the contributions coming from
topologically non-trivial maps as well. Thus, an extension of the map over C may not
exist. Therefore, the current definition of S
(2)
T will not suffice. Notice also, that T cannot be
completely determined as a two-form gauge field by its curvature H = dT , as one may add
a flat two-form gauge field to T where H does not change at all. This indeterminacy of T is
inconsequential in perturbation theory as S
(2)
T can be made to depend solely on H via (3.11).
Non-perturbatively on the other hand, because C may not exist, S
(2)
T can only be expressed
in terms of T and not H, as in (6.9). The explicit details of T will then be important. Since
the sheaf of CDO’s or vertex superalgebras, as defined in the mathematical literature, only
depends on H, the theory of CDO’s can only be used to describe the physics of the twisted
model in perturbation theory. This dependency of the sheaf of vertex superalgebras on H is
also what motivates us to express ST entirely in terms of H.
Moduli
As mentioned earlier, T must be locally-defined only such that the expression H = dT
is valid only locally. At the same time, H must be globally-defined and closed so that (3.11)
can be consistent. Fortunately, one can show that a globally-defined, closed three-form H
of type (3, 0) ⊕ (2, 1) can be expressed locally as H = dT , where T is a locally-defined
two-form of type (2, 0). To demonstrate this, let us first select any local two-form Y such
that H = dY . Poincare´’s lemma asserts that Y will exist because H is closed and globally-
defined. In general, Y is given by a sum of terms Y (2,0) + Y (1,1) + Y (0,2) of the stated types.
Since in our application, H has no component of type (0, 3), it will mean that ∂¯Y (0,2) = 0.
By the ∂¯ version of Poincare´’s lemma, we then have Y (0,2) = ∂¯η, where η is a one-form of
type (0, 1). Let Y˜ = Y − dη, so that we have H = dY = dY˜ , where Y˜ = Y˜ (2,0) + Y˜ (1,1).
Since H has no component of type (1, 2) either, it will mean that ∂¯Y˜ (1,1) = 0. By the ∂¯
version of Poincare´’s lemma again, we will have Y˜ (1,1) = ∂¯ζ, where ζ is a one-form of type
(1, 0). By defining T = Y˜ − dζ , we have H = dY˜ = dT , where T is a two-form of type (2, 0)
as promised.
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Recall that if T and therefore H = dT is globally-defined, ST will vanish in Q+-
cohomology. Hence, in perturbation theory, the moduli of the chiral algebra derived from the
twisted heterotic sigma model on a holomorphic vector bundle E over a complex hermitian
manifold X , is parameterised by a closed three-form H of type (3, 0)⊕ (2, 1) modulo forms
that can be written globally as H = dT , where T is a form of type (2, 0). In other words,
the moduli is represented by some cohomology class that H represents. Non-perturbatively
however, the picture can be very different; for the topologically non-trivial maps of higher
degree, S
(2)
T can only be expressed in terms of T via (6.9), where even flat T fields will be
important. In addition, H must be an integral class, which means that the moduli in the
non-perturbative theory must be discrete and not continuous. The analysis is beyond the
scope of the present paper, and we shall not expound on it further.
Interpretation via H1(X,Ω2,clX )
Now, we would like to determine the type of cohomology class that H represents.
To this end, let Ua, a = 1, . . . , s be a collection of small open sets providing a good
cover of X such that their mutual intersections are open sets as well.
Suppose that we have a globally-defined closed three-form H of type (3, 0)⊕ (2, 1) that
can be expressed as H = dT locally, where T is a two-form of type (2, 0) which is locally-
defined. This means that on each Ua, we will have a (2, 0)-form Ta, such that Ha = dTa. On
each open double intersection Ua ∩ Ub, let us define Tab = Ta − Tb, where
Tab = −Tba (3.12)
for each a,b, and
Tab + Tbc + Tca = 0 (3.13)
for each a, b and c. Since H is globally-defined, Ha = Hb on the intersection Ua ∩ Ub, so
that dTab = 0. This implies that ∂Tab = ∂¯Tab = 0. Notice that since on each Ua, we have
Ha = dTa, the shift given by Ta → Ta + Sa, where dSa = 0 (and therefore ∂Sa = ∂¯Sa = 0),
leaves each Ha invariant. In other words, in describing H, we have an equivalence relation
Tab ∼ T ′ab = Tab + Sa − Sb. (3.14)
Let us proceed to describe Tab more precisely. In order to do so, let us first denote Ω
2
X
as the sheaf of (2, 0)-forms on X , and Ω2,clX as the sheaf of such forms that are annihilated
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by ∂. (The label “cl” is short for “closed” and refers to forms that are closed in the sense of
being annihilated by ∂. We will occasionally write this as Ω2,cl when there is no ambiguity.)
A holomorphic section of Ω2,clX in a given set U ⊂ X is a (2, 0)-form on U that is annihilated
by both ∂¯ and ∂. Likewise, Ωn,clX is the sheaf whose sections are (n, 0) forms that are ∂-closed,
such that its holomorphic sections are also annihilated by ∂¯. Since it was shown in the last
paragraph that each Ta ∈ Ω2X , and that ∂Tab = ∂¯Tab = 0 in each double intersection Ua∩Ub,
we find that Tab must be a holomorphic section of Ω
2,cl
X .
Next, notice from the equivalence relation (3.14) that Tab ∼ 0 if we can express Tab =
Sb − Sa in Ua ∩ Ub, where Sa and Sb are holomorphic in each Ua and Ub respectively (since
∂¯Sa = ∂¯Sb = 0). Hence, the non-vanishing Tab’s are those which obey the identities (3.12)
and (3.13), modulo those that can be expressed as Tab = Sb − Sa. In other words, Tab is an
element of the Cech cohomology group H1(X,Ω2,clX ).
Now, if H is globally given by the exact form H = dT , it would mean that T is
globally-defined and as such, Ta = Tb = T in each Ua ∩ Ub, whereupon all Tab’s must
vanish. Thus we have obtained a map between the space of closed three-forms H of type
(3, 0) ⊕ (2, 1), modulo forms that can be written globally as dT for T of type (2, 0), to
the Cech cohomology group H1(X,Ω2,clX ). One could have also run everything backwards,
starting with an element of H1(X,Ω2,clX ), and using the partition of unity subordinate to the
cover Ua of X , to construct the inverse of this map [12]. However, since this argument is
also standard in the mathematical literature in relating a ∂¯ and Cech cohomology, we shall
skip it for brevity. Therefore, we can conclude that H represents an element of H1(X,Ω2,clX ).
Hence, in perturbation theory, the moduli of the chiral algebra derived from the twisted
heterotic sigma model on a holomorphic vector bundle E over a complex hermitian manifold
X , like the moduli of sheaves of vertex superalgebras studied in the mathematical literature
[3, 5], is associated with H1(X,Ω2,clX ).
3.3. The Moduli as a Non-Ka¨hler Deformation of X
As shown above, in order to incorporate the moduli so that we can obtain a family of
chiral algebras, we need to turn on the three-form H-flux. As we will show in this section,
this will in turn result in a non-Ka¨hler deformation of the target space X . The motivation
for our present discussion rests on the fact that this observation will be important when we
discuss the physical application of our results at the (2, 2) locus in section 7.2.
The moduli’s connection with a non-Ka¨hler deformation of X can be made manifest
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through the twisted heterotic sigma model’s relation to a unitary model with (0, 2) super-
symmetry. Thus, let us first review some known results [19, 20] about (0, 2) supersymmetry.
A unitary model with (0, 2) supersymmetry can be constructed by enlarging the world-
sheet Σ to a supermanifold Σ̂ with bosonic coordinates z, z¯ and fermionic coordinates θ+, θ¯+.
(The ‘+’ superscript in θ+, θ¯+ just indicates that they transform as sections of the positive
chirality spin bundle of Σ.) The two supersymmetry generators that act geometrically in Σ̂
are given by:
Q+ = ∂
∂θ¯+
− iθ+ ∂
∂z¯
Q+ = ∂
∂θ+
− iθ¯+ ∂
∂z¯
, (3.15)
where Q2+ = Q
2
+ = 0 and {Q+,Q+} = −2i∂/∂z¯. To construct supersymmetric Lagrangians
that are invariant under Q+ and Q+, we note the fact that these operators anti-commute
with the supersymmetric derivatives
D+ =
∂
∂θ¯+
+ iθ+
∂
∂z¯
D+ =
∂
∂θ+
+ iθ¯+
∂
∂z¯
, (3.16)
and commute with ∂z and ∂z¯. Moreover, the measure |d2z|dθdθ¯ is also supersymmetric, i.e.,
it is invariant under the action of Q+ and Q+. Consequently, any action constructed using
only the superfields and their supersymmetric and/or partial derivatives, together with the
measure, will be supersymmetric.
To construct such an action, we can describe the theory using “chiral superfields” Φ in
the supermanifold Σ̂, that obey D+Φ
i = D+Φ
i¯
= 0. They can be expanded as
Φi = φi +
√
2θ+ρi+ − iθ¯+θ+∂z¯φi
Φ
i¯
= φi¯ −
√
2θ¯+ρi¯+ + iθ¯
+θ+∂z¯φ
i¯. (3.17)
Here, φi and φi¯ are scalar fields on Σ which define a map φ : Σ→ X ; they serve as the (local)
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic complex coordinates on X respectively. ρi+ and ρ
i¯
+ are
the fermionic superpartners of the φ fields on Σ with positive chirality, and they transform
as sections of the pull-backs φ∗(TX) and φ∗(TX) respectively.
To ascertain how the various component fields of Φ transform under the two super-
symmetries generated by Q+ and Q+, we must compute how the Φ superfields transform
under the action of the Q+ and Q+ operators defined in (3.15), and compare its correspond-
ing components with that in the original superfields. In particular, Q+ generates the field
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transformations
δφi = 0
δφi¯ = −
√
2 ρi¯+
δρi+ = −i
√
2∂z¯φ
i (3.18)
δρi¯+ = 0.
Notice at this point that the non-zero transformations in eqn. (2.11) of section 2.2 are given
by δφi¯ = ψ i¯ and δψiz¯ = −∂z¯φi on-shell. These coincide with the non-zero transformations in
(3.18) above if we set ψ i¯ = −√2ρi¯+ and ψiz¯ = −iρi+/
√
2. Hence, we see that the structure
in a unitary (0, 2) model is a specialisation of the structure in the twisted heterotic sigma
model studied in section 2.2, with Q+ corresponding to Q+. This should not be surprising
since we started off with a heterotic sigma model with (0, 2) supersymmetry anyway. As our
following arguments do not require us to refer to the field transformations generated by the
other supercharge Q+, we shall omit them for brevity.
Now, let K = Ki(φ
j, φj¯)dφi be a (1, 0)-form on X , with complex conjugate K =
K i¯(φ
j, φj¯)dφi¯. A supersymmetric action can then be written as [20]
S =
∫
|d2z|dθ¯+dθ+
(
− i
2
Ki(Φ,Φ)∂zΦ
i +
i
2
K i¯(Φ,Φ)∂zΦ
i¯
)
. (3.19)
Note that action density of (3.19) must be a local expression, so that the action will be
invariant under additional transformations of K, whence one can obtain the required invari-
ant geometrical objects that can then be globally-defined. In particular, since the action
density of (3.19) is a local expression, we are free to discard exact forms after integrating
parts. This can be shown via a superspace extension of Poincare´’s lemma.11 Consequently,
the transformations of K and K in the target space X , which correspond to transformations
in superspace that leave the action invariant, will be given by
K → K + ∂Λ, K → K − ∂¯Λ, (3.20)
where Λ = Λ(φi, φi¯) is some imaginary zero-form. In fact, under (3.20), the corresponding
superfield transformations will be given by
Ki(Φ,Φ)→ Ki(Φ,Φ) + ∂ΦiΛ(Φ,Φ), K i¯(Φ,Φ)→ K i¯(Φ,Φ)− ∂¯Φi¯Λ(Φ,Φ), (3.21)
11Via a superspace extension of Poincare’s lemma, we learn that locally-exact forms Ŷ on Σ̂ are globally
closed. Let Σ̂ be the boundary of a higher dimensional supermanifold Ĉ. Hence, via Stoke’s theorem in
superspace, we find that
∫
bΣ
Ŷ =
∫
bC
dŶ = 0, where d is the exterior derivative operator in superspace.
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and one can show that the action density changes by the total derivative −i∂zΛ(Φ,Φ), which
can be integrated to zero.
By integrating out the θ¯+ and θ+ variables in (3.19), we get an action given by an
integral over the z and z¯ variables of a Lagrangian written in terms of fields on Σ. Of
particular interest would be the hermitian metric of X found in the Lagrangian and defined
by ds2 = gij¯dφ
idφj¯. It is given by
gij¯ = ∂iK j¯ + ∂j¯Ki. (3.22)
Notice that it is invariant under (3.20); hence, it can be globally-defined. Associate to this
metric is a globally-defined (1, 1)-form on X that is invariant under (3.20) and given by
ωT =
i
2
(
∂¯K − ∂K) . (3.23)
Note that ωT is the analog of a Ka¨hler (1, 1)-form ω on a Ka¨hler manifold. However, from
(3.23), we find that in contrast to ω, which obeys ∂ω = ∂¯ω = 0, ωT obeys the weaker
condition
∂¯∂ωT = 0 (3.24)
instead. This just reflects the well-known fact that the target space of a model with (0, 2)
supersymmetry is in general hermitian and non-Ka¨hler.
In order to relate the twisted heterotic sigma model to the unitary model reviewed here,
we will need to express (3.19) in the form
∫ |d2z|{Q+, V } that Spert takes in section 2.2. To
do so, we must first convert (3.19) to an integral of an ordinary Lagrangian over z and z¯.
The standard way to do this is to perform the integral over θ and θ¯. However, a convenient
shortcut is to note that for any superfield W , we can make the replacement∫
|d2z|dθ¯+dθ+W =
∫
|d2z| ∂
2
∂θ¯+∂θ+
W
∣∣∣∣
θ¯+=θ+=0
=
∫
|d2z| D¯+D+W
∣∣
θ+=θ¯+=0
. (3.25)
The rationale for the first step is that, for a fermionic variable θ,
∫
dθW = (∂W/∂θ)|θ=0.
The rationale for the second step is that the D’s differ from the ∂/∂θ’s by ∂z¯ terms, which
vanish upon integration by parts. Now, since Q+ differs from D+ and ∂/∂θ¯+ by a total
derivative, we can rewrite (3.25) and therefore the action (3.19) as
S =
∫
|d2z| {Q+, [D+,W ]}
∣∣
θ+=θ¯+=0
, (3.26)
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where W = − i
2
Ki(Φ,Φ)∂zΦ
i + i
2
K i¯(Φ,Φ)∂zΦ
i¯. Since we are identifying Q+ with Q+ of
Spert =
∫ |d2z|{Q+, V }, we see that V = D+W = −iD+(Ki(Φ,Φ)∂zΦi − K i¯(Φ,Φ)∂zΦi¯)/2.
To compute V , note that since D+Φ = 0, we have D+(Ki∂zΦ
i−K i¯∂zΦi¯) = Ki,jD+Φj∂zΦi+
Ki∂zD+Φ
i −K i¯,iD+Φi∂zΦi¯. By subtracting the total derivative ∂z(KiD+Φi) which will not
contribute to the action, we get V = i
2
(Ki,j¯ +K j¯,i)∂zΦ
j¯
D+Φ
i− i
2
(Ki,j −Kj,i)D+Φj∂zΦi. To
set θ¯+ = θ+ = 0 in (3.26), we just need to set Φi = φi, Φi¯ = φi¯, and D+Φ
i =
√
2ρi+ = 2iψ
i
z¯ ,
and let Q+ act as in (3.18). Hence, V =
(−(∂j¯Ki + ∂iK j¯)ψiz¯∂zφj¯ + (∂iKj − ∂jKi)ψiz¯∂zφj).
By setting the λzal
a
z¯ term in eqn.(2.13) to zero via the equation of motion l
a
z¯ = 0, we can
read off the hermitian metric gij¯ used in section 2.2 to construct the basic Lagrangian in
Spert, as well as the field called T in section 3.2. We have gij¯ = ∂iK j¯ + ∂j¯Ki, as claimed
in (3.22) above, and Tij = (∂iKj − ∂jKi). From the last statement, and the definition
T = 1
2
Tijdφ
i ∧ dφj in section 3.2, we see that T = ∂K as a (2, 0)-form. Thus, it follows from
(3.23) that the curvature of the two-form field T is H = dT = ∂¯∂K = 2i∂ωT . By virtue
of (3.24), the (2, 1)-form H = 2i∂ωT obeys ∂H = ∂¯H = 0. Hence, (via the Cech-Dolbeault
isomorphism) it can be interpreted as a class in H1(X,Ω2,clX ).
As we will show via an example in section 7.2, H above will indeed play the same role as
H in section 3.2 as the moduli of the chiral algebra. However, while in the general analysis
of section 3.2, H can be an arbitrary element of H1(X,Ω2,clX ) of type (3, 0)⊕ (2, 1), note that
the analysis in this section tells us that if we are to consider unitary sigma models only, H
must be restricted to just (2, 1)-forms. It must also be expressible as 2i∂ωT , i.e., ωT defines
the torsion H of X . From the last statement, we see that a non-vanishing H will mean that
∂ωT 6= 0. Thus, by turning on the moduli of the chiral algebra via a deformation ST of the
action Spert by the three-form flux H, one will effectively induce a non-Ka¨hler deformation
of the target space X .
4. Anomalies of the Twisted Heterotic Sigma Model
In this section, we will study the anomalies of the twisted heterotic sigma model. In
essence, the model will fail to exist in the quantum theory if the anomaly conditions are not
satisfied. We aim to determine what these conditions are. In this discussion, we shall omit
the additional term ST as anomalies do not depend on continuously varying couplings such
as this one.
To begin, let us first note from the action Spert in (2.15), that the kinetic energy term
quadratic in the fermi fields ψi and ψ i¯ is given by (ψ,Dψ) =
∫ |d2z|gij¯ψiDψj¯, where D is the
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∂ operator on Σ acting on sections Φ∗(TX), constructed using a pull-back of the Levi-Civita
connection on TX . The other kinetic energy term quadratic in the fermi fields λa and λ
a is
given by (λ,Dλ) =
∫ |d2z|λaDλa, where D is the ∂¯ operator on Σ acting on sections Φ∗(E),
constructed using a pull-back of the gauge connection A on E . (Notice that we have omitted
the z and z¯ indices of the fields as they are irrelevant in the present discussion.) By picking
a spin structure on Σ, one can equivalently interpret D and D as the Dirac operator and its
complex conjugate on Σ, acting on sections of V = K−1/2⊗Φ∗(TX) andW = K−1/2⊗Φ∗(E)
respectively,12 where K is the canonical bundle of Σ and K its complex conjugate.
Next, note that the anomaly arises as an obstruction to defining the functional Grass-
mann integral of the action quadratic in the Fermi fields λa, λ
a, and ψi, ψ i¯, as a general
function on the configuration space C of inequivalent connections [21]. Via the last para-
graph, the Grassmann integral is given by the product of the determinant of D with the
determinant of D. This can also be expressed as the determinant of D +D. As argued in
[21], one must think of the functional integral as a section of a complex determinant line
bundle L over C. Only if L is trivial would the integral be a global section and therefore a
function on C. Hence, the anomaly is due to the non-triviality of L. The bundle L can be
characterised completely by its restriction to a non-trivial two-cycle in C such as a two-sphere
[22].
To be more precise, let us consider a family of maps Φ : Σ → X , parameterised by
a two-sphere base which we will denote as B. In computing the path integral, we actually
want to consider the universal family of all maps from Σ to X . This can be represented
by a single map Φˆ : Σ× B → X . The quantum path integral is anomaly-free if L, as a
complex line bundle over B, is trivial. Conversely, if L is trivial, it can be trivialised by a
local Green-Schwarz anomaly-cancellation mechanism and the quantum theory will exist.
From the theory of determinant line bundles, we find that the basic obstruction to
triviality of L is its first Chern class. By an application of the family index theorem to
anomalies [23, 24], the first Chern class of L is given by π(ch2(W) − ch2(V)), whereby
π : H4(Σ × B) → H2(B). Note that the anomaly lives in H4(Σ × B) and not H2(B);
π(ch2(W)− ch2(V)) vanishes if (ch2(W)− ch2(V)) in H4(Σ×B) vanishes before it is being
mapped to H2(B). However, if (ch2(W) − ch2(V)) 6= 0 but π(ch2(W) − ch2(V)) = 0, then
even though L is trivial, it cannot be trivialised by a Green-Schwarz mechanism.
12On a Ka¨hler manifold such as Σ, the Dirac operator coincides with the Dolbeault operator ∂ + ∂† on
K
1/2
. Since ψi¯ is a zero-form on Σ, we have ∂†ψi¯ = 0. Thus, ∂ + ∂† is effectively ∂ when acting on ψi¯.
Therefore, the action of ∂ on ψi¯ ∈ Γ(Φ∗(TX)), is equivalently to the action of the Dirac operator on sections
of the bundle V = K−1/2 ⊗ Φ∗(TX). Similiar arguments hold for the case of D, λa and the bundle W .
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To evaluate the anomaly, first note that we have a Chern character identity ch(E⊗F ) =
ch(E)ch(F ), where E and F are any two bundles. Hence, by tensoring Φ∗(E) with K−1/2
to obtain W, we get an additional term 1
2
c1(Σ)c1(E). Next, note that ch2(E) = ch2(E),
and by tensoring Φ∗(TX) with K
−1/2
to obtain V, we get an additional term 1
2
c1(Σ)c1(TX).
Therefore, the condition for vanishing anomaly will be given by
0 =
1
2
c1(Σ)(c1(E)− c1(TX)) = ch2(E)− ch2(TX). (4.1)
The first condition means that we can either restrict ourselves to Riemann surfaces Σ with
c1(Σ) = 0 and (c1(E)− c1(TX)) 6= 0, or allow Σ to be arbitrary while (c1(E)− c1(TX)) = 0.
Notice also that the anomaly automatically vanishes if the bundles TX and E are trivial
such that cn(TX) = cn(E) = 0 for any n ≥ 1, or if E = TX . The latter condition will be
important when we discuss what happens at the (2, 2) locus in section 7.
The characteristic class (ch2(E)− ch2(TX)) corresponds to an element of the Cech
cohomology group H2(X,Ω2,clX ).
13 We will encounter it in this representation in sections 5.5
and 5.6. Similiarly, as explained in the footnote, (c1(E)− c1(X)) corresponds to an element
of H1(X,Ω1,clX ), while c1(Σ) corresponds to a class in H
1(Σ,Ω1,clX ). These will make a later
appearance as well.
Note that the (ch2(E)− ch2(TX)) anomaly appears in a heterotic sigma model with
(0, 2) supersymmetry regardless of any topological twisting. The 1
2
c1(Σ)(c1(E)− c1(TX))
anomaly however, only occurs in a heterotic (0, 2) theory that has been twisted.
Additional Observations
Recall from section 3.1 that the chiral algebra of local holomorphic operators, requires
a flat metric up to scaling on Σ to be globally-defined. Therefore, it can be defined over all
of Σ for genus one. The obstruction to its global definition on Σ of higher genera is captured
by the 1
2
c1(Σ)(c1(E)− c1(TX)) anomaly. This can be seen as follows.
13As had been shown in [12], ch2(TX) can be interpreted as an element of H
2(X,Ω2,clX ), while ck(TX)
can be interpreted as an element of H1(X,Ω1,clX ). Using similiar arguments, we can also show that ch2(E)
corresponds to an element of H2(X,Ω2,clX ) as follows. On any complex hermitian manifold, ch2(E) can be
represented by a closed form of type (2, 2). This can be seen by picking any connection on the holomorphic
vector bundle E over X , whose (0, 1) part is the natural ∂¯ operator of this bundle. Since ∂¯2 = 0, the
curvature of such a connection is of type (2, 0) ⊕ (1, 1). However, as discussed in the footnote on pg. 6,
the (2, 0) part of the curvature must vanish. Hence, the curvature is of type (1, 1). Therefore, for every
k ≥ 0, ck(E) is described by a closed form of type (k, k). Thus, via the Cech-Dolbeault isomorphism,
ck(E) represents an element of Hk(X,Ωk,clX ). In particular, c1(E) represents an element of H1(X,Ω1,clX ), and
ch2(E) = 12 (c21(E)− 2c2(E)) represents an element of H2(X,Ω2,clX ).
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Note that at this stage, we are considering the case where E 6= TX . So in general,
c1(E) 6= c1(TX). In such an event, the anomaly depends solely on c1(Σ). If c1(Σ) 6= 0, such
as when Σ is curved or of higher genera, the Ricci scalar R of Σ is non-vanishing. Thus, the
expression of Tzz¯ will be modified, such that
Tzz¯ = {Q+, Gzz¯}+
c
2π
R, (4.2)
where c is a non-zero constant related to the central charge of the sigma model. The ad-
ditional term on the RHS of (4.2), given by a multiple of R, represents a soft conformal
anomaly on the worldsheet due to a curved Σ. R scales as a (1, 1) operator as required.
There are consequences on the original nature of the Q+-cohomology of operators due
to this additional term. Recall from section 3.1 that the holomorphy of Tzz holds so long
as ∂zTzz¯ ∼ 0. However, from the modified expression of Tzz¯ in (4.2), we now find that
∂zTzz¯ ≁ 0. Hence, the invariance of the Q+-cohomology of operators under translations on
the worldsheet, which requires Tzz to be holomorphic in z, no longer holds. Therefore, the
local holomorphic operators fail to define a chiral algebra that is globally valid over Σ, since
one of the axioms of a chiral algebra is invariance under translations on the worldsheet.
On the other hand, the second term on the RHS of (4.2), being a c-number anomaly,
will affect only the partition function and not the normalised correlation functions. Thus, as
argued in section 3.1, the correlation functions of local holomorphic operators will continue
to depend on Σ only via its complex structure (as is familiar for chiral algebras).
5. Sheaf of Perturbative Observables
5.1. General Considerations
In general, a local operator is an operator F that is a function of the physical fields φi,
φi¯, ψiz¯, ψ
i¯, λza, λ
a, and their derivatives with respect to z and z¯.14,15 However, as we saw
in section 3.1, the Q+-cohomology vanishes for operators of dimension (n,m) with m 6= 0.
Since ψiz¯ and the derivative ∂z¯ both have m = 1 (and recall from section 3.1 that a physical
operator cannot have negative m or n), Q+-cohomology classes can be constructed from just
14Notice that we have excluded the auxiliary fields lza and l
a
z¯ as they do not contribute to the correlation
functions since their propagators are trivial.
15Note here that since we are interested in local operators which define a holomorphic chiral algebra on
the Riemann surface Σ, we will work locally on a flat Σ with local parameter z. Hence, we need not include
in our operators the dependence on the scalar curvature of Σ.
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φi, φi¯, ψ i¯, λza, λ
a and their derivatives with respect to z. Note that the equation of motion
for ψ i¯ is Dzψ
i¯ = −F abi¯j¯(φ)λzaλbψj¯ . Thus, we can ignore the z-derivatives of ψ i¯, since it can
be expressed in terms of the other fields and their corresponding derivatives. Therefore, a
chiral (i.e. Q+-invariant) operator which represents a Q+-cohomology class is given by
F(φi, ∂zφi, ∂2zφi, . . . ;φi¯, ∂zφi¯, ∂2zφi¯, . . . ;λza, ∂zλza, ∂2zλza . . . ;λa, ∂zλa, ∂2zλa . . . ;ψ i¯), (5.1)
where we have tried to indicate that F might depend on z derivatives of φi, φi¯, λza and λa
of arbitrarily high order, though not on derivatives of ψ i¯. If the scaling dimension of F is
bounded, it will mean that F depends only on the derivatives of fields up to some finite
order, is a polynomial of bounded degree in those, and/or is a bounded polynomial in λza.
Notice that F will always be a polynomial of finite degree in λa, λza and ψ i¯, simply because
λa, λza and ψ
i¯ are fermionic and can only have a finite number of components before they
vanish due to their anticommutativity. However, the dependence of F on φi, φi¯ (as opposed
to their derivatives) need not have any simple form. Nevertheless, we can make the following
observation - from the U(1)L × U(1)R charges of the fields listed in section 2.2, we see that
if F is homogeneous of degree k in ψ i¯, then it has U(1)L × U(1)R-charge (qL, qR) = (p, k),
where p is determined by the net number of λza over λ
a fields (and/or of their corresponding
derivatives) in F .
A general qR = k operator F(φi, ∂zφi, . . . ;φi¯, ∂zφi¯, . . . ;λza, ∂zλza, . . . ;λa, ∂zλa, . . . ;ψ i¯)
can be interpreted as a (0, k)-form on X with values in a certain tensor product bundle. In
order to illustrate the general idea behind this interpretation, we will make things explicit
for operators of dimension (0, 0) and (1, 0). Similiar arguments will likewise apply for oper-
ators of higher dimension. For dimension (0, 0), the most general operator takes the form
F(φi, φi¯;λa;ψj¯) = fj¯1,...,j¯k;a1,...,aq(φi, φi¯)ψj¯i . . . ψj¯kλa1 . . . λaq ; thus, F may depend on φi, φi¯
and λa, but not on their derivatives, and is kth order in ψj¯ . Mapping ψj¯ to dφj¯, such an
operator corresponds to an ordinary (0, k)-form fj¯1,...,j¯k(φ
i, φi¯)dφj¯1 . . . dφj¯k on X with values
in the bundle ΛqE∗.16 For dimension (1, 0), there are four general cases. In the first case, we
have an operator F(φl, ∂zφi, φl¯;λa;ψj¯) = fi,j¯1,...,j¯k;a1,...,aq(φl, φl¯)∂zφiψj¯1 . . . ψj¯kλa1 . . . λaq that
is linear in ∂zφ
i and does not depend on any other derivatives. It is a (0, k)-form on X
with values in the tensor product bundle of T ∗X with ΛqE∗; alternatively, it is a (1, k)-form
on X with values in the bundle ΛqE∗. Similarly, in the second case, we have an opera-
tor F(φl, φl¯, ∂zφs¯;λa;ψj¯) = f ij¯1,...,j¯k;a1,...,aq(φl, φl¯)gis¯∂zφs¯ψj¯i . . . ψj¯kλa1 . . . λaq that is linear in
16Note that q ≤ rank(E) due to the anticommutativity of λa.
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∂zφ
s¯ and does not depend on any other derivatives. It is a (0, k)-form on X with values
in the tensor product bundle of TX with ΛqE∗. In the third case, we have an operator
F(φl, φl¯;λa, ∂zλa;ψj¯) = f b¯j¯1,...,j¯k;a1,...,aq(φl, φl¯)hb¯a∂zλaψj¯1 . . . ψj¯kλa1 . . . λaq that is linear in ∂zλa
and does not depend on any other derivatives. Such an operator corresponds to a (0, k)-form
on X with values in the (antisymmetric) tensor product bundle of E with ΛqE∗, where the
local holomorphic sections of the bundle E are spanned by ∂zλ
a. In the last case, we have
an operator F(φl, φl¯;λza, λa;ψj¯) = faj¯1,...,j¯k;a1,...,aq(φl, φl¯)λzaψj¯i . . . ψj¯kλa1 . . . λaq ; here, F may
depend on φi, φi¯, λza and λ
a, but not on their derivatives. Such an operator corresponds to
a (0, k)-form on X with values in the (antisymmetric) tensor product bundle of E with ΛqE∗.
In a similiar fashion, for any integer n > 0, the operators of dimension (n, 0) and charge
qR = k can be interpreted as (0, k)-forms with values in a certain tensor product bundle over
X . This structure persists in quantum perturbation theory, but there may be perturbative
corrections to the complex structure of the bundle.
The action of Q+ on such operators can be easily described at the classical level. If we
interpret ψ i¯ as dφi¯, then Q+ acts on functions of φ
i and φi¯, and is simply the ∂¯ operator on
X . This follows from the transformation laws δφi¯ = ψ i¯, δφi = 0, δψ i¯ = 0, and (on-shell)
δλza = δλ
a = 0. Note that if the holomorphic vector bundle E has vanishing curvature, the
interpretation of Q+ as the ∂¯ operator will remain valid when Q+ acts on a more general
operator F(φi, ∂zφi, . . . ;φi¯, ∂zφi¯, . . . ;λza, . . . ;λa, . . . ;ψ i¯) that does depend on the derivatives
of φi and φi¯. The reason for this is that if E is a trivial bundle with zero curvature, we will
have the equation of motion Dzψ
i¯ = 0. This means that one can neglect the action of Q+
on derivatives ∂mz φ
i¯ with m > 0. On the other hand, if E is a non-trivial holomorphic vector
bundle, Q+ will only act as the ∂¯ operator on physical operators that do not contain the
derivatives ∂mz φ
i¯ with m > 0.
Perturbatively, there will be corrections to the action of Q+. In fact, as briefly men-
tioned in section 3.1 earlier, (3.6) provides such an example - the holomorphic stress tensor
Tzz, though not corrected at 1-loop, is no longer Q+-closed because the action of Q+ has
received perturbative corrections. Let us now attempt to better understand the nature of
such perturbative corrections. To this end, let Qcl denote the classical approximation to Q+.
The perturbative corrections in Q+ will then modify the classical expression Qcl. Note that
since sigma model perturbation theory is local on X , and it depends on an expansion of fields
such as the metric tensor of X in a Taylor series up to some given order, the perturbative
corrections to Qcl will also be local on X , where order by order, they consist of differential
operators whose possible degree grows with the order of perturbation theory.
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Let us now perturb the classical expression Qcl so that Q+ = Qcl + ǫQ
′ +O(ǫ2), where
ǫ is a parameter that controls the magnitude of the perturbative quantum corrections at
each order of the expansion. To ensure that we continue to have Q
2
+ = 0, we require that
{Qcl, Q′} = 0. In addition, if Q′ = {Qcl,Λ} for some Λ, then via the conjugation of Q+
with exp(−ǫΛ) (which results in a trivial change of basis in the space of Q+-closed local
operators), the correction by Q′ can be removed. Hence, Q′ represents a Qcl-cohomology
class. Since Q′ is to be generated in sigma model perturbation theory, it must be constructed
locally from the fields appearing in the sigma model action.
It will be useful for later if we discuss the case when E is a trivial bundle now. In such
a case, Qcl will always act as the ∂¯ operator as argued above. In other words, perturbative
corrections to Q+ will come from representatives of ∂¯-cohomology classes on X . An example
would be the Ricci tensor in (3.6) which represents a ∂¯-cohomology class in H1(X, T ∗X).
It is also constructed locally from the metric of X , which appears in the action. Hence,
it satisfies the conditions required of a perturbative correction Q′. Another representative
of a ∂¯-cohomology class on X which may contribute as a perturbative correction to the
classical expression Q+ = Qcl, would be an element of H
1(X,Ω2,clX ). It is also constructed
locally from fields appearing in the action Spert, and is used to deform the action. In fact,
its interpretation as a perturbative correction Q′ is consistent with its interpretation as the
moduli of the chiral algebra. To see this, notice that its interpretation as Q′ means that it
will parameterise a family of Q+ = Qcl+ǫQ
′ operators at the quantum level. Since the chiral
algebra of local operators is defined to be closed with respect to the Q+ operator, it will
vary with the Q+ operator and consequently with H
1(X,Ω2,clX ), i.e., one can associate the
moduli of the chiral algebra with H1(X,Ω2,clX ). Apparently, these classes are the only one-
dimensional ∂¯-cohomology classes on X that can be constructed locally from fields appearing
in the action, and it may be that they completely determine the perturbative corrections to
Q+ = Qcl.
17 The observations in this paragraph will be important in section 5.4, when we
discuss the Q+-cohomology of local operators (on a small open set U ⊂ X) furnished by a
sheaf of vertex superalgebras associated with a free bc-βγ system.
The fact that Q+ does not always act as the ∂¯ operator even at the classical level,
seems to suggest that one needs a more general framework than just ordinary Dolbeault or
17Since we are considering a holomorphic vector bundle E whose curvature two-form vanishes in this case,
the second term of ∆1−loop in (3.5) will be zero. Consequently, only the first term on the RHS of (3.5)
remains. In other words, only Rij¯ will contribute to the correction of Qcl from ∆1−loop. Since an element
of H1(X,Ω2,clX ) is the only other ∂¯-cohomology class which can appear in the quantum action, it would
contribute as the only other perturbative correction to Qcl.
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∂¯-cohomology to describe the Q+-cohomology of the twisted heterotic sigma model. Indeed,
as we will show shortly in section 5.3, the appropriate description of the Q+-cohomology of
local operators spanning the chiral algebra will be given in terms of the more abstract notion
of Cech cohomology.
5.2. A Topological Chiral Ring
Next, let us make an interesting and relevant observation about the ground operators in
the Q+-cohomology. Note that we had already shown in section 3.1, that the Q+-cohomology
of operators has the structure of a chiral algebra with holomorphic operator product expan-
sions. Let the local operators of the Q+-cohomology be given by Fa, Fb, . . . with scaling
dimensions (ha, 0), (hb, 0), . . . . By holomorphy, and the conservation of scaling dimensions
and U(1)L × U(1)R charges, the OPE of these operators take the form
Fa(z)Fb(z′) =
∑
qc=qa+qb
Cabc Fc(z′)
(z − z′)ha+hb−hc , (5.2)
where we have represented the U(1)L × U(1)R charges (qL, qR) of the operators Fa, Fb
and Fc by qa, qb and qc for brevity of notation. Here, Cabc is a structure constant that is
(anti)symmetric in the indices. If F˜a and F˜b are ground operators of dimension (0, 0), i.e.,
ha = hb = 0, the OPE will then be given by
F˜a(z)F˜b(z′) =
∑
qc=qa+qb
Cabc Fc(z′)
(z − z′)−hc . (5.3)
Notice that the RHS of (5.3) is only singular if hc < 0. Also recall that all physical operators
in the Q+-cohomology cannot have negative scaling dimension, i.e., hc ≥ 0.18 Hence, the
RHS of (5.3), given by (z− z′)hcFc(z′), is non-singular as z → z′, since a pole does not exist.
Note that (z − z′)hcFc(z′) must also be annihilated by Q+ and be in its cohomology, since
F˜a and F˜b are. In other words, we can write F˜c(z, z′) = (z− z′)hcFc(z′), where F˜c(z, z′) is a
dimension (0, 0) operator that represents a Q+-cohomology class. Thus, we can express the
18As mentioned in the footnote of pg.10, for an operator of classical dimension (n,m), anomalous dimen-
sions due to RG flow may shift the values of n and m in the quantum theory. However, the spin n − m
remains unchanged. Hence, since the operators in the Q+-cohomology of the quantum theory will continue
to have m = 0 (due to a Q+-trivial anti-holomorphic stress tensor Tz¯z¯ at the quantum level), the value of n
is unchanged as we go from the classical to the quantum theory, i.e., n ≥ 0 holds even at the quantum level.
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OPE of the ground operators as
F˜a(z)F˜b(z′) =
∑
qc=qa+qb
Cabc F˜c(z, z′). (5.4)
Since the only holomorphic functions without a pole on a Riemann surface are constants,
it will mean that the operators F˜ are independent of the coordinate ‘z’ on Σ. Hence, they
are completely independent of their insertion points and the metric on Σ. Therefore, we
conclude that the ground operators of the Q+-cohomology define a topological chiral ring via
their OPE
F˜aF˜b =
∑
qc=qa+qb
Cabc F˜c. (5.5)
In perturbation theory, the chiral ring will have a Z × Z grading by the U(1)L ×
U(1)R charges of the operators. However, since each charged, anti-commuting, fermionic
field cannot appear twice in the same operator, each operator will consist of only a finite
number of them. Consequently, the individual Z grading will be reduced mod 2 to Z2,
such that the ring is effectively Z2 × Z2 graded. Non-perturbatively, due to worldsheet
instantons, the continuous U(1)L × U(1)R symmetry is reduced to a discrete subgroup.
In order for this discrete symmetry to be non-anomalous, the values of the corresponding
U(1)L×U(1)R charges can only be fractional multiples of π. More precisely, from the relevant
index theorems, we find that the initial Z×Z grading by the U(1)L×U(1)R charges will be
reduced to Z2p × Z2k by worldsheet instantons, where 2p and 2k are the greatest divisors of
c1(E) and c1(TX) respectively.
At the classical level (i.e. in the absence of perturbative corrections), Q+ = Qcl will
act on a dimension (0, 0) operator (i.e., one that does not contain the derivatives ∂mz φ
i¯
with m > 0) as the ∂¯ operator. Moreover, recall that any dimension (0, 0) operator F˜d
with (qL, qR) = (−q, k), will correspond to an ordinary (0, k)-form fj¯1,...,j¯k(φi, φi¯)dφj¯1 ∧ · · · ∧
dφj¯k on X with values in the bundle ΛqE∨, where E∨ is the dual of the bundle E . Hence,
via the Cech-Dolbeault isomorphism in ordinary differential geometry, the classical ring is
just the graded Cech cohomology ring H∗(X,Λ∗E∨). In any case, the operators will either
be non-Grassmannian or Grassmannian, obeying either commutators or anti-commutators,
depending on whether they contain an even or odd number of fermionic fields.
5.3. A Sheaf of Chiral Algebras
We shall now explain the idea of a “sheaf of chiral algebras” on X . To this end,
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note that both the Q+-cohomology of local operators (i.e., operators that are local on the
Riemann surface Σ), and the fermionic symmetry generator Q+, can be described locally on
X . Hence, one is free to restrict the local operators to be well-defined not throughout X ,
but only on a given open set U ⊂ X . Since in perturbation theory, we are considering trivial
maps Φ : Σ → X with no multiplicities, an operator defined in an open set U will have a
sensible operator product expansion with another operator defined in U . From here, one can
naturally proceed to restrict the definition of the operators to smaller open sets, such that a
global definition of the operators can be obtained by gluing together the open sets on their
unions and intersections. From this description, in which one associates a chiral algebra, its
OPEs, and chiral ring to every open set U ⊂ X , we get what is known mathematically as a
“sheaf of chiral algebras”. We shall call this sheaf Â.
Description of A via Cech Cohomology
In perturbation theory, one can also describe the Q+-cohomology classes by a form of
Cech cohomology. This alternative description will take us to the mathematical point of
view on the subject [1, 3, 5]. In essence, we will show that the chiral algebra A of the Q+-
cohomology classses of the twisted heterotic sigma model on a holomorphic vector bundle E
over X , can be represented, in perturbation theory, by the classes of the Cech cohomology
of the sheaf Â of locally-defined chiral operators. To this end, we shall generalise the ar-
gument in section 3.2 which provides a Cech cohomological description of a ∂¯-cohomology,
to demonstrate an isomorphism between the Q+-cohomology classes and the classes of the
Cech cohomology of Â.
Let us start by considering an open set U ⊂ X that is isomorphic to a contractible
space such as an open ball in Cn, where n = dimC(X). Because U is a contractible space,
any bundle over U will be trivial. By applying this statement on the holomorphic vector
bundle E over U , we find that the curvature of E vanishes. From the discussion in section
5.1, we find that Q+ will then act as the ∂¯ operator on any local operator F in U . In other
words, F can be interpreted as a ∂¯-closed (0, k)-form with values in a certain tensor product
bundle F̂ over U . Thus, in the absence of perturbative corrections at the classical level, any
operator F in the Q+-cohomology will be classes of H0,k∂¯ (U, F̂ ) on U . As explained, F̂ will
also be a trivial bundle over U , which means that F̂ will always possess a global section, i.e.,
it corresponds to a soft sheaf. Since the higher Cech cohomologies of a soft sheaf are trivial
[25], we will have HkCech(U, F̂ ) = 0 for k > 0. Mapping this back to Dolbeault cohomology
via the Cech-Dolbeault isomorphism, we find that H0,k
∂¯
(U, F̂ ) = 0 for k > 0. Note that small
quantum corrections in the perturbative limit can only annihilate cohomology classes and
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not create them. Hence, in perturbation theory, it follows that the local operators F with
positive values of qR, must vanish in Q+-cohomology on U .
Now consider a good cover of X by open sets {Ua}. Since the intersection of open sets
{Ua} also give open sets (isomorphic to open balls in Cn), {Ua} and all of their intersections
have the same property as U described above: ∂¯-cohomology and hence Q+-cohomology
vanishes for positive values of qR on {Ua} and their intersections.
Let the operator F1 on X be a Q+-cohomology class with qR = 1. It is here that
we shall import the usual arguments relating a ∂¯ and Cech cohomology, to demonstrate an
isomorphism between the Q+-cohomology and a Cech cohomology. When restricted to an
open set Ua, the operator F1 must be trivial in Q+-cohomology, i.e., F1 = {Q+, Ca}, where
Ca is an operator of qR = 0 that is well-defined in Ua.
Now, since Q+-cohomology classes such as F1 can be globally-defined on X , we have
F1 = {Q+, Ca} = {Q+, Cb} over the intersection Ua ∩ Ub, so {Q+, Ca − Cb} = 0. Let Cab =
Ca − Cb. For each a and b, Cab is defined in Ua ∩ Ub. Therefore, for all a, b, c, we have
Cab = −Cba, Cab + Cbc + Cca = 0. (5.6)
Moreover, for (qR = 0) operators Ka and Kb, whereby {Q+,Ka} = {Q+,Kb} = 0, we have
an equivalence relation
Cab ∼ C′ab = Cab +Ka −Kb. (5.7)
Note that the collection {Cab} are operators in theQ+-cohomology with well-defined operator
product expansions, and whose dimension (0, 0) subset furnishes a topological chiral ring with
qR = 0.
Since the local operators with positive values of qR vanish in Q+-cohomology on an arbi-
trary open set U , the sheaf Â of the chiral algebra of operators has for its local sections the ψ i¯-
independent (i.e. qR = 0) operators F̂(φi, ∂zφi, . . . ;φi¯, ∂zφi¯, . . . ;λza, ∂zλza, . . . ;λa, ∂zλa, . . . )
that are annihilated by Q+. Each Cab with qR = 0 is thus a section of Â over the intersection
Ua ∩ Ub. From (5.6) and (5.7), we find that the collection {Cab} defines the elements of the
first Cech cohomology group H1Cech(X, Â).
Next, note that the Q+-cohomology classes are defined as those operators which are
Q+-closed, modulo those which can be globally written as {Q+, . . . } on X . In other words,
F1 vanishes in Q+-cohomology if we can write it as F1 = {Q+, Ca} = {Q+, Cb} = {Q+, C},
i.e., Ca = Cb and hence Cab = 0. Therefore, a vanishing Q+-cohomology with qR = 1
corresponds to a vanishing first Cech cohomology. Thus, we have obtained a map between
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the Q+-cohomology with qR = 1 and a first Cech cohomology.
Similar to the case of relating a ∂¯ and Cech cohomology, one can also run everything
backwards and construct an inverse of this map. Suppose we are given a family {Cab} of
sections of Â over the corresponding intersections {Ua ∩ Ub}, and they obey (5.6) and (5.7)
so that they define the elements of H1(X, Â). We can then proceed as follows. Let the
set {fa} be partition of unity subordinates to the open cover of X provided by {Ua}. This
means that the elements of {fa} are continuous functions on X , and they vanish outside
the corresponding elements in {Ua} whilst obeying
∑
a fa = 1. Let F1,a be a chiral operator
defined in Ua by F1,a =
∑
c[Q+, fc]Cac.19 F1,a is well-defined throughout Ua, since in Ua,
[Q+, fc] vanishes wherever Cac is not defined. Clearly, F1,a has qR = 1, since Cac has qR = 0
and Q+ has qR = 1. Moreover, since F1,a is a chiral operator defined in Ua, it will mean
that {Q+,F1,a} = 0 over Ua. For any a and b, we have F1,a − F1,b =
∑
c[Q+, fc](Cac − Cbc).
Using (5.6), this is
∑
c[Q+, fc]Cab = [Q+,
∑
c fc]Cab. This vanishes since
∑
c fc = 1. Hence,
F1,a = F1,b on Ua∩Ub, for all a and b. In other words, we have found a globally-defined qR = 1
operator F1 that obeys {Q+,F1} = 0 on X . Notice that F1,a and thus F1 is not defined to
be of the form {Q+, . . . }. Therefore, we have obtained a map from the Cech cohomology
group H1(X, Â) to the Q+-cohomology group with qR = 1, i.e., Q+-closed qR = 1 operators
modulo those that can be globally written as {Q+, . . . }. The fact that this map is an inverse
of the first map can indeed be verified.
Since there is nothing unique about the qR = 1 case, we can repeat the above procedure
for operators with qR > 1. In doing so, we find that the Q+-cohomology coincides with the
Cech cohomology of Â for all qR. Hence, the chiral algebra A of the twisted heterotic sigma
model will be given by
⊕
qR
HqRCech(X, Â) as a vector space. As there will be no ambiguity,
we shall henceforth omit the label “Cech” when referring to the cohomology of Â.
Note that in the mathematical literature, the sheaf Â, also known as a sheaf of vertex
superalgebras, is studied purely from the Cech viewpoint; the field ψ i¯ is omitted and locally
on X , one considers operators constructed only from φi, φi¯, λza, λ
a and their z-derivatives.
The chiral algebra A of Q+-cohomology classes with positive qR are correspondingly con-
structed as Cech qR-cocycles. However, in the physical description via a Lagrangian and Q+
operator, the sheaf Â and its cohomology are given a ∂¯-like description, where Cech qR-cycles
are represented by operators that are qthR order in the field ψ
i¯. Notice that the mathematical
description does not involve any form of perturbation theory at all. Instead, it utilises the
abstraction of Cech cohomology to define the spectrum of operators in the quantum sigma
19Normal ordering of the operator product of [Q+, fc(φ
i, φi¯)] with Cac is needed for regularisation purposes.
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model. It is in this sense that the study of the sigma model is given a rigorous foundation
in the mathematical literature.
The Constraint ΛrE∨ ∼= KX
In addition to the anomaly cancellation conditions discussed in section 4, there is an-
other constraint that the sigma model must obey. This constraint has been discussed in
[15], and we will repeat the discussion here for completeness. In a physical heterotic string
compactification on a gauge bundle E over a space X , the charged massless RR states are
represented (in the perturbative limit, ignoring worldsheet instantons) by classes in the Cech
cohomology group [26]
Hq(X,ΛpE∨), (5.8)
where E∨ is the dual bundle of E , and the corresponding vertex operators representing these
states contain p left-moving and q right-moving fermi fields. Notice that the classes of (5.8)
can also represent the dimension (0,0) local operators of the Q+-cohomology in the twisted
heterotic sigma model with U(1)L × U(1)R charge (−p, q). It is here that the physical
relevance of the sigma model is readily manifest.
In the context of the physical heterotic string with (0, 2) worldsheet supersymmetry,
one can sometimes speak sensibly of a heterotic chiral ring. This ring is described additively
by the sum of Cech cohomology groups of the form in (5.8) above, i.e.,
H∗,∗het =
∑
p,q
Hq(X,ΛpE∨). (5.9)
Note that Serre duality in (0, 2) theories require that states in H∗,∗het be dual to other states
in H∗,∗het [26]. Serre duality acts as
H i(X,ΛjE∨) ∼= Hn−i(X,ΛjE ⊗KX)∗
∼= Hn−i(X,Λr−jE∨ ⊗ ΛrE ⊗KX)∗, (5.10)
where n = dimCX and r is the rank of E . KX is simply the canonical bundle of X (i.e.
the bundle over X whose holomorphic sections are (n, 0)-forms on X). Hence, from (5.10),
the states of H∗,∗het only close back onto themselves under a duality relation if and only if
the line bundle ΛrE ⊗ KX on X is trivial, i.e., ΛrE∨ ∼= KX . Thus, if the twisted heterotic
sigma model is to be physically relevant such as to have a geometrical background that is
consistent with one that will be considered in the actual, physical heterotic string theory,
this constraint needs to be imposed. In fact, ΛrE∨ ∼= KX implies c1(E) = c1(TX). This
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condition on the first Chern class of the bundles is essential in a consistent definition of the
twist as previously discussed in section 2.2.
5.4. Relation to a Free bc-βγ System
Now, we shall express in a physical language a few key points that are made in the
mathematical literature [3, 5] starting from a Cech viewpoint. Let us start by providing a
convenient description of the local structure of the sheaf Â. To this end, we will describe in
a new way the Q+-cohomology of operators that are regular in a small open set U ⊂ X . We
assume that U is isomorphic to an open ball in Cn and is thus contractible.
Notice from Spert in (2.16) and V in (2.13), that the hermitian metric on X and the
fibre metric of E (implicit in the second term λzalaz¯ of V ), only appear inside a term of the
form {Q+, . . . } in the action. Thus, any shift in the metrics will also appear inside Q+-exact
(i.e. Q+-trivial) terms. Consequently, for our present purposes, we can arbitrarily redefine
the values of the hermitian metric on X and the fibre metric of E , since they do not affect
the analysis of the Q+-cohomology. Therefore, to describe the local structure, we can pick
a hermitian metric that is flat when restricted to U . Similarly, we can pick a fibre metric of
E that is flat over U as well. In fact, this latter choice is automatically satisfied in U - the
bundle E over a contractible space U is trivial. The action, in general, also contains terms
derived from an element of H1(X,Ω2,clX ), as we explained in section 3.2. From (3.8), we see
that these terms are also Q+-exact locally, and therefore can be discarded in analysing the
local structure in U . Thus, the local action (derived from the flat fibre and hermitian metric)
of the twisted heterotic sigma model on Ef × U (where Ef denotes the fibre space of E) is
I =
1
2π
∫
Σ
|d2z|
∑
i,j¯
δij¯
(
∂zφ
j¯∂z¯φ
i + ψiz¯∂zψ
j¯
)
+
∑
a,b¯
δab¯λ
b¯
z∂z¯λ
a, (5.11)
where λb¯z is a (1, 0)-form on Σ with values in the pull-back bundle Φ
∗(E), such that for an
arbitrary fibre metric hab¯, we have λza = hab¯λ
b¯
z.
Now let us describe the Q+-cohomology classes of operators regular in U . As explained
earlier, these are operators of dimension (n, 0) that are independent of ψ i¯. In general, such
operators are of the form F̂(φi, ∂zφi, . . . ;φi¯, ∂zφi¯, . . . ;λza, ∂zλza, . . . ;λa, ∂zλa, . . . ). Note that
since E has vanishing curvature over U , from the discussion in section 5.1, we see that Q+
will act as the ∂¯ operator at the classical level. In this case, the Q+ operator can receive
perturbative corrections from ∂¯-cohomology classes such as the Ricci tensor and classes
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in H1(X,Ω2,clX ). However, note that since we have picked a flat hermitian metric on U ,
the corresponding Ricci tensor on U is zero. Moreover, as explained above, classes from
H1(X,Ω2,clX ) do not contribute when analysing the Q+-cohomology on U . Hence, we can
ignore the perturbative corrections to Q+ for our present purposes. Therefore, on the classes
of operators in U , Q+ acts as ∂¯ = ψ
i¯∂/∂φi¯, and the condition that F̂ is annihilated by Q+
is precisely that, as a function of φi, φi¯, λza, λ
a and their z-derivatives, it is independent of
φi¯ (as opposed to its derivatives), and depends only on the other variables, namely φi, λza,
λa and the derivatives of φi, φi¯, λza and λ
a.20 Hence, the Q+-invariant operators are of the
form F̂(φi, ∂zφi, . . . ; ∂zφi¯, ∂2zφi¯, . . . ;λza, ∂zλza, ∂2zλza, . . . ;λa, ∂zλa, ∂2zλa, . . . ). In other words,
the operators, in their dependence on the center of mass coordinate of the string whose
worldsheet theory is the twisted heterotic sigma model, is holomorphic. The local sections
of Â are just given by the operators in the Q+-cohomology of the local, twisted heterotic
sigma model with action (5.11).
Let us set βi = δij¯∂zφ
j¯ and γi = φi, whereby βi and γ
i are bosonic operators of dimension
(1, 0) and (0, 0) respectively. Next, let us set δab¯λ
b¯
z = ba and λ
a = ca, whereby ba and c
a are
fermionic operators of dimension (1, 0) and (0, 0) accordingly. Then, the Q+-cohomology of
operators regular in U can be represented by arbitrary local functions of β, γ, b and c, of
the form F̂(γ, ∂zγ, ∂2zγ, . . . , β, ∂zβ, ∂2zβ, . . . , b, ∂zb, ∂2z b, . . . , c, ∂zc, ∂2zc, . . . ). The operators β
and γ have the operator products of a standard βγ system. The products β · β and γ · γ are
non-singular, while
βi(z)γ
j(z′) = − δij
z − z′ + regular. (5.12)
Similarly, the operators b and c have the operator products of a standard bc system.
The products b · b and c · c are non-singular, while
ba(z)c
b(z′) =
δab
z − z′ + regular. (5.13)
These statements can be deduced from the flat action (5.11) by standard methods. We can
write down an action for the fields β, γ, b and c, regarded as free elementary fields, which
reproduces these OPE’s. It is simply the following action of a bc-βγ system:
Ibc-βγ =
1
2π
∫
|d2z|
(∑
i
βi∂z¯γ
i +
∑
a
ba∂z¯c
a
)
. (5.14)
20We can again ignore the action of Q+ on z-derivatives of φ
i¯ because of the equation of motion ∂zψ
i¯ = 0
and the symmetry transformation law δφi¯ = ψi¯.
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Hence, we find that the local bc-βγ system above reproduces the Q+-cohomology of ψ
i¯-
independent operators of the sigma model on U , i.e., the local sections of the sheaf Â.
At this juncture, one can make another important observation concerning the rela-
tionship between the local twisted heterotic sigma model with action (5.11) and the local
version of the bc-βγ system of (5.14). To begin with, note that the holomorphic stress tensor
T̂ (z) = −2πTzz of the local sigma model is given by
T̂ (z) = −δij¯∂zφj¯∂zφi − δab¯λb¯z∂zλa (5.15)
(Here and below, normal ordering is understood for T̂ (z)). Via the respective identification
of the fields β and γ with ∂zφ and φ, λza and λ
a with ba and c
a, we find that T̂ (z) can be
written in terms of the b and c fields as
T̂ (z) = −βi∂zγi − ba∂zca. (5.16)
T̂ (z), as given by (5.16), coincides with the holomorphic stress tensor of the local bc-βγ
system. Simply put, the twisted heterotic sigma model and the bc-βγ system have the
same local holomorphic stress tensor. This means that locally on X (and hence E → X),
the sigma model and the bc-βγ system have the same generators of general holomorphic
coordinate transformations on the worldsheet.
One may now ask the following question: does the bc-βγ system reproduce the Q+-
cohomology of ψ i¯-independent operators globally on X , or only in a small open set U? Well,
the bc-βγ system will certainly reproduce the Q+-cohomology of ψ
i¯-independent operators
globally on X if there is no obstruction to defining the system globally on X , i.e., one
finds, after making global sense of the action (5.14), that the corresponding theory remains
anomaly-free. Let’s look at this more closely.
First and foremost, the classical action (5.14) makes sense globally if we interpret the
bosonic fields β, γ, and the fermionic fields b, c, correctly. γ defines a map γ : Σ→ X , and
β is a (1, 0)-form on Σ with values in the pull-back γ∗(T ∗X). The field c is a scalar on Σ
with values in the pull-back γ∗(E), while the field b is a (1, 0)-form on Σ with values in the
pull-back γ∗(E∗). With this interpretation, (5.14) becomes the action of what one might call
a non-linear bc-βγ system. However, by choosing γi to be local coordinates on a small open
set U ⊂ X , and ca to be local sections of the pull-back γ∗(E) over U , one can make the action
linear. In other words, a local version of (5.14) represents the action of a linear bc-βγ system.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, the non-linear bc-βγ system with action (5.14) does
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not seem to have been studied anywhere in the physics literature. Nevertheless, the results
derived in this paper will definitely serve to provide additional insights into future problems
involving the application of this non-linear bc-βγ system.
Now that we have made global sense of the action of the bc-βγ system at the classical
level, we move on to discuss what happens at the quantum level. The anomalies that enter
in the twisted heterotic sigma model also appear in the nonlinear bc-βγ system. Expand
around a classical solution of the nonlinear bc-βγ system, represented by a holomorphic map
γ0 : Σ → X , and a section c0 of the pull-back γ∗0(E). Setting γ = γ0 + γ′, and c = c0 + c′,
the action, expanded to quadratic order about this solution, is (1/2π)
[
(β,Dγ′) + (b,Dc′)
]
.
γ′, being a deformation of the coordinate γ0 on X , is a section of the pull-back γ
∗
0(TX).
Thus, the kinetic operator of the β and γ fields is the D operator on sections of γ∗0(TX);
it is the complex conjugate of the D operator whose anomalies we encountered in section
4. Complex conjugation reverses the sign of the anomalies, but here the fields are bosonic,
while in section 4, they were fermionic; this gives a second sign change. (Notice that the D
operator in section 4 acts on sections of the pull-back of the anti-holomorphic bundle TX
instead of the holomorphic bundle TX . However, this difference is irrelevant with regard to
anomalies since ch2(E) = ch2(E) for any holomorphic vector bundle E.) Next, since c
′ is a
deformation of c0, it will be a section of the pull-back γ
∗
0(E). The kinetic operator of the b
and c fields is therefore the D operator on sections of γ∗0(E). This is the same D operator
whose anomalies we encountered in section 4. Moreover, the D operator in section 4 also
acts on sections of the pull-back of the bundle E . Hence, the non-linear bc-βγ system has
exactly the same anomalies as the underlying twisted heterotic sigma model. And if the
anomalies vanish, the bc-βγ system will reproduce the Q+-cohomology of ψ
i¯-independent
operators globally on X . In other words, one can find a global section of Â in such a case.
Via the identification of the various fields mentioned above, the left-moving fields ba
and ca will have U(1)L charges qL = 1 and qL = −1 respectively. Notice that this U(1)L
symmetry is nothing but the usual U(1) R ghost number symmetry of the action (5.14) with
the correct charges. However, note that the bc-βγ system lacks the presence of right-moving
fermions and thus the U(1)R charge qR carried by the fields ψ
i
z¯ and ψ
i¯ of the underlying
twisted heterotic sigma model. Locally, the Q+-cohomology of the sigma model is non-
vanishing only for qR = 0. Globally however, there can generically be cohomology in higher
degrees. Since the chiral algebra of operators furnished by the linear bc-βγ system gives the
correct description of the Q+-cohomology of ψ
i¯-independent operators on U , one can then
expect the globally-defined chiral algebra of operators furnished by the non-linear bc-βγ
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system to correctly describe the Q+-cohomology classes of zero degree (i.e. qR = 0) on X .
How then can one use the non-linear bc-βγ system to describe the higher cohomology? The
answer lies in the analysis carried out in section 5.3. In the bc-βγ description, we do not
have a close analog of ∂¯ cohomology at our convenience. Nevertheless, we can use the more
abstract notion of Cech cohomology. As before, we begin with a good cover of X by small
open sets {Ua}, and, as explained in section 5.3, we can then describe the Q+-cohomology
classes of positive degree (i.e. qR > 0) by Cech qR-cocycles, i.e., they can be described by
the qthR Cech cohomology of the sheaf Â of the chiral algebra of the linear bc-βγ system with
action being a linearised version of (5.14). Although unusual from a physicist’s perspective,
this Cech cohomology approach has been taken as a starting point for the present subject
in the mathematical literature [1, 2, 3, 5]. Other more algebraic approaches to the subject
have also been taken in [6].
Another issue that remains to be elucidated is the appearance of the respective moduli
of the sigma model in the non-linear bc-βγ system. Recall from section 3.2 that the moduli
of the chiral algebra of the sigma model consists of the complex and holomorphic structure
of X and E respectively, as well as a class in H1(X,Ω2,clX ). The complex and holomorphic
structures are built into the the classical action (5.14) via the definition of the fields them-
selves. However, one cannot incorporate a class from H1(X,Ω2,clX ) within the action in this
framework. Nevertheless, as we will explain in section 5.6, the modulus represented by a
class in H1(X,Ω2,clX ) can be built into the definition of specific Cech cocycles through which
one can define a family of sheaves of chiral algebras. This approach has also been taken in
the mathematical literature [3, 5].
A final remark to be made is that in the study of quantum field theory, one would
like to be able to do more than just define the Q+-cohomology classes or a sheaf of chiral
algebras. One would also like to be able to compute physically meaningful quantities such
as the correlation functions of these cohomology classes of local operators. In the sigma
model, the correlation functions can be computed from standard methods in quantum field
theory. But at first sight, there seems to be an obstacle in doing likewise for the non-
linear bc-βγ system. This can be seen as follows. Let the correlation function of s local
operators O1, O2, . . . , Os on a genus g Riemann surface Σ be given by 〈O1(z1) . . .Os(zs)〉g,
where Oi(zi) has U(1)R charge qR = qi. Note that the U(1)R anomaly computation of (2.8)
in section 2.2 means that for the correlation functions of our model to be non-vanishing,
they must satisfy
∑
i qi = n(1 − g) in perturbation theory (in the absence of worldsheet
instantons). Thus, generic non-zero correlation functions require that not all the qi’s be
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zero. In particular, correlation functions at string tree level vanish unless
∑
i qi = n, where
n = dimCX . However, the operators of qi 6= 0 cannot be represented in a standard way in the
non-linear bc-βγ system. They are instead described by Cech qi-cocycles. This means that
in order for one to compute the corresponding correlation functions using the non-linear
bc-βγ system, one must translate the usual quantum field theory recipe employed in the
sigma model into a Cech language. The computation in the Cech language will involve cup
products of Cech cohomology groups and their maps into complex numbers. An illuminating
example would be to consider a computation of the correlation function of dimension (0, 0)
operators on the sphere. To this end, first recall from section 5.1 that a generic dimension
(0, 0) operator Oi with U(1)L × U(1)R charge (−pi, qi) can be interpreted as a (0, qi)-form
with values in the bundle ΛpiE∗. Thus, from section 5.3, we find that it represents a class
in the Cech cohomology group Hqi(X,ΛpiE∗). Secondly, note that the additional U(1)L
anomaly computation of (2.7) means that for the correlation functions of our model to be
non-vanishing on the sphere, they must also satisfy
∑
i pi = r in perturbation theory. Thirdly,
via the fixed-point theorem [27] and the BRST transformation laws in (2.11), we find that the
path integral reduces to an integral over the moduli space of holomorphic maps. Since we are
considering degree-zero maps in perturbation theory, the moduli space of holomorphic maps
is X itself, i.e., the path integral reduces to an integral over the target space X . In summary,
we find that a non-vanishing perturbative correlation function involving s dimension (0, 0)
operators O1, O2, . . . , Os on the sphere, can be computed as
〈O1(z1) . . .Os(zs)〉0 =
∫
X
W n,n, (5.17)
where W n,n is a top-degree form on X which represents a class in the Cech cohomology
group Hn(X,KX). This (n, n)-form is obtained via the sequence of maps
Hq1(X,Λp1E∗)⊗ · · · ⊗Hqs(X,ΛpsE∗)→ Hn(X,⊗si=1ΛpiE∗)→ Hn(X,ΛrE∗) ∼= Hn(X,KX),
(5.18)
where
∑s
i=1 qi = n and
∑s
i=1 pi = r. The first map is given by the cup product of Cech co-
homology classes which represent the corresponding dimension (0, 0) operators. The second
map is given by a wedge product of holomorphic bundles. The last isomorphism follows from
the required constraint ΛrE∗ ∼= KX . Therefore, (5.17) just defines a map Hn(X,KX)→ C.
Although this procedure is unusual for a physicist, it has been utilised in [15] as a powerful
means to compute certain quantum (i.e. non-perturbative) correlation functions in heterotic
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string theory. Analogous procedures follow for the computation of correlation functions
involving higher dimension operators.
Note that in the computation of a non-perturbative correlation function of the above
dimension (0, 0) operators, the operators will be represented by Cech cohomology classes
in the moduli space of worldsheet instantons (See [15]). An extension of this recipe to
compute the non-perturbative correlation functions of local operators of higher dimension,
will therefore serve as the basis of a chiral version of (0, 2) quantum cohomology.
5.5. Local Symmetries
So far, we have obtained an understanding of the local structure of the Q+-cohomology.
We shall now proceed towards our real objective of obtaining an understanding of its global
structure. In order to do, we will need to glue the local descriptions that we have studied
above together.
To this end, we must first cover X by small open sets {Ua}. Recall here that in each
Ua, the Q+-cohomology is described by the chiral algebra of local operators of a free bc-βγ
system on Ef × Ua. Next, we will need to glue these local descriptions together over the
intersections {Ua∩Ub}, so as to describe the global structure of the Q+-cohomology in terms
of a globally-defined sheaf of chiral algebras over the entire manifold X .
Note that the gluing has to be carried out using the automorphisms of the free bc-βγ
system. Thus, one must first ascertain the underlying symmetries of the system, which are in
turn divided into geometrical and non-geometrical symmetries. The geometrical symmetries
are used in gluing together the local sets {Ef × Ua} into the entire holomorphic bundle
E → X . The non-geometrical symmetries on the other hand, are used in gluing the local
descriptions at the algebraic level.
As usual, the generators of these symmetries will be given by the charges of the con-
served currents of the free bc-βγ system. In turn, these generators will furnish the Lie algebra
g of the symmetry group. Let the elements of g which generate the non-geometrical and
geometrical symmetries be written as c and h = (v, f) respectively, where v generates the
geometrical symmetries of U , while f generates the fibre space symmetries of the bundle
E → U . Since the conserved charges must also be conformally-invariant, it will mean that
an element of g must be given by an integral of a dimension one current, modulo total
derivatives. In addition, the currents must also be invariant under the U(1) R-symmetry of
the action (5.14), under which the b and c fields have charges 1 and −1 respectively. With
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these considerations in mind, the dimension one currents of the free bc-βγ system can be
constructed as follows.
Let us start by describing the currents which are associated with the geometrical sym-
metries first. Firstly, if we have a holomorphic vector field V on X where V = V i(γ) ∂
∂γi
, we
can construct a U(1) R-invariant dimension one current JV = −V iβi. The corresponding
conserved charge is then given by KV =
∮
JV dz. A computation of the operator product
expansion with the elementary fields γ gives
JV (z)γ
k(z′) ∼ V
k(z′)
z − z′ . (5.19)
Under the symmetry transformation generated by KV , we have δγ
k = iǫ[KV , γ
k], where ǫ is
a infinitesinal transformation parameter. Thus, we see from (5.19) that KV generates the
infinitesimal diffeomorphism δγk = iǫV k of U . In other words, KV generates the holomorphic
diffeomorphisms of the target space X . Therefore, KV spans the v subset of g. For finite
diffeomorphisms, we will have a coordinate transformation γ˜k = gk(γ), where each gk(γ) is
a holomorphic function in the γks. Since we are using the symmetries of the bc-βγ system
to glue the local descriptions over the intersections {Ua ∩ Ub}, on an arbitrary intersection
Ua ∩ Ub, γk and γ˜k must be defined in Ua and Ub respectively.
Next, let [t(γ)] be an arbitrary r× r matrix over X whose components are holomorphic
functions in γ. One can then construct a U(1) R-invariant dimension one current involving
the fermionic fields b and c as JF = c
m[t(γ)]m
nbn, where the indices m and n on the matrix
[t(γ)] denote its (m,n) component, and m,n = 1, 2, . . . , r. The corresponding conserved
charge is thus given by KF =
∮
JFdz. A computation of the operator product expansion
with the elementary fields c gives
JF (z)c
n(z′) ∼ c
m(z′)tm
n
z − z′ , (5.20)
while a computation of the operator product expansion with the elementary fields b gives
JF (z)bn(z
′) ∼ −tn
mbm(z
′)
z − z′ . (5.21)
Under the symmetry transformation generated by KF , we have δc
n = iǫ[KF , c
n] and δbn =
iǫ[KF , bn]. Hence, we see from (5.20) and (5.21) that KF generates the infinitesimal trans-
formations δcn = iǫcmtm
n and δbn = −iǫtnmbm. For finite transformations, we will have
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c˜n = cmAm
n and b˜n = (A
−1)n
mbm, where A is an r × r matrix holomorphic in γ and given
by [A(γ)] = eiα[t(γ)], where α is a finite transformation parameter. As before, since we are
using the symmetries of the bc-βγ system to glue the local descriptions over the intersections
{Ua∩Ub}, on an arbitrary intersection Ua∩Ub, (cn, bn) and (c˜n, b˜n) must be defined in Ua and
Ub respectively. Recall at this point that the c
n’s transform as holomorphic sections of the
pull-back γ∗(E), while the bn’s transform as holomorphic sections of the pull-back γ∗(E∗).
Moreover, note that the transition function matrix of a dual bundle is simply the inverse of
the transition function matrix of the original bundle. This means that we can consistently
identify [A(γ)] as the holomorphic transition matrix of the gauge bundle E , and that KF
spans the f subset of g. It is thus clear from the discussion so far how one can use the
geometrical symmetries generated by KV and KF to glue the local sets {Ef × Ua} together
on intersections of small open sets to form the entire bundle E → X . Note however, that
h = v ⊕ f is not a Lie subalgebra of g, but only a linear subspace. This is because h does
not close upon itself as a Lie algebra. This leads to non-trivial consequences for g. In fact,
this property of h is related to the physical anomalies of the underlying sigma model. We
will explain this as we go along. For the convenience of our later discussion, let us denote
the current and charge associated with the geometrical symmetries by JH = JV + JF and
KH = KV +KF respectively.
Before we proceed any further, note that one can also interpret the results of the last
paragraph in terms of a spacetime gauge symmetry as follows. Recall that the fermionic fields
cn (bn) are identified with the matter fields λ
n (λzn) of the underlying twisted heterotic sigma
model, thus leading to their interpretation as sections of the pull-back γ∗(E) (γ∗(E∗)). This
in turn allows us to interpret the relation c˜n = cmAm
n as a local gauge transformation, where
[A(γ)] is the holomorphic gauge transformation matrix in the r-dimensional representation
of the corresponding gauge group. One should then be able to find a basis of matrices
such that [t(γ)] =
∑dims
r=1 θ
r(γ)tr, where s is the Lie algebra of the spacetime gauge group
linearly realised by the r left-moving fermi fields λn of the sigma model, θr(γ) is a spacetime-
dependent gauge transformation parameter, and the tr’s are the constant generator matrices
of the Lie algebra s. [A(γ)] will then take the correct form of a gauge transformation matrix,
i.e., [A(γ)] = eiθ
r(γ)tr .
We shall now determine the current associated with the non-geometrical symmetries.
Let B =
∑
iBi(γ)dγ
i be a holomorphic (1, 0)-form on X . We can then construct a U(1)
R-invariant dimension one current JB = Bi∂zγ
i. The conserved charge is then given by∮
JBdz. Let’s assume that B is an exact form on X , so that B = ∂H = ∂iHdγ
i, where H is
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some local function on X that is holomorphic in γ. This in turn means that Bi = ∂iH . In
such a case,
∮
JBdz =
∮
∂iH∂zγ
idz. From the action (5.14), we have the equation of motion
∂z¯γ
i = 0. Hence,
∮
JBdz =
∮
∂iHdγ
i =
∮
dH = 0 by Stoke’s theorem. In other words,
the conserved charge constructed from B vanishes if B is exact and vice-versa. Let us now
ascertain the conditions under which B will be exact. To this end, note that it suffices
to work locally on X , since non-local instanton effects do not contribute in perturbation
theory. Via Poincare’s lemma, B is locally exact if and only if B is a closed form on X , i.e.,
∂B = ∂iBj − ∂jBi = 0. Thus, for every non-vanishing holomorphic (2, 0)-form C = ∂B, we
will have a non-vanishing conserved charge KC =
∮
JBdz. Notice that C is annihilated by ∂
since ∂2 = 0, i.e., C must be a local holomorphic section of the sheaf Ω2,cl. Notice also that
the current JB is constructed from γ and its derivatives only. Consequently, the γ
i, bn and
cn fields are invariant under the symmetry transformations generated by KC . This means
that KC generates non-geometrical symmetries only. Hence, KC spans the c subset of g.
Local Field Transformations
Let us now describe how the different fields of the free bc-βγ system on Ef×U transform
under the geometrical and non-geometrical symmetries generated by KH = KV + KF and
KC of g respectively. Firstly, note that the symmetries generated by KF and KC act trivially
on the γ fields, i.e., the γ fields have non-singular OPEs with JF and JB. Secondly, note that
the symmetries generated by KV and KC act trivially on both the b and c fields, i.e., the
b and c fields have non-singular OPEs with JV and JB. As for the β fields, they transform
non-trivially under all the symmetries, i.e., the OPEs of the β fields with JV , JF and JC all
contain simple poles. In summary, via a computation of the relevant OPEs, we find that the
fields transform under the symmetries of the free bc-βγ system on Ef × U as follows:
γ˜i = gi(γ), (5.22)
β˜i = βkD
k
i + bmc
nAn
lDki(∂kA
−1)l
m + ∂zγ
jEij , (5.23)
c˜n = cmAm
n, (5.24)
b˜n = (A
−1)n
mbm, (5.25)
where i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . , N = dimCX , and l, m, n = 1, 2, . . . , r. Here, D and E are N × N
matrices such that [D]T = [∂g]−1 and [E] = [∂B], that is, [(DT )−1]i
k = ∂ig
k and [E]ij = ∂iBj .
It can be verified that β˜, γ˜, b˜ and c˜ obey the correct OPEs amongst themselves. We thus
conclude that the fields must undergo the above transformations (5.22)-(5.25) when we
glue a local description (in a small open set) to another local description (in another small
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open set) on the mutual intersection of open sets using the automorphism of the free bc-βγ
system. Note that the last term in β˜ is due to the non-geometrical symmetry transformation
generated by KC , while the first and second term in β˜ is due to the geometrical symmetry
transformation generated by KV and KF respectively. This observation will be important
when we discuss what happens at the (2, 2) locus later.
Another important comment to be made is that in computing (5.22)- (5.25), we have just
rederived, from a purely physical perspective, the set of field transformations (7.2a)-(7.2d) in
[3], which defines the valid automorphisms of the sheaf of vertex superalgebras obtained from
a mathematical model that is equivalent to a free bc-βγ system with action (5.14)! Hence, we
learn that the sheaf Â is mathematically known as a sheaf of vertex superalgebras spanned
by chiral differential operators on the exterior algebra ΛE = ⊕rk(E)i=1 ΛiE of the holomorphic
vector bundle E over X [3, 5].
A Non-Trivial Extension of Lie Algebras and Groups
We shall now study the properties of the symmetry algebra g of the free bc-βγ system
on U . From the analysis thus far, we find that we can write g = c+h as a linear space, where
h = v + f. Note that c is a trivial abelian subalgebra of g. This because the commutator
of KC with itself vanishes - the OPE of JB with itself is non-singular since the current is
constructed from γ and its derivatives only. Hence, g can be expressed in an extension of
Lie algebras as follows:
0→ c→ g→ h→ 0. (5.26)
In fact, (5.26) is an exact sequence of Lie algebras as we will show shortly that [h, c] ⊂ c.
This means that c is ‘forgotten’ when we project g onto h.
The action of h on c can be found from the JH(z)JC(z
′) OPE[−V iβi(z) + cmtmnbn(z)] · Bj∂z′γj(z′) ∼ 1
z − z′
[
V i(∂iBk − ∂kBi) + ∂k(V iBi)
]
∂z′γ
k
+
1
(z − z′)2V
iBi(z
′). (5.27)
The commutator of KH with KC , and thus [h, c], is simply the residue of the simple
pole on the RHS of (5.27). The numerator of the first term on the RHS of (5.27), given by
V i(∂iBk − ∂kBi) + ∂k(V iBi), is the same as (LV (B))k, the kth component of the one-form
that results from the action of a Lie derivative of the vector field V on the one-form B. This
observation should not come as a surprise since the charges of JV generate diffeomorphisms
of U , and only the JV ·JC part of the OPE in (5.27) is non-trivial (since JF has non-singular
OPEs with JC). Hence, [h, c] ⊂ c as claimed.
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Let us now compute the commutator of two elements of h. To this end, let V and W
be two vector fields on U that are holomorphic in γ. Let t(γ) and t˜(γ) be r × r matrices
holomorphic in γ. Let V andW be associated with the currents JV (z) ⊂ JH(z) and JW (z′) ⊂
JH(z
′) respectively. Likewise, let t and t˜ be associated with the currents JF (z) ⊂ JH(z) and
J eF (z
′) ⊂ JH(z′) respectively. The JH(z)JH(z′) OPE is then computed to be
JH(z)JH(z
′) ∼ −(V
i∂iW
j −W i∂iV j)βj
z − z′ −
(∂k∂jV
i)(∂iW
j∂z′γ
k)
z − z′ +
cm{t, t˜}mcbc
z − z′
+
Tr[t˜∂it]∂z′γ
i
z − z′ −
∂jV
i∂iW
j(z′)
(z − z′)2 +
Tr[t˜t](z′)
(z − z′)2 . (5.28)
The last two terms on the RHS of (5.28), being double poles, do not contribute to the
commutator. From the mathematical relation [V,W ]j = (LV (W ))j = V i∂iW k−W i∂iV j , we
see that the first term takes values in v ⊂ h, the second term takes values in c, the third term
takes values in f ⊂ h, and the fourth term takes values in c. The first and third terms which
come from a single contraction of elementary fields in evaluating the OPE, arise from the
expected results JV (z)JW (z
′) ∼ J[V,W ]/(z−z′) and JF (z)J eF (z′) ∼ J{t,t˜}/(z−z′) respectively.
We would have obtained the same results by computing the commutator of JV and JW ,
and that of JF and J eF , via Poisson brackets in the classical bc-βγ theory. The second and
fourth terms are the reason why [h, h] * h. Note that these two terms result from multiple
contractions of elementary fields, just like the anomalies of conformal field theory. Hence,
since h does not closed upon itself as a Lie algebra, g is not a semi-direct product of h and
c. Consequently, the extension of Lie algebras in (5.26) is non-trivial. Is the non-triviality of
the extension of Lie algebras of the symmetries of the bc-βγ system on Ef × U then related
to the physical anomalies of the underlying sigma model? Let us study this further.
The exact sequence of Lie algebras in (5.26) will result in the following group extension
when we exponentiate the elements of g:
1→ C˜ → G˜→ H˜ → 1. (5.29)
Here, G˜ is the symmetry group of all admissible automorphisms of the bc-βγ system, C˜ is the
symmetry group of the non-geometrical automorphisms, and H˜ is the symmetry group of the
geometrical automorphisms. Just as in (5.26), (5.29) is an exact sequence of groups, i.e., the
kernel of the map G˜ → H˜ is given by C˜. This means that the non-geometrical symmetries
are ‘forgotten’ when we project the full symmetries onto the geometrical symmetries. Since
(5.29) is derived from a non-trivial extension of Lie algebras in (5.26), it will be a non-trivial
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group extension. In fact, the cohomology class of the group extension that captures its
non-triviality is given by [3]
c21 − 2c2 − (c′12 − 2c′2) ∈ H2(H˜,Ω2,cleH ), (5.30)
where Ω2,cl
eH
is a sheaf of an H˜-module of closed two-forms, and ci, c
′
i ∈ H i(H˜,Ω2,cleH ) are
the universal Chern classes. The cohomology class H2(H˜,Ω2,cl
eH
) vanishes if and only if the
kernel of the map G˜ → H˜ is empty, i.e., G˜ = H˜. Thus, the group extension is trivial if
the admissible automorphisms of the bc-βγ system are solely of a geometrical kind. This
observation will be essential to our discussion of the sigma model at the (2, 2) locus later. Let
us return back to the issue of (5.30)’s relevance to the physical anomalies of the underlying
sigma model. Note that the mathematical arguments in [3] and a detailed computation in
[5], show that (5.29), together with its cohomology class (5.30), imply that the obstruction
to a globally-defined sheaf of chiral algebras Â of chiral differential operators on the exterior
algebra ΛE , must be captured by the cohomology class
2ch2(TX)− 2ch2(E), (5.31)
which in turn represents an element of H2(X,Ω2,clX ) (as explained in footnote 13 of section 4).
Notice that the vanishing of (5.31) coincides with one of the anomaly-cancellation conditions
of the underlying twisted heterotic sigma model in (4.1)! In hindsight, this ‘coincidence’
should not be entirely surprising - note that a physically valid sigma model must be defined
over all of E → X (and Σ). Since (5.31) captures the obstruction to gluing the local
descriptions together to form a global description, this implies that the sigma model, which
is described locally by the free bc-βγ system on Ef × U , cannot be globally-defined over all
of E → X unless (5.31) vanishes. Hence, the anomaly which obstructs the physical validity
of the underlying sigma model must be given by (5.31). Thus, the non-triviality of the
extension of Lie algebras of the symmetries of the bc-βγ system on Ef × U is indeed related
to the physical anomaly of the underlying sigma model.
5.6. Gluing the Local Descriptions Together
Now, we will describe explicitly, how one can glue the local descriptions together using
the automorphisms of the free bc-βγ system on Ef × U to obtain a globally-defined sheaf of
chiral algebras. In the process, we will see how the cohomology class in (5.31) emerges as an
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obstruction to gluing the locally-defined sheaves of chiral algebras globally on X . Moreover,
we can also obtain the other anomaly in (4.1) which is not captured in (5.31) (for reasons
we will explain shortly) when we consider gluing the sheaves of chiral algebras globally over
X and Σ. In addition, we will see that the moduli of the resulting sheaf emerges as a Cech
cohomology class generated by a relevant Cech cocycle.
To begin with, let’s take a suitable collection of small open sets Ua ⊂ Cn, where n =
dimCX . Next, consider the corresponding set of product spaces {Ef × Ua}. We want to
glue these trivial product spaces together to make a good cover of the holomorphic vector
bundle E → X . On each Ua, the sheaf Â of chiral algebras is defined by a free bc-βγ
system on {Ef × Ua} . We need to glue together these free conformal field theories to get a
globally-defined sheaf of chiral algebras.
It will be convenient for us to first describe how we can geometrically glue the set of
trivial product spaces {Ef×Ua} together to form the bundle E → X . For each a, b, let us pick
a product space Ef×Uab ⊂ Ef×Ua, and likewise another product space Ef×Uba ⊂ Ef×Ub. Let
us define a geometrical symmetry hˆab (given by a product of holomorphic diffeomorphisms
on U with holomorphic homeomorphisms of the fibre Ef) between these product spaces as
hˆab : Ef × Uab ∼= Ef × Uba. (5.32)
Note that hˆ can be viewed as a geometrical gluing operator corresponding to an element of
the geometrical symmetry group H˜ . From the above definition, we see that hˆba = hˆ
−1
ab . We
want to identify an arbitrary point P ∈ Ef × Uab with an arbitrary point Q ∈ Ef × Uba if
Q = hˆab(P ). This identification will be consistent if for any Ua, Ub, and Uc, we have
hˆcahˆbchˆab = 1 (5.33)
in any triple intersection Uabc over which all the maps hˆca, hˆbc and hˆab are defined. The
relation in (5.33) tells us that the different pieces Ef × Ua can be glued together via the set
of maps {hˆab} to make a holomorphic vector bundle E → X . The holomorphic and complex
structure moduli of the bundle and its base will then manifest as parameters in the hˆab’s.
Suppose we now have a sheaf of chiral algebras on each Ua, and we want to glue them
together on overlaps to get a sheaf of chiral algebras on X . The gluing must be done using
the automorphisms of the conformal field theories. Thus, for each pair Ua and Ub, we select
a conformal field theory symmetry gˆab that maps the free bc-βγ system on Ef×Ua, restricted
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to Ef × Uab, to the free bc-βγ system on Ef × Ub, similarly restricted to Ef × Uba. We get a
globally-defined sheaf of chiral algebras if the gluing is consistent:
gˆcagˆbcgˆab = 1. (5.34)
Note that gˆ can be viewed as a gluing operator corresponding to an element of the full
symmetry group G˜. As usual, we have gˆba = gˆ
−1
ab . Moreover, recall at this point that from
the exact sequence of groups in (5.29), we have a map G˜ → H˜ which ‘forgets’ the non-
geometrical symmetry group C˜ ⊂ G˜. As such, for any arbitrary set of gˆ’s which obey (5.34),
the geometrical condition (5.33) will be automatically satisfied, regardless of what the non-
geometrical gluing operator cˆ corresponding to an element of C˜ is. Hence, every possible way
to glue the conformal field theories together via gˆ, determines a way to geometrically glue
the set of product spaces {Ef × Ua} together to form a unique holomorphic vector bundle
E → X over which one defines the resulting conformal field theory.
The above discussion translates to the fact that for a given set of hˆab’s which obey
(5.33), the corresponding set of gˆab’s which obey (5.34) are not uniquely determined; for
each Uab, we can still pick an element Cab ∈ H0(Uab,Ω2,cl) which represents an element of
c (as discussed in section 5.5), so that exp(Cab) represents an element of C˜. One can then
transform gˆab → gˆ′ab = exp(Cab)gˆab, where gˆ′ab is another physically valid gluing operator.
The condition that the gluing identity (5.34) is obeyed by gˆ′, i.e., gˆ′cagˆ
′
bcgˆ
′
ab = 1, is that in
each triple intersection Uabc, we should have
Cca + Cbc + Cab = 0. (5.35)
From gˆ′ba = (gˆ
′
ab)
−1, we have Cab = −Cba. Moreover, C˜ab ∼ Cab + Sa − Sb for some S, in the
sense that the C˜’s will obey (5.35) as well. In other words, the C’s in (5.35) must define an
element of the Cech cohomology group H1(X,Ω2,clX ). As usual, exp(Cab) is ‘forgotten’ when
we project from gˆ′ab to the geometrical gluing operator hˆab. Therefore, in going from gˆ to
gˆ′, the symmetry hˆ, and consequently the bundle E → X , remains unchanged. Now, let
us use a specific gˆ operator to define the specific symmetries of a free bc-βγ system, which
in turn will define a unique sheaf of chiral algebras. In this sense, given any sheaf and an
element C ∈ H1(X,Ω2,clX ), one can define a new sheaf by going from gˆ → exp(C)gˆ. So, via
the action of H1(X,Ω2,clX ), we get a family of sheaves of chiral algebras, with the same target
space E → X . Hence, the moduli of the sheaf of chiral algebras is represented by a class in
H1(X,Ω2,clX ). Together with the results of section 3.3, we learn that the analysis of a family
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of sheaves of chiral algebras on a unique Ka¨hler target space X , is equivalent to the analysis
of a unique sheaf of chiral algebras on a family {X ′} of non-Ka¨hler target spaces.
The Anomaly
We now move on to discuss the case when there is an obstruction to the gluing. Es-
sentially, the obstruction occurs when (5.34) is not satisfied by the gˆ’s. In such a case, one
generally has, on triple intersections Uabc, the following relation
gˆcagˆbcgˆab = exp(Cabc) (5.36)
for some Cabc ∈ H0(Uabc,Ω2,cl). The reason for (5.36) is as follows. First, note that the LHS
of (5.36) projects purely to the group of geometrical symmetries associated with hˆ. If the
bundle E → X is to exist mathematically, there will be no obstruction to its construction,
i.e., the LHS of (5.36) will map to the identity under the projection. Hence, the RHS of
(5.36) must represent an element of the abelian group C˜ (generated by c) that acts trivially
on the coordinates γi of the Ua’s and the local sections c
m of the (Ef × Ua)’s.
Recall that the choice of gˆab was not unique. If we transform gˆab → exp(Cab)gˆab via a
(non-geometrical) symmetry of the system, we get
Cabc → C′abc = Cabc + Cca + Cbc + Cab. (5.37)
If it is possible to pick the Cab’s to set all C′abc = 0, then there is no obstruction to gluing
and one can obtain a globally-defined sheaf of chiral algebras.
In any case, in quadruple overlaps Ua ∩ Ub ∩ Uc ∩ Ud, the C’s obey
Cabc − Cbcd + Ccda − Cdab = 0. (5.38)
Together with the equivalence relation (5.37), this means that the C’s in (5.38) must define an
element of the Cech cohomology groupH2(X,Ω2,clX ). In other words, the obstruction to gluing
the locally-defined sheaves of chiral algebras is captured by a non-vanishing cohomology class
H2(X,Ω2,clX ). As discussed in section 4 and the last paragraph of section 5.5, this class can
be represented in de Rham cohomology by 2[ch2(TX)− ch2(E)]. Thus, we have obtained an
interpretation of the anomaly in the twisted heterotic sigma model in terms of an obstruction
to a global definition of the sheaf of chiral algebras derived from a free bc-βγ system that
describes the sigma model locally on X .
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The Other Anomaly
In section 4, we showed that the twisted heterotic sigma model had two anomalies,
one involving ch2(E)− ch2(TX), and the other involving 12c1(Σ) (c1(E)− c1(TX)). We have
already seen how the first anomaly arises from the Cech perspective. How then can we see
the second anomaly in the present context?
So far, we have constructed a sheaf of chiral algebras globally on X but only locally on
the worldsheet Σ. This is because the chiral algebra of the twisted heterotic sigma model
is not invariant under holomorphic reparameterisations of the worldsheet coordinates at the
quantum level,21 and as such, can only be given a consistent definition locally on an arbitrary
Riemann surface Σ. Since c1(Σ) can be taken to be zero when we work locally on Σ, the
second anomaly vanishes and therefore, we will not get to see it.
Now, note that the free bc-βγ system is conformally invariant; in other words, it can be
defined globally on an arbitrary Riemann surface Σ. But, notice that the anomaly that we
are looking for is given by 1
2
c1(Σ) (c1(E)− c1(TX)). Hence, it will vanish even if we use a free
bc-βγ system that can be globally-defined on Σ if we continue to work locally on the bundle
E → X where c1(E) = c1(TX) = 0. Therefore, the only way to see the second anomaly is
to work globally on both X (and hence E → X) and Σ. (In fact, recall that the underlying
sigma model is physically defined on all of Σ and E → X .) We shall describe how to do this
next.
Let us cover Σ and X with small open sets {Pτ} and {Ua} respectively. This will allow
us to cover E ×Σ with open sets Waτ = Ef ×Ua×Pτ . On each Pτ , we can define a free bc-βγ
system with target Ef × Ua. In other words, on each open set Waτ , we define a free bc-βγ
system and hence a sheaf of chiral algebras. What we want to do is to glue the sheaves of
chiral algebras on the (Ef × Ua × Pτ )’s together on overlaps, to get a globally-defined sheaf
of chiral algebras, with target space E → X , defined on all of Σ. As before, the gluing must
be done using the admissible automorphisms of the free bc-βγ system.
Recall from section 5.5 that the admissible automorphisms are given by the symmetry
group G˜. Note that the set of geometrical symmetries H˜ ⊂ G˜ considered in section 5.5 can be
extended to include holomorphic diffeomorphisms of the worldsheet Σ - as mentioned above,
the free bc-βγ system is conformally invariant and is therefore invariant under arbitrary
holomorphic reparameterisations of the coordinates on Σ. Previously in section 5.5, there
21To see this, recall from section 3.1 that in the quantum theory, the holomorphic stress tensor Tzz is not
in the Q+-cohomology (i.e. {Q+, Tzz} 6= 0) unless we have a stable bundle E with c1(X) = 0. This prevents
the Q+-cohomology and thus the chiral algebra from being invariant under arbitrary reparameterisations of
Σ.
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was no requirement to consider and exploit this additional geometrical symmetry in gluing
the local descriptions together simply because we were working locally on Σ. Then, gluing of
the local descriptions at the geometrical level was carried out using H˜ , where H˜ consists of the
group of holomorphic diffeomorphisms of X and the group of holomorphic homeomorphisms
of the fibre Ef . Now that we want to work globally on Σ as well, one will need to use the
symmetry of the free conformal field theory under holomorphic diffeomorphisms of Σ to glue
the Pτ ’s together to form Σ. In other words, gluing of the local descriptions at the geometrical
level must now be carried out using the geometrical symmetry group H˜ ′, where H˜ ′ consists
of the group of holomorphic diffeomorphisms on Σ and X , and the group of holomorphic
homeomorphisms of the fibre Ef . Now, let the conformal field theory gluing map from Waτ
to Wbν be given by gˆaτ,bν . Let the corresponding geometrical and non-geometrical gluing
maps from Waτ to Wbν be given by hˆ
′
aτ,bν and cˆ
′
aτ,bν respectively. Since we have a sensible
notion of a holomorphic map γ : Σ→ X , and the bundle E and worldsheet Σ are defined to
exist mathematically, there is no obstruction to gluing at the geometrical level, i.e.,
hˆ′cσ,aτ hˆ
′
bν,cσhˆ
′
aτ,bν = 1 (5.39)
in triple intersections. There will be no obstruction to gluing at all levels if one has the
relation
gˆcσ,aτ gˆbν,cσgˆaτ,bν = 1. (5.40)
However, (5.40) may not always be satisfied. Similar to our previous arguments concerning
the anomaly 2ch2(TX)−2ch2(E) ∈ H2(X,Ω2,clX ), since one has a map gˆaτ,bν → hˆ′aτ,bν in which
cˆ′aτ,bν is ‘forgotten’, in general, we will have
gˆcσ,aτ gˆbν,cσgˆaτ,bν = exp(Caτbνcσ), (5.41)
where the Caτbνcσ’s on any triple overlap defines a class in the two-dimensional Cech coho-
mology group H2(X×Σ,G). G is a sheaf associated with the non-geometrical symmetries of
the free bc-βγ system. Being non-geometrical in nature, these symmetries will act trivially
on the γi coordinates of X and the sections cm (and bm) of the pull-back γ
∗(E) (and γ∗(E∗)).
Earlier on in our discussion, when we worked locally on Σ but globally on X , we
constructed a U(1) R-invariant dimension one current JB from a (1, 0)-form B on X , whose
conserved charge KC was shown to generate the non-geometrical symmetries of the free bc-
βγ conformal field theory. Therefore, if one works globally on both Σ and X , one will need
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to construct an analogous U(1) R-invariant dimension one current JB′ from a (1, 0)-form B
′
on X ×Σ, such that the corresponding conformally-invariant conserved charge will generate
the non-geometrical symmetries in this extended case. Since the current JB′ should have
non-singular OPEs with the γ, c and b fields, it can only depend linearly on ∂zγ and be
holomorphic in γ and z. Thus, the non-geometrical symmetries will be generated by the
conserved charge
∮
JB′dz, with
JB′ = Bi(γ, z)∂zγ
i +BΣ(γ, z). (5.42)
Here, Bi and BΣ are components of a holomorphic (1, 0)-form B
′ = Bidγ
i+BΣdz on X×Σ,
where Bi and BΣ have scaling dimension zero and one respectively, i.e., for z → z˜ = λz, we
have Bi(γ, z)→ Bi(γ, z˜) = Bi(γ, z), and BΣ(γ, z)→ BΣ(γ, z˜) = λ−1BΣ(γ, z).
If B′ is exact, i.e, B′ = ∂H ′ for some local function H ′(γ, z) on X×Σ holomorphic in γ
and z, we will have Bi = ∂iH
′ and BΣ = ∂zH
′. As a result, the conserved charge
∮
JB′dz =∮
(∂iH
′)dγi + (∂zH
′)dz =
∮
dH ′ = 0 by Stoke’s theorem. Using the same arguments found
in section 5.5 (where we discussed the conserved charge KC), we learn that for every non-
vanishing holomorphic (2, 0)-form C ′ = ∂B′ onX×Σ, we will have a non-vanishing conserved
charge KC′ =
∮
JB′dz. Since C
′ is ∂-closed, it is a local holomorphic section of Ω2,clX×Σ.
Therefore, we find that the sheaf associated with the non-geometrical symmetries that act
trivially on γ, c and b, is isomorphic to Ω2,clX×Σ. Thus, the obstruction to a globally-defined
sheaf of chiral algebras, with target space E → X , defined on all of Σ, will be captured by
a class in the Cech cohomology group H2(X × Σ,Ω2,clX×Σ). Hence, the physical anomalies of
the underlying sigma model ought to be captured by the de Rham cohomology classes which
take values in H2(X × Σ,Ω2,clX×Σ).
In fact, since Σ is of complex dimension one, its space of (2, 0)-forms vanishes. Thus, we
will have Ω2,clX×Σ = (Ω
2,cl
X ⊗OΣ)⊕(Ω1,clX ⊗Ω1,clΣ ) (where OΣ is the sheaf of holomorphic functions
on Σ). In other words, on a compact Riemann surface Σ, where the only holomorphic
functions over it are constants, i.e., H0(Σ,O) ∼= C, we have the expansion
H2(X × Σ,Ω2,clX×Σ) = H2(X,Ω2,clX )⊕ (H1(X,Ω1,clX )⊗H1(Σ,Ω1,clΣ ))⊕ . . . , (5.43)
Recall that in section 4, we showed that c1(Σ) ∈ H1(Σ,Ω1,clΣ ) and (c1(E) − c1(TX)) ∈
H1(X,Ω1,clX ). Hence, the two physical anomalies ch2(E) − ch2(TX) and 12c1(Σ)(c1(E) −
c1(TX)) take values in the first and second term on the RHS of (5.43) respectively. Note
that the terms on the RHS of (5.43) must independently vanish for H2(X ×Σ,Ω2,clX×Σ) to be
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zero. In other words, we have obtained a consistent, alternative interpretation of the physical
anomalies which arise due to a non-triviality of the determinant line bundles (associated with
the Dirac operators of the underlying sigma model) over the space of gauge-inequivalent
connections, purely in terms of an obstruction to the gluing of sheaves of chiral algebras.
By extending the arguments surrounding (5.35) to the present context, we find that for
a vanishing anomaly, (apart from the geometrical moduli encoded in the holomorphic and
complex structures of the bundle E → X) the moduli of the globally-defined sheaf of chiral
algebras on Σ, with target space E → X , must be parameterised by H1(X × Σ,Ω2,clX×Σ).
5.7. The Conformal Anomaly
In this section, we will demonstrate an application of the rather abstract discussion
thus far. In the process, we will be able to provide a physical interpretation of a computed
mathematical result and vice-versa.
From eqn. (3.1), we see that the holomorphic stress tensor T (z) ∼ Tzz of the twisted
heterotic sigma model lacks the ψ i¯ fields.22 In other words, it is an operator with qR =
0. Hence, from the Q+-Cech cohomology dictionary established in section 5.3, if T (z) is
to be non-trivial in Q+-cohomology, such that the sigma model and its chiral algebra are
conformally-invariant, it will be given by an element of H0(X, Â), that is, a global section
of the sheaf of chiral algebras Â. Recall that the local sections of Â are furnished by the
physical operators in the chiral algebra of the free (linear) bc-βγ system. Since the free
(linear) bc-βγ system describes a local version of the underlying twisted heterotic sigma
model, one can write the local holomorphic stress tensor of the sigma model as the local
holomorphic stress tensor of the free (linear) bc-βγ system, which in turn is given by
T (z) = − : βi∂zγi : − : ba∂zca : . (5.44)
(see section 5.4). Under an automorphism of the bc-βγ system, T (z) will become
T˜ (z) = − : β˜i∂zγ˜i : − : b˜a∂z c˜a :, (5.45)
where the fields β˜, γ˜, b˜ and c˜ are defined in the automorphism relations of (5.22)-(5.25). It is
clear that on an overlap Ua ∩ Ub in X , T (z) will be regular in Ua while T˜ (z) will be regular
22Recall that this is also true in the quantum theory as the classical expression for T (z) does not receive
any perturbative corrections up to 1-loop.
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in Ub. Note that both T (z) and T˜ (z) are at least local sections of Â. And if there is no
obstruction to T (z) or T˜ (z) being a global section of Â, it will mean that T (z) is non-trivial
in Q+-cohomology, i.e., T (z) 6= {Q+, . . . } and [Q+, T (z)] = 0, and the sigma model will be
conformally-invariant. For T (z) or T˜ (z) to be a global section of Â, it must be true that
T (z) = T˜ (z) on any overlap Ua ∩ Ub in X . Let us examine this further by considering an
example.
For ease of illustration, we shall consider an example whereby dimCX = rank(E) = 1,
say E is a certain U(1) line bundle over X = CP1. In order for us to consider an underlying
sigma model that is physically-consistent (whereby one can at least define a sheaf of chiral
algebras globally over CP1), we require that E be chosen such that ch2(E) = ch2(TCP1).
However, we do not necessarily require that c1(E) = c1(TCP1) (and why this is so would
be clear momentarily). Since CP1 can be considered as the complex γ-plane plus a point at
infinity, we can cover it with two open sets, U1 and U2, where U1 is the complex γ-plane,
and U2 is the complex γ˜-plane, such that γ˜ = 1/γ. And since E is a U(1) line bundle,
the transition function A in (5.22)-(5.25) will be given by eiθ(γ), where θ(γ) is some real,
holomorphic function of γ. By substituting the definitions of β˜, γ˜, b˜ and c˜ from (5.22)-(5.25)
into T˜ (z), we compute that23
T˜ (z)− T (z) = ∂z
(
∂zγ
γ
)
+ . . . , (5.46)
where “. . . ” are terms involving the fields b, c and the function θ(γ). Note that in general,
there is no sensible way to remove the terms on the RHS of (5.46) through a consistent
redefinition of T (z) and T˜ (z) (such that T (z) and T˜ (z) continue to be invariant under the
symmetries of the terms on the RHS of (5.46), and have the correct OPEs, as stress tensors,
with the elementary fields β, γ, b and c). Hence, we find that neither T (z) nor T˜ (z) can
be a global section of Â, i.e., T (z), T˜ (z) /∈ H0(CP1, Â). In other words, T (z) is not in the
Q+-cohomology of the sigma model; there is a conformal anomaly. This is consistent with
an earlier observation made in section 3.1 via eqn. (3.6), where [Q+, Tzz] 6= 0 in general but
[Q+, Tzz] = ∂z(Rij¯∂zφ
iψj¯) + . . . . (5.47)
Note that since Q+ generates the BRST symmetry (i.e. an automorphism) of the twisted
heterotic sigma model via the field transformations (2.11), (5.46) will be an analog in Cech
23Note that in our computation, we have conveniently chosen the arbitrary, local (1,0)-form B(γ)dγ on
CP1 (associated with the current JB of section 5.5) to be one with B(γ) = 2γ.
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cohomology of the relation (5.47) (as briefly mentioned in footnote 5 of section 3.1). In fact,
Rij¯∂zφ
iψj¯ can be interpreted as the counterpart of the term ∂zγ/γ in conventional physics
notation as follows. Apart from an obvious comparison of (5.47) and (5.46), note that
∂zγ/γ = −∂z γ˜/γ˜, i.e., ∂zγ/γ is a holomorphic operator over U1 ∩ U2. Moreover, it cannot
be expressed as a difference between an operator that is holomorphic in U1 and an operator
that is holomorphic in U2. Thus, it is a dimension one class in the first Cech cohomology
group H1(CP1, Â). Hence, from our Q+-Cech cohomology dictionary, ∂zγ/γ will correspond
to a dimension one operator in the Q+-cohomology of the sigma model with qR = 1, namely
Rij¯∂zφ
iψj¯ (which indeed takes the correct form of a Q+-invariant, dimension (1, 0) operator
with qR = 1 as discussed in section 5.1). Since the Ricci tensor Rij¯ is proportional to the
one-loop beta-function of the sigma model, this correspondence allows one to interpret the
one-loop beta-function purely in terms of holomorphic data.
One can certainly consider other higher-dimensional examples in a similar fashion. In
fact, it can be shown mathematically that T˜ (z) 6= T (z) for any X and E if [c1(E)−c1(TX)] 6=
0 [3, 5]. One can indeed see that [c1(E)− c1(TX)] characterises a conformal anomaly of the
twisted heterotic sigma model as follows. Recall from section 3.1 that the RHS of (5.47)
captures the violation in the conformal structure of the sigma model by the one-loop beta-
function. It will vanish if X is a Ricci-flat manifold and if the curvature of the bundle E obeys
the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau equation. Both these conditions can be trivially satisfied if
c1(TX) = c1(E) = 0, which then implies that [c1(E)− c1(TX)] = 0.
Thus, the obstruction to a globally-defined T (z) operator, characterised by a non-
vanishing cohomology class [c1(E)− c1(TX)], translates to a lack of invariance under arbi-
trary, holomorphic reparameterisations on the worldsheet Σ of the Q+-cohomology of the
underlying twisted heterotic sigma model.
6. The Half-Twisted (2, 2) Model and the Chiral de Rham Complex
In this section, we shall consider a specific situation in which the anomalies discussed
in section 5.6 automatically vanish, thus enabling us to consider, in section 7, other interest-
ing and physically consistent applications of the sheaf of chiral algebras that we have been
studying so far. In the process, we will be able to furnish a purely physical interpretation of
the sheaf of CDO’s constructed by Malikov et al. in [1, 2] known as the chiral de Rham com-
plex. The results in this section also serve as a generalisation and an alternative verification
of an earlier observation made by Kapustin [11] on the connection between a half-twisted
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(2, 2) sigma model on a Calabi-Yau manifold and the sheaf of chiral de Rham complex, and
Frenkel et al.’s computation in [13]. In addition, via the physical definition of the elliptic
genus as a specialisation of the genus one partition function, and the CFT state-operator
correspondence in the Calabi-Yau case, we can also make contact with the mathematical
definition of the elliptic genus found in [8, 9, 10]. This further suggests that the local op-
erators in the Q+-cohomology which furnish a chiral algebra A, can indeed be represented
by the appropriate classes in the Cech cohomology group generated by the relevant sheaf of
CDO’s or vertex superalegbras.
6.1. The (2, 2) Locus and the Half-Twisted (2, 2) Sigma Model
The (2, 2) locus is defined as the set in the moduli space of holomorphic vector bundles E
whereby E = TX . Thus, notice that on the (2, 2) locus, both the anomalies of the underlying
twisted heterotic sigma model, namely ch2(E)−ch2(TX) and 12c1(Σ)(c1(E)−c1(TX)), vanish
independently for any X . Moreover, rank(E) = r = dimCX , and the physical constraint
ΛrE∨ ∼= KX is trivially satisfied.
Since E = TX at the (2, 2) locus, one can make the following field replacements: λza →
gij¯ψ
j¯
z , λ
a → ψi, A(φ) → Γ(φ) and F (φ) → R(φ), where A(φ) and F (φ) are the connection
and field strength of the gauge bundle E , while Γ(φ) and R(φ) are the affine connection and
Riemann curvature of X . In making these replacements in Spert of (2.15), we find that the
action of the underlying twisted sigma model at the (2, 2) locus will be given by
S(2,2) =
∫
Σ
|d2z|
(
gij¯∂zφ
j¯∂z¯φ
i + gij¯ψ
i
z¯Dzψ
j¯ + gij¯ψ
j¯
zDz¯ψ
i − Rik¯jl¯ψiz¯ψk¯zψjψ l¯
)
, (6.1)
where i, j, k, l = 1, 2, . . . , dimCX . Rik¯jl¯ is the curvature tensor with respect to the Levi-Civita
connection Γilj = g
ik¯∂lgjk¯, and the covariant derivatives with respect to the connection
induced on the worldsheet are given by
Dzψ
j¯ = ∂zψ
j¯ + Γj¯ i¯k¯∂zφ
i¯ψk¯, Dz¯ψ
i = ∂z¯ψ
i + Γijk∂z¯φ
jψk. (6.2)
Notice that S(2,2) just coincides with the (perturbative) action of Witten’s topological A-
model defined in [27].24
As a relevant digression, note that in Witten’s topological A-model, the BRST-charge
operator that defines the BRST cohomology is given by QBRST = QL+QR, where QL = Q−
24The action S(2,2) just differs from the A-model action in [27] by a term
∫
Σ Φ
∗(K), where K is the Ka¨hler
(1, 1)-form on X . This term is irrelevant in perturbation theory where one considers trivial maps of degree
zero as explained in section 2.2.
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is an additional left-moving (scalar) supercharge from the (2, 2) superalgebra. However, the
A-model has a greatly enriched variant in which one ignores QL and considers QR as the
BRST operator [17]. This variant is also known as the half-twisted (2, 2) sigma model [27].
Since the corresponding cohomology is now defined with respect to a single, right-moving,
scalar supercharge QR, its classes need not be restricted to dimension (0, 0) operators (which
correspond to ground states). In fact, the physical operators will have dimension (n, 0),
where n ≥ 0. (The arguments supporting this statement are similar to those in section 3.1
concerning the scaling dimensions of local operators in the twisted heterotic sigma model
which are closed with respect to a single, right-moving supercharge Q+.) Hence, in contrast
to the A-model, the BRST spectrum of physical operators and states in the half-twisted
model is infinite-dimensional. A specialisation of its genus one partition function, also known
as the elliptic genus of X , is given by the index of the QR operator. The half-twisted model is
not a topological field theory - the stress tensor derived from its action is exact with respect
to the combination QL+QR, but not QR alone. In fact, the correlation functions of the local,
QR-invariant holomorphic operators that furnish its chiral algebra, although invariant under
arbitrary scalings of the worldsheet, are not independent of its other geometrical properties;
the correlation functions vary holomorphically with the complex structure on the worldsheet
(as is familiar for chiral algebras). Moreover, since the (holomorphic) stress tensor does not
vanish in QR-cohomology, the chiral algebra of the half-twisted model will be invariant under
holomorphic reparameterisations of the coordinates on the worldsheet.
Now, recall that our current objective is to study, in terms of the relevant sheaf of
CDO’s and its Cech cohomology, the chiral algebra spanned by the Q+-cohomology classes
of the sigma model with action S(2,2). From the supersymmetry variations in (2.11), and the
action Spert in (2.15), we find that the supercurrent of the scalar supercharge Q+ is given by
Q+(z¯) = gij¯ψ
j¯∂z¯φ
i. As will be shown shortly, the supercurrent of the scalar supercharge QR
of the half-twisted A-model is also given by QR(z¯) = gij¯ψ
j¯∂z¯φ
i. Thus, the BRST operators
QR and Q+ coincide. Hence, we find that by studying the twisted heterotic sigma model at
the (2, 2) locus in terms of a sheaf of CDO’s or chiral algebras, we are effectively studying
the half-twisted (2, 2) model in the same spirit. We shall henceforth refer to the model with
action S(2,2) and its corresponding chiral algebra of local operators in the Q+-cohomology as
the half-twisted (2, 2) sigma model.
Based on the discussion in section 3.2, a moduli for the chiral algebra can be incor-
porated into the half-twisted model by introducing a non-Ka¨hler deformation of X via the
addition of the H-flux term (3.9) to the action S(2,2). As argued in section 5.6, the moduli of
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the corresponding, globally-defined sheaf of CDO’s on X can then be represented by a class
in H1(X,Ω2,clX ).
A Holomorphic Twisted N = 2 Superconformal Algebra
We shall now examine the holomorphic structure of the half-twisted (2, 2) model with
action S(2,2). The reason for doing so is that some of its non-trivial aspects can be captured by
the characteristics of the sheaf of chiral algebras describing the sigma model on X . Moreover,
similar to what we had seen in section 5.7, one can also derive an interpretation of these non-
trivial aspects purely in terms of mathematical data and vice-versa. We will demonstrate
these claims shortly when we consider an example in section 7.1. To this end, let us first
discuss the classical symmetries of S(2,2) and their corresponding conserved currents and
tensors.
Firstly, note that S(2,2) has a left and right-moving ghost number symmetry whereby
the left-moving fermionic fields transform as ψi → eiαψi and ψ i¯z → e−iαψ i¯z, and the right-
moving fermionic fields transform as ψ i¯ → eiαψ i¯ and ψiz¯ → e−iαψiz¯, where α is real. In other
words, the fields ψi, ψ i¯z , ψ
i¯ and ψiz¯ can be assigned the (gL, gR) left-right ghost numbers
(1, 0), (−1, 0), (0, 1) and (0,−1) respectively. The infinitesimal version of this symmetry
transformation of the left-moving fermi fields read (after absorbing some trivial constants)
δψi = ψi, δψ i¯z = −ψ i¯z, (6.3)
while those of the right-moving fermi fields read
δψ i¯ = ψ i¯, δψiz¯ = −ψiz¯. (6.4)
The conserved holomorphic (i.e. left-moving) current associated with the transformation (6.3)
will then be given by
J(z) = gij¯ψ
j¯
zψ
i. (6.5)
J(z) is clearly a dimension one bosonic current. (There is also an anti-holomorphic conserved
current associated with the right-moving ghost symmetry. However, it will not be relevant
in our discussion). Secondly, note that S(2,2) is also invariant under the following field
transformations:
δφi = ψi, δφi¯ = 0,
δψ i¯z = −∂zφi¯, δψiz¯ = −Γijkψjψkz¯ , (6.6)
δψi = 0, δψ i¯ = 0.
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The conserved, dimension one fermionic current in this case will be given by
Q(z) = gij¯ψ
i∂zφ
j¯ . (6.7)
In fact, the following field transformations
δφi¯ = ψ i¯, δφi = 0,
δψiz¯ = −∂z¯φi, δψ i¯z = −Γi¯ j¯k¯ψj¯ψk¯z , (6.8)
δψi = 0, δψ i¯ = 0,
will also leave S(2,2) invariant. The corresponding, conserved generator of the transformation
(6.8) is given by QR, the right-moving supercharge of the original A-model, where the su-
percurrent is QR(z¯) = gij¯ψ
j¯∂z¯φ
i. However, note that QR(z¯) does not contribute to the holo-
morphic structure of the half-twisted model as it is an anti-holomorphic (i.e. right-moving)
dimension one supercurrent.
Another conserved quantity that will be relevant to our present discussion is the di-
mension two holomorphic stress tensor T (z) = −Tzz associated with the symmetry under
holomorphic reparameterisations of the coordinates on the worldsheet. It is given by
T (z) = −gij¯∂zφi∂zφj¯ − gij¯ψj¯zDzψi. (6.9)
Observe that one can also derive a fourth conserved current G(z) by noting that T (z) =
{Q,G(z)} = δG(z), the variation of G(z) under the field transformations (6.6), where
G(z) = gij¯ψ
j¯
z∂zφ
i. (6.10)
(Note that the half-twisted model remains a non-topological model - T (z) is Q-exact but
not QR-exact.) Clearly, G(z) is a dimension two fermionic current. Note that since these
currents possess only holomorphic scaling dimensions, their respective spins will also be given
by their dimensions.
One can verify that J(z), Q(z), T (z) and G(z) are all invariant under the field transfor-
mations of (6.8). In other words, they are QR-invariant operators which therefore commute
or anticommute with QR. As noted earlier, QR coincides with Q+. Hence, we find that J(z),
Q(z), T (z) and G(z) are Q+-closed operators in the Q+-cohomology at the classical level.
Also note at this point that if O and O′ are Q+-closed operators in the Q+-cohomology,
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i.e., {Q+,O} = {Q+,O′} = 0, then {Q+,OO′} = 0. Moreover, if {Q+,O} = 0, then
O{Q+,W} = {Q+,OW} for any operator W . These two statements mean that the coho-
mology classes of operators that commute with Q+ form a closed (and well-defined) algebra
under operator products. One can indeed show that J(z), Q(z), T (z) and G(z) form a
complete multiplet which generates a closed, holomorphic, twisted N = 2 superconformal
algebra with the following OPE relations [28]:
T (z)T (w) ∼ 2T (w)
(z − w)2 +
∂T (w)
z − w (6.10a)
J(z)J(w) ∼ d
(z − w)2 ; T (z)J(w) ∼ −
d
(z − w)3 +
J(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂J(w)
z − w (6.10b)
G(z)G(w) ∼ 0; T (z)G(w) ∼ 2G(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂G(w)
z − w ; J(z)G(w) ∼ −
G(w)
z − w (6.10c)
Q(z)Q(w) ∼ 0; T (z)Q(w) ∼ Q(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂Q(w)
z − w ; J(z)Q(w) ∼
Q(w)
z − w (6.10d)
Q(z)G(w) ∼ d
(z − w)3 +
J(w)
(z − w)2 +
T (w)
z − w, (6.10e)
where d = dimCX . This structure is also known as a structure of a topological vertex
algebra of rank d in the mathematical literature [1]. Thus, we see that G(z) is a (worldsheet)
superpartner of T (z) under the supersymmetry generated by the chargeQ of the supercurrent
Q(z). In addition, we also find from the OPEs that [Q, J(z)] = −Q(z), i.e., J(z) is a
(worldsheet) superpartner of Q(z). These observations will be relevant momentarily. Also
notice that the central charge in the stress tensor OPE (6.10a) is zero. This means that the
Weyl anomaly vanishes and that the trace of the stress tensor is trivial in Q+-cohomology
at the quantum level. This simply reflects the invariance of the correlation functions under
scalings of the worldsheet as noted earlier.
The classical, holomorphic, OPE algebra of the half-twisted model in (6.10) may or
may not persist in the quantum theory. In fact, in a ‘massive’ model where the first Chern
class c1(X) is non-vanishing, the global U(1) symmetry associated with J(z) will be broken.
Likewise for the symmetry associated with its superpartner Q(z). Hence, J(z) and Q(z)
will cease to remain in the Q+-cohomology at the quantum level. However, the symmetries
associated with T (z) andG(z) are exact in quantum perturbation theory, and these operators
will remain in the Q+-cohomology at the quantum level. This is consistent with the fact that
the conformal anomaly discussed in section 5.7 vanishes for E = TX . Hence, for c1(X) 6= 0,
we have in some sense a reduction from an N = 2 to an N = 1 algebra. We will examine
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this more closely from a different point of view when we consider an example in section 7.1,
where we describe the half-twisted model in terms of a sheaf of CDO’s. Once again, we will
be able to obtain a purely mathematical interpretation of the above physical observations. In
particular, we can interpret the non-vanishing beta-function solely in terms of holomorphic
data.
Q+-Cohomology Classes of Local Operators
We shall now discuss the Q+-cohomology of local operators which furnish a holomorphic
chiral algebra A of the half-twisted sigma model. Note that we can describe the structure
of the chiral operators in the half-twisted model by specialising the arguments made in
section 5.1 to the case where E = TX . This can be achieved by making the field replace-
ments λza → gij¯ψj¯z = ψzi (where ψzi ∈ K ⊗ Φ∗(T ∗X)) and λa → ψi. In general, we
find that a local operator F in the Q+-cohomology of the half-twisted model will be given
by F(φi, ∂zφi, ∂2zφi, . . . ;φi¯, ∂zφi¯, ∂2zφi¯, . . . ;ψzi, ∂zψzi, ∂2zψzi . . . ;ψi, ∂zψi, ∂2zψi . . . ;ψ i¯). If F is
homogeneous of degree k in ψ i¯, then it has ghost number (gL, gR) = (p, k), where p is de-
termined by the net number of ψi over ψzi fields (and/or of their corresponding derivatives)
in F . An operator F(φi, ∂zφi, . . . ;φi¯, ∂zφi¯, . . . ;ψzi, ∂zψzi, . . . ;ψi, ∂zψi, . . . ;ψ i¯) with qR = k
can be interpreted as a (0, k)-form on X with values in a certain tensor product bundle.
For example, a dimension (0, 0) operator will generally take the form F(φi, φi¯;ψj ;ψj¯) =
fi1,...,iq;j¯1,...,j¯k(φ
k, φk¯)ψi1 . . . ψiqψj¯i . . . ψj¯k . Such an operator will correspond to an ordinary
(q, k)-form fi1,...,iq j¯1,...,j¯k(φ
i, φi¯)dφi1 . . . dφiqdφj¯1 . . . dφj¯k on X . For dimension (1, 0) operators,
one will have a few cases. For example, we can have an operator F(φl, φl¯; ∂zφi¯, ψi;ψj¯) =
f ji1,...,iq;j¯1,...,j¯k(φ
l, φl¯)gji¯∂zφ
i¯ψi1 . . . ψiqψj¯i . . . ψj¯k that is linear in ∂zφ
i¯. Such an operator will
correspond to a (q, k)-form on X with values in the holomorphic tangent bundle TX . We can
also have an operator F(φl, φl¯; ∂zφi, ψi;ψj¯) = f j¯i1,...,iq;j¯1,...,j¯k(φl, φl¯)gj¯i∂zφiψi1 . . . ψiqψj¯1 . . . ψj¯k
that is linear in ∂zφ
i. Such an operator will correspond to a (q, k)-form on X with values
in the bundle TX. In a similiar fashion, for any integer n > 0, the operators of dimension
(n, 0) and charge qR = k can be interpreted as (0, k)-forms with values in a certain tensor
product bundle over X . This structure persists in quantum perturbation theory, but there
may be perturbative corrections to the complex structure of the bundle.
Based on the discussion in section 5.1, the action of Q+ can be described as follows.
Firstly, at the classical level, Q+ does not act as ∂¯ = dφ
i¯∂/∂φi¯ on a general operator F
that contains the derivatives ∂mz φ
i¯ for m > 0. However, it will do so on dimension (0, 0)
operators, in the absence of perturbative corrections. Secondly, if X is flat, Q+ will act as the
∂¯ operator on any F at the classical level. This is because the equation of motion Dzψ i¯ = 0
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ensures that the action of Q+ on derivatives ∂
m
z φ
i¯ for m > 0 can be ignored. Moreover,
since δψzi = 0 for a flat metric, one can also ignore the action of Q+ on the ψzi fields and
their derivatives ∂mz ψzi with m > 0. At the quantum level, for X a flat manifold, Q+ may
receive perturbative corrections from ∂¯-cohomology classes that are constructed locally from
the fields appearing in the action such as the class in H1(X,Ω2,clX ).
A Topological Chiral Ring
From the arguments in section 5.2, we learn that the Q+-invariant ground (i.e. dimen-
sion (0, 0)) operators F˜ define a topological chiral ring via their OPE
F˜aF˜b =
∑
qc=qa+qb
Cabc F˜c, (6.11)
where Cabc are structure constants, antisymmetric in their indices, and qa and qb represent
the (gL, gR) ghost number of F˜a and F˜b respectively. The ring is effectively Z2×Z2 graded in
the absence of non-perturbative worldsheet instantons. At the classical level (in the absence
of perturbative corrections), Q+ acts as Qcl = ∂¯ on any dimension (0, 0) operator F˜ . Since
an arbitrary dimension (0, 0) operator F˜d with (gL, gR) = (q, k) corresponds to an ordinary
(q, k)-form fi1,...,iq,j¯1,...,j¯k(φ
i, φi¯)dφi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dφiq ∧ dφj¯1 ∧ · · · ∧ dφj¯k on X , the classical ring is
just the graded Dolbeault cohomology ring H∗,∗
∂¯
(X). Alternatively, via the Cech-Dolbeault
isomorphism in ordinary differential geometry, the classical ring can also be interpreted as
the graded Cech cohomology ring H∗(X,Λ∗TX∨), where TX∨ is the holomorphic cotangent
bundle on X . The operators F˜ will either be non-Grassmannian or Grassmannian, obeying
either commutators or anti-commutators, depending on whether they contain an even or odd
number of fermionic ψ fields.
6.2. Sheaf of Chiral de Rham Complex
We shall now specialise the results of sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 to the case where E = TX .
This will allow us to describe the appropriate sheaf of CDO’s associated with the half-twisted
model on a complex, hermitian manifold X .
Firstly, note that as in the twisted heterotic model, the perturbative chiral algebra A
of local, holomorphic operators F in the Q+-cohomology of the half-twisted model can be
described via Cech cohomology. In particular, let the sheaf Â of chiral algebras have as its lo-
cal sections the Q+-closed operators F̂(φi, ∂zφi, . . . ;φi¯, ∂zφi¯, . . . ;ψzi, ∂zψzi, . . . ;ψi, ∂zψi, . . . )
that are ψ i¯-independent (i.e. gR = 0) with arbitrary integer values of gL. Then, the Q+-
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cohomology of local operators can be described in terms of the Cech cohomology of Â for
all gR in quantum perturbation theory; the perturbative chiral algebra A will thus be given
by
⊕
gR
HgRCech(X, Â) as a vector space.
The Local Action and its Holomorphic Structure
Next, we shall now describe the local structure of the sheaf Â. Since E = TX , the local
action (derived from a flat hermitian metric) of the half-twisted model on a small open set
U ⊂ X will be given by
I =
1
2π
∫
Σ
|d2z|
∑
i,j¯
δij¯
(
∂zφ
j¯∂z¯φ
i + ψj¯z∂z¯ψ
i + ψiz¯∂zψ
j¯
)
. (6.12)
Note that on U , the Ricci tensor vanishes and the term containing the class H1(X,Ω2,clX ) is
Q+-trivial. Hence, as explained in section 5.4, Q+ acts as ψ
i¯∂/∂φi¯, and the Q+-invariant op-
erators take the form F̂(φi, ∂zφi, . . . ; ∂zφi¯, ∂2zφi¯, . . . ;ψzi, ∂zψzi, ∂2zψzi, . . . ;ψi, ∂zψi, ∂2zψi, . . . )
in the local theory with action (6.12). Also note that the operators have to be ψ i¯-independent
on U (see arguments in section 5.3), in addition to being φi¯-independent. Clearly, the oper-
ators, in their dependence on the center of mass coordinate of the string whose worldsheet
theory is the half-twisted (2, 2) sigma model, is holomorphic. Therefore, the Q+-cohomology
of operators in the chiral algebra of the local half-twisted model with action (6.12), are local
sections of the sheaf of chiral algebras Â.
The local theory with action (6.12) has an underlying, holomorphic, twisted N = 2
superconformal structure as follows. Firstly, the action is invariant under the following field
transformations
δψi = ψi, δψ i¯z = −ψ i¯z , and δφi = ψi, δψ i¯z = −∂zφi¯, (6.13)
where the corresponding conserved currents are given by the dimension one, bosonic and
fermionic operators Ĵ(z) and Q̂(z) respectively. They can be written as
Ĵ(z) = δij¯ψ
j¯
zψ
i and Q̂(z) = δij¯ψ
i∂zφ
j¯ . (6.14)
Note that we also have the relation [Q̂, Ĵ(z)] = −Q̂(z), where Q̂ is the charge of the current
Q̂(z). Secondly, the conserved, holomorphic stress tensor is given by
T̂ (z) = −δij¯∂zφi∂zφj¯ − δij¯ψj¯z∂zψi, (6.15)
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where one can derive another conserved, fermionic current Ĝ(z), such that T̂ (z) = {Q̂, Ĝ(z)},
and
Ĝ(z) = δij¯ψ
j¯
z∂zφ
i. (6.16)
One can verify that Ĵ(z), Q̂(z), T̂ (z) and Ĝ(z) satisfy the same OPE relations as that
satisfied by J(z), Q(z), T (z) and G(z) in (6.10). In other words, they furnish the same
twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra satisfied by J(z), Q(z), T (z) and G(z) in the global
version of the classical half-twisted sigma model with action S(2,2). Ĵ(z), Q̂(z), T̂ (z) and
Ĝ(z) are local versions of J(z), Q(z), T (z) and G(z) respectively. Hence, if there is no
obstruction to a global definition of Ĵ(z), Q̂(z), T̂ (z) and Ĝ(z) in the quantum theory, the
symmetries associated with J(z), Q(z), T (z) and G(z) will persist in the non-linear half-
twisted sigma model at the quantum level. Another way to see this is to first notice that
J(z), Q(z), T (z) and G(z) are ψ i¯-independent operators and as such, will correspond to
classes in H0(X, Ω̂chX ) (from our Q+-Cech cohomology dictionary). Hence, these operators
will exist in the Q+-cohomology if they correspond to global sections of Ω̂
ch
X .
The Free bc-βγ System
Let us now set βi = δij¯∂zφ
j¯, γi = φi, δij¯ψ
j¯
z = bi and ψ
i = ci, whereby βi and γ
i
are bosonic operators of dimension (1, 0) and (0, 0), while bi and c
i are fermionic oper-
ators of dimension (1, 0) and (0, 0) respectively. Then, the Q+-cohomology of operators
regular in U can be represented by arbitrary local functions of β, γ, b and c, of the form
F̂(γ, ∂zγ, ∂2zγ, . . . , β, ∂zβ, ∂2zβ, . . . , b, ∂zb, ∂2z b, . . . , c, ∂zc, ∂2z c, . . . ). The operators β and γ have
the operator products of a standard βγ system. The products β ·β and γ ·γ are non-singular,
while
βi(z)γ
j(z′) = − δij
z − z′ + regular. (6.17)
Similarly, the operators b and c have the operator products of a standard bc system. The
products b · b and c · c are non-singular, while
bi(z)c
j(z′) =
δij
z − z′ + regular. (6.18)
These statements can be deduced from the flat action (6.12) by standard methods. We can
write down an action for the fields β, γ, b and c, regarded as free elementary fields, which
reproduces these OPE’s. It is simply the standard action of a bc-βγ system:
Ibc-βγ =
1
2π
∫
|d2z|
∑
i
(
βi∂z¯γ
i + bi∂z¯c
i
)
. (6.19)
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Hence, we find that the linear (i.e. local) version of the bc-βγ system above reproduces the
Q+-cohomology of ψ
i¯-independent operators of the half-twisted model on U , i.e., the local
sections of Â.
At this point, one can make some important observations about the relationship between
the symmetries of the local half-twisted (2, 2) model with action (6.12), and the symmetries
of the local version of the bc-βγ system above. Note that the free bc-βγ action (6.19) is
invariant under the following field variations
δci = ci, δbi = −bi, and δγi = ci, δbi = −βi, (6.20)
where the corresponding conserved, bosonic and fermionic currents will be given by J (z)
and Q(z) respectively. They can be written as
J (z) = bici, and Q(z) = βici. (6.21)
In addition, we have the relation [Q,J (z)] = −Q(z), where Q is the charge of the current
Q(z). The action is also invariant under
δci = ∂zγ
i, and δβi = ∂zbi, (6.22)
where the corresponding conserved, fermionic current will be given by
G(z) = bi∂zγi. (6.23)
Finally, the stress tensor of the local bc-βγ system is
T (z) = −βi∂zγi − bi∂zci, (6.24)
where we also have the relation {Q,G(z)} = T (z). (Note that we have omitted the normal-
ordering symbol in writing the above conserved currents and tensor.) One can verify that
just like the fields Ĵ(z), Q̂(z), Ĝ(z) and T̂ (z), the fields J (z), Q(z), G(z) and T (z) generate a
holomorphic, twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra. In fact, via the respective identification
of the fields β and γ with ∂zφ and φ, ψzi and ψ
i with bi and c
i, we find that Ĵ(z), Q̂(z),
T̂ (z) and Ĝ(z) coincide with J (z), Q(z), T (z) and G(z) respectively. This observation will
be important in section 7.1, when we consider an explicit example.
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The bc-βγ system above will certainly reproduce the Q+-cohomology of ψ
i¯-independent
operators globally on X if its non-linear version is anomaly-free. In the non-linear bc-βγ
system with action (6.19), one must interpret γ as a map γ : Σ→ X , β as a (1, 0)-form on
Σ with values in the pull-back γ∗(T ∗X), the fermionic field c as a scalar on Σ with values
in the pull-back γ∗(TX), and the fermionic field b as a (1, 0)-form on Σ with values in the
pull-back γ∗(T ∗X). Following the same arguments in section 5.4, we find that the kinetic
operators associated with the fields of the non-linear bc-βγ system are effectively given by
D and D. Moreover, they act on sections of the same pull-back bundle γ∗0(TX). Hence, via
the analysis of section 4, we find that the anomalies of the non-linear bc-βγ system vanish.
This is consistent with the absence of anomalies in the underlying half-twisted model. Thus,
one can find global sections of Â.
Locally on X , the Q+-cohomology of the half-twisted model is non-vanishing only for
gR = 0. However, there can generically be cohomology in higher degrees globally on X .
Nevertheless, as explained in section 5.4, the Q+-cohomology classes of positive degree
(i.e. gR > 0) can still be described in the framework of the free bc-βγ system via Cech
cohomology - the operators with degree gR > 0 can be represented as Cech-gR cocycles that
generate the gthR Cech cohomology of the sheaf Â of the chiral algebra of the linear bc-βγ
system (with action a linearised version of (6.19)).
As for the moduli of the theory, the complex structure is built into the definition of the
fields in (6.19). The moduli of the chiral algebra A, given by a class in H1(X,Ω2,clX ), is built
into the definition of Cech 1-cocycles that represent the admissible automorphisms of the
sheaves of free conformal fields theories (see section 5.6).
By specialising the arguments in section 5.4 to E = TX , we shall now discuss the
computation of a correlation function of cohomology classes of local operators within the
framework of the free bc-βγ system. As explained in section 5.4, due to a right-moving
ghost number anomaly, for generic correlation functions in perturbation theory to be non-
vanishing, it is a requirement that some of the local operators have positive degrees. Hence,
from our description above, the computation of the correlation functions will involve cup
products of Cech cohomology groups and their corresponding maps into complex numbers.
We can illustrate this scheme by computing a generic correlation function of dimension
(0, 0) operators on a genus-zero Riemann surface such as a sphere. To this end, recall from
section 6.1 that a dimension (0, 0) operator Oi with ghost number (gL, gR) = (pi, qi) can
be interpreted as a (0, qi)-form with values in the holomorphic bundle Λ
piT ∗X . Thus, it
represents a class in the Cech cohomology group Hqi(X,ΛpiT ∗X). Note that due to the
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additional left-moving ghost number anomaly, the correlation functions of our model must
also satisfy
∑
i pi =
∑
i qi = dimCX = n in perturbation theory, so as to be non-vanishing
on the sphere. Since the half twisted model is restricted to holomorphic maps with regard
to the fixed-point theorem, we find that the correlation function path integral reduces to an
integral over the moduli space of holomorphic maps. Because we are considering degree-zero
maps in perturbation theory, the moduli space of holomorphic maps will be X itself, i.e.,
the path integral reduces to an integral over the target space X . In summary, we find that
a non-vanishing perturbative correlation function involving s dimension (0, 0) operators O1,
O2, . . . , Os on the sphere, can be computed as
〈O1(z1) . . .Os(zs)〉0 =
∫
X
Wn,n, (6.25)
where Wn,n is a top-degree form on X which represents a class in the Cech cohomology
group Hn(X,ΛnT ∗X). This (n, n)-form is obtained via the sequence of maps
Hq1(X,Λp1T ∗X)⊗ · · · ⊗Hqs(X,ΛpsT ∗X)→ Hn(X,⊗si=1ΛpiT ∗X)→ Hn(X,ΛnT ∗X),
(6.26)
where
∑s
i=1 qi =
∑s
i=1 pi = n. The first map is given by the cup product of Cech cohomology
classes which represent the corresponding dimension (0, 0) operators, while the second map
is given by a wedge product of exterior powers of the holomorphic cotangent bundle. Similar
procedures will apply in the computation of correlation functions of local operators with
higher dimension.
Note that in order to compute a non-perturbative correlation function of dimension
(0, 0) operators with (gL, gR) = (pi, qi), the operators must instead be represented by Cech
cohomology classes Hqi(M,ΛpiT ∗M) in the moduli space M of worldsheet instantons.25
An extension of this recipe to compute the non-perturbative correlation functions of local
operators of higher dimension, will therefore serve as the basis of a chiral version of quantum
cohomology.
The Sheaf Ω̂chX of Chiral de Rham Complex on X
In the case of the twisted heterotic sigma model, where E 6= TX but is equivalent to
some arbitrary holomorphic vector bundle over X , we showed in section 5.5 that the relevant,
free bc-βγ system with action (5.14) will reproduce the vertex superalgebras spanned by
25 This means that the Cech cohomology classes in X of (6.26), will be replaced by Cech cohomology
classes in the moduli space of worldsheet instantons (See [15]).
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chiral differential operators on the exterior algebra ΛE . One may then ask the following
question: in the case of the half-twisted model, what kind of vertex superalgebra does the
free bc-βγ system with action (6.19) reproduce? Or alternatively, what kind of sheaf does Â
mathematically describe in this instance?
In order to ascertain this, one must first and foremost determine the admissible auto-
morphisms of the free bc-βγ system with action (6.19) (as was done for the E 6= TX case in
section 5.5). Since we are considering E = TX , the components of the transition function
matrix of the holomorphic bundle, given by Aj
i in section 5.5, will now generate holomorphic
coordinate transformations on X . In other words, we must make the following replacements
in (5.22)-(5.25):
An
l =
∂gl
∂γn
, (6.27)
(∂kA
−1)l
m =
∂2γm
∂γk∂gl
, (6.28)
Dki =
∂γk
∂gi
, (6.29)
where gi(γ) = γ˜i, and i, , k, l,m, n = 1, 2, . . . , dimCX. As the obstruction to gluing of sheaves
vanishes for any X when describing the half-twisted (2, 2) model, it will mean that from
our discussion in section 5.5 on the local symmetries of the associated free bc-βγ system,
the extension of groups given by (5.29) will be trivial. Thus, the universal cohomology
group H2(H˜,Ω2,cl
eH
) which characterises the extension’s non-triviality will also vanish. As
explained in section 5.5, this will mean that G˜ = H˜ , i.e., the admissible automorphisms of
the associated free bc-βγ system are solely generated by H˜ . Consequently, the last term
on the RHS of (5.23) can be set to zero in the present computation. Hence, the admissible
automorphisms of the free bc-βγ system which describes the half-twisted (2, 2) model locally
on X will be given by:
γ˜i = gi(γ), (6.30)
β˜i =
∂γk
∂γ˜i
βk +
∂2γl
∂γ˜i∂γ˜j
∂γ˜j
∂γk
blc
k, (6.31)
c˜i =
∂γ˜i
∂γk
ck, (6.32)
b˜i =
∂γk
∂γ˜i
bk, (6.33)
where i, j, k, l = 1, 2, . . . , dimCX. The field transformations (6.30)-(6.33) coincide with
(3.17a)-(3.17d) of [1], which define the admissible automorphisms of a sheaf of conformal
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vertex superalgebras mathematically known as the chiral de Rham complex! Hence, we
learn that Â is the sheaf of chiral de Rham complex on X . The identification of Â with a
sheaf conformal vertex superalgebras is indeed consistent with the fact that the conformal
anomaly of section 5.7 vanishes for the half-twisted model. We shall henceforth label the
sheaf of chiral algebras Â, associated with the half-twisted (2, 2) model on X , as the sheaf
Ω̂chX of chiral de Rham complex on X , or CDR for short. Thus, the chiral algebra A of
the half-twisted (2, 2) model is, as a vector space, given by
⊕
gR
HgRCech(X, Ω̂
ch
X ). It is satis-
fying to note that the above results and conclusion serve as an alternative verification and
generalisation of Kapustin’s findings in [11] for a Calabi-Yau manifold.
6.3. The Elliptic Genus of the Half-Twisted (2, 2) Model
In this section, we will discuss the elliptic genus of the half-twisted (2, 2) sigma model
on X from a purely physical perspective. In the process, we will be able to relate it to a
corresponding definition in the mathematical literature, thereby supporting the consistency
of our interpretation of the Q+-cohomology classes in the chiral algebra A as classes of the
Cech cohomology generated by the sheaf Ω̂chX of chiral de Rham complex on X .
Physically, the elliptic genus is a certain specialisation of the partition function of the
half-twisted (2, 2) model with worldsheet being a torus with modulus τ . It counts the
number of supersymmetric (BPS) states with L¯0 = 0 or rather, the right-moving ground
states. These are simply the states in the Q+-cohomology of the half-twisted model. (Recall
that we discussed this in section 3.1.) The elliptic genus is also known to coincide with the
Euler characteristic of X . Consequently, it is a topological invariant of X , and it can be
written as a function of two variables y and q as [29]
χ(X, y, q) = TrH(−1)FyJLqL0− d8 , (6.34)
where d = dimCX , q = e
2piiτ and y = e2piiz , with z being a point in a Jacobian that determines
the line-bundle of which the fermions of the theory are sections thereof. F = FL + FR is
the total fermion number, H is the Hilbert space obtained via quantising the loop space
LX , while TrH(−1)F is the Witten index that counts the difference between the number
of bosonic and fermionic states at each energy level n. The U(1) charge JL is actually the
left-moving ghost number gL. (We have renamed it here to allow (6.34) to takes its standard
form as found in the physics literature.)
Notice that the above discussion on the elliptic genus involves the states but not the
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operators in the half-twisted model. When and how do the local operators come into the
picture? In order to associate the elliptic genus with the local operators in the chiral algebra
of the sigma model, one has to consider the canonical quantisation of the sigma model on
an infinitely long cylinder R× S1. If c1(X) = 0, one can proceed to employ the CFT state-
operator isomorphism, from which one can then obtain a correspondence between the above
states and operators. The elliptic genus can thus be expressed in terms of the difference
between the number of bosonic and fermionic operators in the Q+-cohomology, such that
the holomorphic (i.e. left-moving) dimension of the operators n, will now correspond to the
energy level n of the supersymmetric states that the operators are isomorphic to. Note that
if c1(X) 6= 0, the state-operator correspondence will not be an isomorphism. Rather, the
states just furnish a module V of the chiral algebra A of local operators, whereby V is only
isomorphic to A if c1(X) = 0. Based on the above correspondence, the description of A
in terms of the Cech cohomology of Ω̂chX , and the fact that bosonic and fermionic operators
have even and odd total ghost numbers gL + gR respectively, we find that in the smooth
Calabi-Yau case (i.e. c1(X) = 0), the elliptic genus in (6.34) can be written as
χc(X, y, q) = q
−d/8
∑
gL,gR
∞∑
n=0
(−1)gL+gRdimHgR(X, Ω̂ch;gLX;n )ygLqn, (6.35)
where Ω̂ch,gLX,n is a sheaf of CDR on X whose local sections correspond to the ψ
i¯-
independent Q+-cohomology classes with dimension (n, 0) and left-moving ghost number
gL.
Mathematically, the elliptic genus can be understood as the S1-equivariant Hirzebruch
χy-genus of the loop space of X . If X is Calabi-Yau, the elliptic genus will have nice modular
properties under SL(2,Z). Now, let us define a sheaf of CDR on a smooth Calabi-Yau X .
Then, the mathematical definition of the elliptic genus, written as Ell(X, y, q), will take the
form [6]
Ell(X, y, q) = y−d/2
∑
a,b,i
(−1)a+bdimHa(X, Ω̂ch;bX;n)ybqi. (6.36)
Notice that we have the relation χc(X, y, q) = y
d/2q−d/8Ell(X, y, q). Hence, on Calabi-Yau
manifolds, we find that the physical elliptic genus χc(X, y, q) can be expressed in terms of the
mathematically defined elliptic genus Ell(X, y, q). In fact, although not readily noticeable
via our current discussion, χc(X, y, q) and Ell(X, y, q) actually coincide. This is because
the derivation of Ell(X, y, q) in [6] is based upon an alternative but equivalent definition of
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χc(X, y, q) given by [30]
χc(X, y, q) =
∫
ch(Ell)td(X), (6.37)
with the formal sum of vector bundles
Ell = y−d/2 ⊗k≥1 ∧(yqk−1T ∗X)⊗k≥1 ∧(y−1qkTX)⊗k≥1 Sym(qkT ∗X)⊗k≥1 Sym(qkTX),
where td(X) refers to the Todd class of the holomorphic tangent bundle TX , and the symbol
‘Sym’ just denotes the symmetrised product of bundles.
Notice that χc(X, q, y) is Z≥0 × Z graded by the holomorphic dimension n and left-
moving ghost number gL of the Q+-invariant operators respectively. The grading by dimen-
sion follows naturally from the scale invariance of the correlation functions and the chiral
algebra A of the half-twisted model. Note that χc(X, y, q) has no perturbative quantum cor-
rections.26 However, if c1(X) 6= 0, non-perturbative worldsheet instanton corrections may
violate the scale invariance of the correlation functions and hence, the grading by dimension
of the operators in A.27 Consequently, supersymmetry may be spontaneously broken, thus
rendering V empty, as all the bosonic and fermionic operators pair up.
7. Examples of Sheaves of CDR
In this section, we study in detail, examples of sheaves of CDR and their cohomologies
on two different smooth manifolds. Our main objective is to illustrate the rather abstract
discussion in section 6. In the process, we will again obtain an interesting and novel under-
standing of the relevant physics in terms of pure mathematical data.
7.1. The Sheaf of CDR on CP1
For our first example, following part III of [2], we take X = CP1. In other words, we will
be exploring and analysing the chiral algebra A of operators in the half-twisted (2, 2) model
on CP1. To this end, we will work locally on the worldsheet Σ, choosing a local complex
parameter z.
26Absence of quantum corrections can be inferred from the fact that both the energy and the (−1)F
operator that distinguishes the bosonic and fermionic states are exactly conserved quantum mechanically.
27In the non-perturbative small radius limit, if c1(X) 6= 0, the contribution from worldsheet instantons
(resulting from a pull-back of the (1, 1)-form ωT on holomorphic curves) will serve to renormalise ωT . This
gives rise to dimensional transmutation, whereby the exponential of ωT which appears in the non-perturbative
correlation functions, will be replaced by a dimensionful scale parameter Λ.
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As mentioned, CP1 can be regarded as the complex γ-plane plus a point at infinity.
Thus, we can cover it by two open sets, U1 and U2, where U1 is the complex γ-plane, and U2
is the complex γ˜-plane, where γ˜ = 1/γ.
Since U1 is isomorphic to C, the sheaf of CDR in U1 can be described by a single free
bc-βγ system with action
I =
1
2π
∫
|d2z| β∂z¯γ + b∂z¯c. (7.1)
Here β, b, and c, γ, are fields of dimension (1, 0) and (0, 0) respectively. They obey
the usual free-field OPE’s; there are no singularities in the operator products β(z) · β(z′),
b(z) · b(z′), γ(z) · γ(z′) and c(z) · c(z′), while
β(z)γ(z′) ∼ − 1
z − z′ and b(z)c(z
′) ∼ 1
z − z′ . (7.2)
Similarly, the sheaf of CDR in U2 is described by a single free b˜c˜-β˜γ˜ system with action
I =
1
2π
∫
|d2z| β˜∂z¯γ˜ + b˜∂z¯ c˜, (7.3)
where the fields β˜, b˜, γ˜ and c˜ obey the same OPE’s as β, b, γ and c. In other words, the
non-trivial OPE’s are given by
β˜(z)γ˜(z′) ∼ − 1
z − z′ and b˜(z)c˜(z
′) ∼ 1
z − z′ . (7.4)
In order to describe a globally-defined sheaf of CDR, one will need to glue the free
conformal field theories with actions (7.1) and (7.3) in the overlap region U1 ∩ U2. To do
so, one must use the admissible automorphisms of the free conformal field theories defined
in (6.30)-(6.33) to glue the free-fields together. In the case of X = CP1, the automorphisms
will be given by
γ˜ =
1
γ
, (7.5)
β˜ = −γ2β − 2γbc, (7.6)
c˜ = − c
γ2
, (7.7)
b˜ = −γ2b. (7.8)
As there is no obstruction to this gluing in the half-twisted model, a sheaf of CDR can be
globally-defined on the target space CP1 (but only locally-defined on the worldsheet Σ of
the conformal field theory, because we are using a local complex parameter z to define it).
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Global Sections of the Sheaf
Recall that for a general manifold X of complex dimension n, the chiral algebra A will
be given by A =⊕gR=ngR=0 HgR(X, Ω̂chX ) as a vector space. Since CP1 has complex dimension
1, we will have, for X = CP1, the relation A = ⊕gR=1gR=0HgR(CP1, Ω̂chP1). Thus, in order to
understand the chiral algebra of the half-twisted model, one needs only to study the global
sections of the sheaf Ω̂ch
P1
, and its first Cech cohomology H1(CP1, Ω̂ch
P1
).
First, let us consider H0(CP1, Ω̂ch
P1
), the global sections of Ω̂ch
P1
. At dimension 0, the
space of global sections H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;∗
P1;0) must be spanned by functions of γ and/or c only.
Note that it can be a function of higher degree in γ, but only a function of single degree
in c - higher powers of c vanish (since c2 = 0) because it is fermionic. In other words,
the global sections are given by H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;gL
P1;0 ), where gL = 0 or 1. Notice that Ω̂
ch;0
P1;0 is
just the sheaf O of holomorphic functions in γ on CP1, and that classically (from ordinary
algebraic geometry), we have the result H1(CP1,O) = 0. Since a vanishing cohomology
in the classical theory continues to vanish in the quantum theory, H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;0
P1;0) = 0 will
hold in quantum perturbation theory. From chiral Poincare´ duality [31], we have the relation
H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;1
P1;0)
∗ = H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;0
P1;0). This means that H
0(CP1, Ω̂ch;1
P1;0) = 0, or rather, the global
sections at dimension 0 are holomorphic functions in γ only. Since all regular, holomorphic
functions on a compact Riemann surface such as CP1 must be constants, we find that the
space of global sections at dimension 0, given by H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;∗
P1;0), is one-dimensional and
generated by 1.
Let us now ascertain the space H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;∗
P1;1) of global sections of dimension 1. In
order to get a global section of Ω̂ch
P1
of dimension 1, we can act on a global section of Ω̂ch
P1
of
dimension 0 with the partial derivative ∂z. Since ∂z1 = 0, this prescription will not apply
here.
One could also consider operators of the form f(γ)∂zγ, where f(γ) is a holomorphic
function of γ. However, there are no such global sections either - such an operator, by virtue
of the way it transforms purely geometrically under (7.5), would correspond to a section of
Ω1(CP1), the sheaf of holomorphic differential forms f(γ)dγ on CP1, and from the classical
result H0(CP1,Ω1(CP1)) = 0, which continues to hold in the quantum theory, we see that
f(γ)∂zγ cannot be a dimension 1 global section of Ω̂
ch
P1
.
Other possibilities include operators which are linear in b, ∂zc or β. In fact, from the
automorphism relation of (7.6), we find an immediate example as the LHS, β˜, is by definition
regular in U2, while the RHS, being polynomial in γ, b and c, is manifestly regular in U1.
Their being equal means that they represent a dimension 1 global section of Ω̂ch
P1
that we will
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call J−:
J− = −γ2β − 2γbc = β˜. (7.9)
The construction is completely symmetric between U1 and U2, with γ ↔ γ˜, β ↔ β˜, b ↔ b˜
and c↔ c˜, so a reciprocal formula gives another dimension 1 global section J+:
J+ = β = −γ˜2β˜ − 2γ˜b˜c˜. (7.10)
Hence, J+ and J− give us two dimension 1 global sections of the sheaf Ω̂
ch
P1
. Since these are
global sections of a sheaf of chiral vertex operators, we can construct more of them from
their OPE’s. There are no singularities in the J+ · J+ or J− · J− operator products, but
J+J− ∼ 2J3
z − z′ , (7.11)
where J3 is another global section of dimension 1 given by
J3 = γβ + bc. (7.12)
(Note that normal-ordering is again understood for all operators above and below).
Similarly, from (7.8), b˜ is by definition regular in U2, while the RHS, being polynomial
in γ and b, is manifestly regular in U1. Their being equal means that they represent a
dimension 1 global section of Ω̂ch
P1
that we will call j−:
j− = −γ2b = b˜. (7.13)
Again, the construction is completely symmetric between U1 and U2, with γ ↔ γ˜ and b↔ b˜,
so a reciprocal formula gives another dimension 1 global section j+:
j+ = b = −γ˜2b˜. (7.14)
Similarly, since these are also global sections of a sheaf of chiral vertex operators, we can
construct more of them from their OPE’s. There are no singularities in the ja · jb operator
products for a, b = + or −. However, we do have
J+j− ∼ 2j3
z − z′ , (7.15)
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where j3 is another global section of dimension 1 given by
j3 = γb. (7.16)
Notice that {J+, J−, J3} are bosonic operators that belong in H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;0P1;1), while
{j+, j−, j3} are fermionic operators that belong in H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;−1P1;1 ). One can compute that
they satisfy the following closed OPE algebra:
Ja(z)Ja(z
′) ∼ regular, J3(z)J+(z′) ∼ +J+(z
′)
z − z′ , (7.17)
J3(z)J−(z
′) ∼ −J−(z
′)
z − z′ , J+(z)J−(z
′) ∼ 2J3(z
′)
z − z′ , (7.18)
J3(z)j−(z
′) ∼ −j−(z
′)
z − z′ , J3(z)j+(z
′) ∼ +j+(z
′)
z − z′ , (7.19)
J+(z)j−(z
′) ∼ 2j3(z
′)
z − z′ , J+(z)j3(z
′) ∼ −j+(z
′)
z − z′ , (7.20)
J−(z)j+(z
′) ∼ −2j3(z
′)
z − z′ , J−(z)j3(z
′) ∼ j−(z
′)
z − z′ , (7.21)
ja(z)jb(z
′) ∼ regular, Ja(z)ja(z′) ∼ regular, (7.22)
where a, b = +,− or 3. From the above OPE algebra, we learn that the J ’s and j’s together
generate a super-affine algebra of SL(2) at level 0, which here, as noted in [2], appears
in the Wakimoto free-field representation [32]. Indeed, these chiral vertex operators are
holomorphic in z, which means that one can expand them in a Laurent series that allows an
affinisation of the SL(2) superalgebra generated by their resulting zero modes. Thus, the
space of global sections of Ω̂ch
P1
is a module for the super-affine algebra of SL(2) at level 0.
The space of these operators has a structure of a chiral algebra in the full physical sense;
it obeys all the physical axioms of a chiral algebra, including reparameterisation invariance
on the z-plane or worldsheet Σ. We will substantiate this last statement momentarily by
showing that the holomorphic stress tensor exists in the Q+-cohomology.
Still on the subject of global sections, recall from sections 6.1 and 6.2, and our Q+-Cech
cohomology dictionary, that there will be ψ i¯-independent operators J(z), Q(z), T (z) and
G(z) in the Q+-cohomology of the underlying half-twisted model on CP
1 if and only if the
corresponding Ĵ(z), Q̂(z), T̂ (z) and Ĝ(z) operators can be globally-defined, i.e., the J (z),
Q(z), T (z) and G(z) operators of the free bc-βγ system belong in H0(CP1, Ω̂ch
P1
) - the space
of global sections of Ω̂ch
P1
. Let’s look at this more closely.
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Now, note that for X = CP1, we have
J (z) = : bc : (z), (7.23)
Q(z) = : βc : (z), (7.24)
T (z) = − : β∂zγ : (z)− : b∂zc : (z), (7.25)
G(z) = : b∂zγ : (z), (7.26)
where the above operators are defined and regular in U1. Similarly, we also have
J˜ (z) = : b˜c˜ : (z), (7.27)
Q˜(z) = : β˜c˜ : (z), (7.28)
T˜ (z) = − : β˜∂z γ˜ : (z)− : b˜∂z c˜ : (z), (7.29)
G˜(z) = : b˜∂zγ˜ : (z), (7.30)
where the above operators are defined and regular in U2. By substituting the automorphism
relations (7.5)-(7.8) into (7.27)-(7.30), a small computation shows that in U1 ∩ U2, we have
T˜ (z) = T (z), (7.31)
Q˜(z)−Q(z) = 2∂z
(
c
γ
)
(z), (7.32)
G˜(z) = G(z), (7.33)
J˜ (z)−J (z) = −2
(
∂zγ
γ
)
(z), (7.34)
where an operator that is a global section of Ω̂ch
P1
must agree in U1 ∩ U2.
Notice that in U1 ∩ U2, we have J˜ 6= J and Q˜ 6= Q. The only way to consistently
modify J and J˜ so as to agree on U1 ∩ U2, is to shift them by a multiple of the term
(∂zγ)/γ = −(∂z γ˜)/γ˜. However, this term has a pole at both γ = 0 and γ˜ = 0. Thus,
it cannot be used to redefine J or J˜ (which has to be regular in U1 or U2 respectively).
The only way to consistently modify Q and Q˜ so as to agree on U1 ∩ U2, is to shift them
by a linear combination of the terms (∂zc)/γ = −γ˜∂z(c˜/γ˜2), and (c∂zγ)/γ2 = (c˜∂z γ˜)/γ˜2.
Similarly, these terms have poles at both γ = 0 and γ˜ = 0, and hence, cannot be used to
redefine Q or Q˜ (which also has to be regular in U1 or U2 respectively).
Therefore, we conclude that T (z) and G(z) belong inH0(CP1, Ω̂ch
P1
), while J (z) andQ(z)
do not belong in H0(CP1, Ω̂ch
P1
). This means that T (z) and G(z) are in the Q+-cohomology
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of the underlying half-twisted (2, 2) model on CP1, while J(z) and Q(z) are not. This last
statement is in perfect agreement with the physical picture presented in section 6.1, which
states that since c1(CP
1) 6= 0, the symmetries associated with J(z) and Q(z) ought to be
broken such that J(z) and Q(z) will cease to exist in the Q+-cohomology at the quantum
level. Moreover, it is also stated in section 6.1, that the symmetries associated with T (z)
and G(z) are exact in quantum perturbation theory, and that these operators will remain in
the Q+-cohomology at the quantum level. This just corresponds to the mathematical fact
that the sheaf Ω̂chX of CDR on any X has the structure of a conformal vertex superalgebra,
such that the conformal anomaly discussed in section 5.7 vanishes regardless of the value
of c1(X), i.e., we have T˜ = T and G˜ = G always. Via (7.31)-(7.34), we obtain a purely
mathematical interpretation of a physical result concerning the holomorphic structure of the
underlying, ‘massive’ half-twisted model on CP1; the reduction from an N = 2 to an N = 1
algebra in the holomorphic structure of the half-twisted model on CP1 (with c1(CP
1) being
proportional to its non-zero one-loop beta function), is due to an obstruction in gluing the
J (z)’s and the Q(z)’s (on overlaps) as global sections of the sheaf Ω̂ch
P1
of CDR on CP1.
As mentioned in section 6.1, the symmetries associated with the currents J(z) and Q(z)
will remain unbroken in the conformal limit where c1(X) = 0, i.e., if the sigma model one-
loop beta function vanishes. Thus, one is led to the following question: is the non-vanishing
of the obstruction terms on the RHS of (7.32) and (7.34) due to a non-zero one-loop beta
function? And will they vanish if the one-loop beta function is zero?
In order to answer this question, first recall from the CP1 example in section 5.7 that
we have a correspondence between the holomorphic term (∂zγ)/γ and the sigma model
operator Rij¯∂zφ
iψj¯ . Hence, since Rij¯ is proportional to the one-loop beta function, we find
that the RHS of (7.34) will also be proportional to the one-loop beta function. Consequently,
J (z) will be a global section of Ω̂ch
P1
and hence, J(z) will be in the Q+-cohomology of the
half-twisted model on CP1, if and only if the one-loop beta function vanishes.
What about Q(z) and Q(z)? Firstly, the identification γi = φi further implies a cor-
respondence between the term 1/γ and the sigma model operator Rij¯ψ
j¯. Secondly, notice
that the RHS of (7.32) is given by 2[(∂zc)/γ − (c∂zγ)/γ2]. Thus, via the above-mentioned
correspondence between the holomorphic terms and operators, the identification ci = ψi, and
the fact that ∂γ(1/γ) = −1/γ2, we find that the physical counterpart of the RHS of (7.32)
will be given by the sigma model operator 2[Rij¯∂zψ
iψj¯ + Rij¯,kψ
k∂zφ
iψj¯]. Therefore, we see
that the RHS of (7.32) is proportional to the one-loop beta function as well. Consequently,
Q(z) will be a global section of Ω̂ch
P1
and hence, Q(z) will be in the Q+-cohomology of the
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half-twisted model on CP1, if and only if the one-loop beta function vanishes.
Note that the above identification of the holomorphic terms with sigma model operators
involving the Ricci tensor (and therefore the one-loop beta function) and its derivatives, is
consistent with the relations [Q,J (z)] = −Q(z) and [Q, J˜ (z)] = −Q˜(z) of the free conformal
field theories in U1 and U2 respectively. This can be seen as follows. Firstly, notice that if
[Q,J (z)] = −Q(z) holds in the open set U1, then Q˜(z) − Q(z) = [Q,J (z) − J˜ (z)] must
hold in the overlap U1 ∩ U2. And if we can represent J˜ (z) − J (z) by the sigma model
operator −2Rij¯∂zφiψj¯ , it will mean that we can represent Q˜(z)−Q(z) by the sigma model
operator {Q, 2Rij¯∂zφiψj¯} = 2[Rij¯∂zψiψj¯ + Rij¯,kψk∂zφiψj¯ ], where again, we have made use
of the identification γi = φi and ci = ψi, and the field variations δγi = ci and δbi = −βi
generated by Q. These expressions coincide with those in the last paragraph. Clearly, this
verification lends further support to the interpretation of the one-loop beta function in terms
of holomorphic data in this section, as well as in section 5.7.
Alternatively, one can try to ascertain the relationship between the obstructing terms
on the RHS of (7.32) and (7.34), and the first Chern class c1(X) for X = CP
1. One can then
check to see if there is any correlation between a non-vanishing obstruction and a non-zero
first Chern class, and vice-versa. To this end, one may substitute the automorphism relations
(6.30)-(6.33) into J˜ (z), Q˜(z), T˜ (z) and G˜(z), and compute that for any X [1]
T˜ (z) = T (z), (7.35)
Q˜(z)−Q(z) = ∂z
(
∂
∂γ˜k
[Tr ln(∂γi/∂γ˜j)]c˜k(z)
)
, (7.36)
G˜(z) = G(z), (7.37)
J˜ (z)−J (z) = ∂z
(
Tr ln(∂γ˜i/∂γj)
)
, (7.38)
where i, j, k = 1, . . . , dimCX . It has indeed been shown in [1] that the terms on the RHS
of (7.36) and (7.38) vanish if and only if c1(X) = 0, whence the structure of the sheaf
Ω̂chX of CDR is promoted to that of a topological vertex superalgebra, with global sections
T (z), G(z), J (z) and Q(z) obeying the OPE’s in (6.10) of a holomorphic, twisted N = 2
superconformal algebra. In short, the terms on the RHS of (7.32) and (7.34) appear because
c1(CP
1) 6= 0, where hypothetically speaking, they would have vanished if c1(CP1) had been
zero.
The half-twisted (2, 2) model on CP1 is an example of a theory which has a holomorphic
stress tensor in its chiral algebra but a non-zero one-loop beta function. Thus, one can expect
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the theory to flow to a fixed point in the infrared where its (twisted) N = 2 superconformal
invariance will be restored.
The First Cohomology
We shall now proceed to investigate the first cohomology group H1(CP1, Ω̂ch
P1
).
In dimension 0, we again have functions that are of a higher degree in γ but of a single
degree in c as possible candidates. However, from ordinary algebraic geometry, we have the
classical result that H1(CP1,O) = 0, where O is the sheaf of functions over CP1 which are
holomorphic in γ. Since a vanishing cohomology at the classical level continues to vanish at
the quantum level, we learn that we cannot have functions which are monomials in γ.
That leaves us to consider polynomials of the form f(γ)c or the monomial c. In order
to determine if they belong in the first cohomology, let us first recall that c is a local section
of the pull-back of the holomorphic tangent bundle of CP1, i.e., c ∈ O(γ∗TCP1). Hence,
polynomials of the form f(γ)c are sections of the sheaf O ⊗ O(γ∗TCP1). From the cup
product map, we have
[H0(CP1,O)⊗H1(CP1,O(γ∗TCP1))]⊕ [H1(CP1,O)⊗H0(CP1,O(γ∗TCP1))]
→ H1(CP1,O ⊗O(γ∗TCP1)). (7.39)
Since H1(CP1,O) = 0, and H0(CP1,O) is generated by 1, we effectively have the map
H1(CP1,O(γ∗TCP1))→ H1(CP1,O ⊗O(γ∗TCP1)). (7.40)
From chiral Poincare´ duality [31], we have the relation H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;p
P1;n)
∗ = H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;1−p
P1;n ).
Thus, H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;0
P1;0)
∗ = H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;1
P1;0), where the sections of the sheaf Ω̂
ch;0
P1;0 are given by
holomorphic functions f(γ), while the sections of the sheaf Ω̂ch;1
P1;0 are given by polynomials
f(γ)c or just c. Recall that H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;0
P1;0)
∼= C and is thus one-dimensional. Hence, we learn
from chiral Poincare´ duality that H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;1
P1;0) must also be one-dimensional. Together
with the map (7.40), we find that H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;∗
P1;0), the first cohomology group at dimension
0, must be one-dimensional and generated by c.
In dimension 1, we will need to consider functions which are linear in β, b, ∂zγ or ∂zc.
One clue that we have is the standard result from algebraic geometry that H1(CP1, K) 6= 0,
where K is the sheaf of holomorphic differentials dγ/γ. This implies that ∂zγ/γ ought to
generate a dimension 1 class of the cohomology group H1(CP1, Ω̂ch
P1
). However, recall that
we have the result
J˜ (z)−J (z) = −2
(
∂zγ
γ
)
(z). (7.41)
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Since J˜ and J are by definition holomorphic in U2 and U1 respectively, it will mean that
∂zγ/γ cannot be a dimension 1 element of the group H
1(CP1, Ω̂ch
P1
). This is because it
can be written as a difference between a term that is holomorphic in U2 and a term that
is holomorphic in U1. Thus, although H
1(CP1, K) is non-vanishing classically, ∂zγ/γ /∈
H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;0
P1;1) due to quantum effects in perturbation theory.
Similarly, since we have the result
Q˜(z)−Q(z) = 2∂z
(
c
γ
)
(z), (7.42)
it will mean that ∂z (c/γ) cannot be a dimension 1 element of the first cohomology group
H1(CP1, Ω̂ch
P1
). Specifically, ∂z(c/γ) /∈ H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;1P1;1).
Apart from the above two examples which are inadmissible (due to quantum effects)
as elements of the first cohomology, we can obtain other admissible, dimension 1 operators
in the first cohomology by acting on c with the dimension 1 global sections {J+, J−, J3}
and {j+, j−, j3} of Ω̂chP1 .28 In addition, from chiral Poincare´ duality, we have the relations
H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;0
P1;1)
∗ = H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;1
P1;1) and H
0(CP1, Ω̂ch;−1
P1;1 )
∗ = H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;2
P1;1), where classes
in H1(CP1, Ω̂ch;2
P1;1) and H
1(CP1, Ω̂ch;1
P1;1) are represented by bosonic and fermionic operators
respectively. Since {J+, J−, J3} ∈ H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;0P1;1) and {j+, j−, j3} ∈ H0(CP1, Ω̂ch;−1P1;1 ), we find
that the space H1(CP1, Ω̂ch
P1
) is also a module for a super-affine algebra of SL(2) at level 0.
We will omit the computation of these operators for brevity.
In dimension 2 and higher, we do not have relations that are analogous to (7.41) and
(7.42) in dimension 1. Thus, we could very well borrow the results from standard alge-
braic geometry to ascertain the relevant operators of dimension 2 and higher in the first
cohomology. We will again omit the computation of these operators for brevity.
7.2. The Half-Twisted (2, 2) Model on S3 × S1
As shown earlier in section 3.3, the twisted version of the usual (0, 2) heterotic sigma
model can be related to a unitary model with (0, 2) supersymmetry. Likewise on the (2, 2)
locus, the half-twisted (2, 2) model can be related to a unitary model with (2, 2) supersym-
metry. Hence, If we are to allow for the possibility of constructing sheaves of CDO’s on the
target space X , then X should be non-Ka¨hler with torsion, just as in the (0, 2) case.29
28This approach is feasible because we have the cup product mapping of Cech cohomology groups:
H0(CP1,B)⊗H1(CP1,D)→ H1(CP1,K), where B ⊗D → K, and B, D and K are relevant sheaves.
29Recall from the discussion in section 3.3 on the relation with unitary models with (0, 2) supersymmetry,
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It is commonly known that a (2, 2) model formulated using only chiral superfields does
not admit non-Ka¨hler target spaces [33]. However, if the model is being formulated in
terms of chiral and twisted chiral superfields, one can allow for non-Ka¨hler target spaces
with torsion [34]. An example of a non-Ka¨hler complex manifold that exists as the target
space of a (2, 2) sigma model is X = S3 × S1. In fact, an off-shell construction of this
model has been given in [35], where it is also shown that for a (2, 2) sigma model on a
group manifold, the only example amenable to such a formulation is the parallelised group
manifold X = SU(2)× U(1) ∼= S3 × S1. Moreover, a hermitian form ωT which defines the
torsion on S3 × S1 while obeying the weaker condition ∂∂¯ωT = 0, has also been explicitly
derived in [12]. Let us therefore explore this model further.
The WZW Model
As explained in [35][36], the (2, 2) model on S3 × S1 is a tensor product of an SU(2)
WZW model, times a free field theory on S1, times four free left and right-moving real
fermions. The real fermions combine into four complex fermions which transform in the
adjoint representation of SU(2)×U(1), i.e., 3 of SU(2) and 1 of U(1). The SU(2) fermions
are free because the connection on SU(2), which follows from the (2, 2) model on S3 × S1,
has torsion and is parallelised.30 There is thus a shift in the level of the SU(2) WZW model
due to a relevant redefinition of these fermionic fields. This will be apparent shortly.
On the (2,2) locus, the left and right-moving fermions are equivalent to a set of fermionic
bc and b˜c˜ fields (labelled by ψ i¯z, ψ
i and ψiz¯, ψ
i¯ in section 6.1) with spins 1 and 0 respectively.
The bc and b˜c˜ systems have left and right central charges (−2, 0) and (0,−2). On a manifold
such as S3 × S1 with complex dimension 2, there will be 2 sets of left and right-moving
fermions. Hence, the fermions contribute a total of (−4,−4) to the left and right central
charges of the model. The SU(2) WZW model at level k contributes (3k/(k+2), 3k/(k+2))
to the central charges, and the free theory on S1 contributes (1, 1). The total left and right
central charges are therefore (3k/(k + 2) − 3, 3k/(k + 2) − 3). The difference between the
left and right central charges remains the same in passing from the physical theory to the
Q+-cohomology. In this example, it is given by c = 0. This should be the central charge of
the stress tensor which will appear as a global section of the sheaf of CDO’s, which in this
case, is the sheaf Ω̂chX of CDR on X = S
3 × S1.
Similarly, we can pre-ascertain the central charges of the current algebra which will be
that the non-Ka¨hlerity and torsion of the target space are required to define the moduli of the sheaves of
CDO’s.
30The author would like to thank M. Rocek for helpful email correspondences on this particular point.
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furnished by the appropriate global sections of the sheaf of CDR on S3×S1. The underlying
SU(2) WZW model has an SU(2)-valued field g, with symmetry SU(2)L × SU(2)R (to be
precise, it is (SU(2)L × SU(2)R)/Z2, where Z2 is the common center of the two factors).
The symmetry acts by g → agb−1, a, b ∈ SU(2). In the WZW model, the SU(2)L symmetry
is part of a holomorphic SU(2) current algebra of level k + 2, while SU(2)R is part of an
antiholomorphic SU(2) current algebra of level k + 2. As mentioned earlier, the shift by
“2” in the level of the SU(2) current algebra is expected, and it is due to the fact that the
complex fermions transform freely in the adjoint representation of SU(2). The left and right
central charges are therefore (k + 2, 0) for SU(2)L and (0, k + 2) for SU(2)R.
Next, notice that the (right-moving) supersymmetry generator Q+, although invariant
under a left-moving U(1) current, is nevertheless charged under a right-moving one. (Recall
from section 2.2 that Q+ has charge (qL, qR) = (0,+1).) Hence, the physical characteristics
of Q+, and the symmetry of the Q+-cohomology that it defines, will depend on the twist one
makes on the right-moving fields. Since the twisting of the four real right-moving fermions
of the underlying (2, 2) model on S3 × S1 reduces the SU(2)R symmetry to its maximal
torus U(1)R, the symmetry that should survive at the level of the Q+-cohomology or sheaf
of CDR is (SU(2)L × U(1)R)/Z2 = U(2).
The difference between the left and right central charges remains the same in passing to
the Q+-cohomology or sheaf of CDR. Hence, the expected levels of the SU(2)L and U(1)R
current algebras, furnished by global sections of the sheaf of CDR, should be given by k+ 2
and −k−2 respectively. The only case in which they are equal is k = −2, for which the levels
are both 0. This is not really a physically sensible value for the WZW model; physically
sensible, unitary WZW models with convergent path integrals must be restricted to integer
values of k with k ≥ 0. However, as we will see shortly, k is, in our case at hand, an arbitrary
complex parameter that is directly related to the moduli of the sheaves of CDR (that are in
turn represented by H1(S3 × S1,Ω2,cl) ∼= C).
In the sheaf of CDR, the symmetries are readily complexified, so that the symmetry of
the corresponding current algebra which appears, should be at the Lie algebra level GL(2)
instead of U(2). Likewise, with respect to the SU(2) and U(1) subgroups of GL(2), the
symmetry of the corresponding current algebra that will appear should be given by SL(2)
and GL(1) respectively. In addition, the U(1)R (which acts on the coordinate variables v
i,
to be introduced shortly, by vi → eiθvi) and the rotation of S1 (which acts by vi → eχvi
with real χ) combine together to generate the center of GL(2). At the Lie algebra level, the
center is GL(1). This is the symmetry that we will expect to see as well. Note that the
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rotation of S1 will always corresponds to a U(1) current algebra with equal left and right
central charges. Thus, it will not affect our above discussion whereby only the differences
between the left and right central charges are important.
Constructing a Sheaf of CDR on S3 × S1
We now proceed towards our main objective of constructing a family of sheaves of CDR
on S3 × S1. As a starter, we will first construct a sheaf of CDR without introducing any
modulus. At this point, one would already be able to see, within the current algebras derived,
the expected symmetries discussed above. Thereafter, we will generalise the construction
and introduce a variable parameter which will serve as the modulus of the sheaves of CDR.
It is at this juncture that we find an explicit relation between the modulus of the sheaves
and the level of the underlying SU(2) WZW model.
Let us begin by noting that S3 × S1 can be expressed as (C2 − {0})/Z, where C2 has
coordinates v1, v2, and {0} is the origin in C2 (the point v1 = v2 = 0) which should be
removed before dividing by Z. Also, Z acts by vi → λnvi, where λ is a nonzero complex
number of modulus less than 1, and n is any integer. λ is a modulus of S3×S1 that we shall
keep fixed.
To construct the most basic sheaf of CDR with target S3 × S1, one simply defines the
scalar coordinate variables vi as free bosonic fields of spin 0, with conjugate spin 1 fields Vi.
From our earlier discussions, one will also need to introduce fermionic fields wi of spin 0,
with conjugate spin 1 fields Wi. Since S
3 × S1 has complex dimension 2, the index i in all
fields will run from 1 to 2. Therefore, the free field action that one must consider is given by
I =
1
2π
∫
|d2z| ( V1∂¯v1 + V2∂¯v2 +W1∂¯w1 +W2∂¯w2) . (7.43)
Notice that the above V v-Ww system is just the usual βγ-bc system with nontrivial OPE’s
Vi(z)v
j(z′) ∼ −δij/(z − z′) and Wi(z)wj(z′) ∼ δij/(z − z′).
In the above representation of S3×S1, the action of Z represents a geometrical symmetry
of the system. Thus, the only allowable operators are those which are invariant under the
finite action of Z. These operators will therefore span the space of global sections of the
sheaf of CDR. Under this symmetry, vi transforms as vi → v˜i = λvi. In order to ascertain
how the rest of the fields ought to transform under this symmetry, we simply substitute vi
and v˜i (noting that it is equivalent to γi and γ˜i respectively) into (6.30)-(6.33). In short,
the only allowable operators are those which are invariant under vi → λvi, Vi → λ−1Vi,
wi → λwi and W i → λ−1W i.
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One operator that possesses this invariance is the stress tensor
Tzz =
1
2π
∑
i
(Vi∂v
i +Wi∂w
i). (7.44)
Similar to the CP1 example, a stress tensor exists in the chiral algebra of the model on
S3 × S1. This should come as no surprise; as explained previously, one can always find, in
the CDR case, a global definition for the stress tensor, which in turn ensures its existence
on any manifold. Note also that since S3 × S1 is parallelised, its first Chern class vanishes.
Hence, the chiral algebra of the described theory is conformally invariant, and the sheaf of
CDR has a structure of a topological vertex (super)algebra defined in [1]. This reflects the
superconformal invariance of the underlying (2, 2) model on S3 × S1. A bosonic βγ system
of spins 1 and 0 has central charge c = 2, while a fermionic bc system of spins 1 and 0 has
c = −2. Thus, the stress tensor T has c = 0, in agreement with what we had anticipated
from the underlying WZW model.
The chiral algebra of the underlying model also contains the dimension 1 currents
J ij = −(Vjvi+Wjwi). As required, these (bosonic) current operators are invariant under the
field transformations vi → λvi, Vi → λ−1Vi, wi → λwi and W i → λ−1W i. They obey the
OPE’s
J ij(z)J
m
l (z
′) ∼ δ
m
j J
i
l − δilJmj
z − z′ . (7.45)
We recognise this as a GL(2) current algebra at level 0.
When we proceed to generalise the above construction by introducing a variable pa-
rameter to serve as the modulus of the sheaves of CDR, it will not be possible to maintain
manifest GL(2) symmetry. Hence, it will be useful to pick a basis in the current alge-
bra now. The SL(2) subgroup is generated by J3 = −12(V1v1 + W1w1 − V2v2 − W2w2),
J+ = −(V2v1 +W2w1), J− = −(V1v2 +W1w2), with nontrivial OPE’s
J3(z)J3(z
′) ∼ reg.
J3(z)J±(z
′) ∼ ±J±(z
′)
z − z′ (7.46)
J+(z)J−(z
′) ∼ 2J3(z
′)
z − z′ .
Notice that this is just an SL(2) current algebra at level 0. The centre of GL(2) (at the
Lie algebra level) is given by GL(1). The corresponding current algebra is generated by
K = −1
2
(V1v
1 +W1w
1 + V2v
2 +W1w
2), with OPE given by
K(z)K(z′) ∼ reg. (7.47)
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This is just a GL(1) current algebra at level 0.
The Modulus of CDR
Let us now generalise the above construction of the sheaf of CDR on S3 ×S1. In order
to do so, we must invoke a modulus that will enable us to obtain a family of sheaves of CDR.
Recall that the modulus is represented by the Cech cohomology group H1(S3 × S1,Ω2,cl) ∼=
C.31 To model the modulus, one simply needs to introduce a variable complex parameter
associated with H1(S3 × S1,Ω2,cl).
Before we proceed any further, it will first be necessary for us to know how the rel-
evant fields will transform under a variation of the modulus. Recall from our discussion
on local symmetries in section 5.5 that Ω2,cl, the sheaf of closed, holomorphic (2, 0)-forms
on a manifold X , is associated with a non-geometrical symmetry of the free βγ-bc system
on X . Consider a general system of n conjugate βγ and bc systems, with nontrivial OPE’s
βi(z)γ
j(z′) ∼ −δji /(z−z′) and bi(z)cj(z′) ∼ δji /(z−z′) respectively. Let F = 12fij(γ)dγi∧dγj
be a closed holomorphic two-form. Under the symmetry associated with F , the fields trans-
form as
γj → γj
βi → β ′i = βi + fij∂γj (7.48)
cj → cj
bi → bi.
In the spirit of section 5.5, one can verify the above transformations by locally constructing a
holomorphic one-form A = Ai(γ)dγ
i, with dA = F so that F is closed, and then computing
the relevant OPEs which determine how the fields transform under the action of the conserved
charge
∮
Ai∂zγ
idz.
To apply the above discussion to the present case where X = S3 × S1, let us follow a
strategy used in [12]. We first make a cover of S3 × S1 by two open sets U1 and U2, where
U1 is characterized by the condition v
1 6= 0, and U2 by v2 6= 0. As mentioned in [12], this is
not a “good cover,” as U1 and U2 are topologically complicated (each being isomorphic to
C×E, where E is an elliptic curve). As such, one cannot, in general, be guaranteed that an
arbitrary cohomology class can be represented by a Cech cocycle with respect to this cover.
31Since we are computing the short distance operator product expansion of fields in the present context, it
suffices to work locally on Σ. Hence, the modulus will be represented by H1(X,Ω2,clX ) (where X = S
3 × S1)
instead of H1(X × Σ,Ω2,clX×Σ) as stated at the end of section 5.6.
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However, in the present context, we have on U1 ∩U2, a holomorphic section of Ω2,cl given by
F =
dv1 ∧ dv2
v1v2
. (7.49)
Since F cannot be “split” as a difference of a form holomorphic in U1 and one holomorphic
in U2, it thus represents an element of H
1(S3 × S1,Ω2,cl). From the correspondence between
the V v-Ww and βγ-bc systems, the relevant field transformations are thus given by
v1 → v1
v2 → v2
V1 → V ′1 = V1 + t
∂v2
v1v2
V2 → V ′2 = V2 − t
∂v1
v1v2
(7.50)
b1 → b1
b2 → b2
c1 → c1
c2 → c2.
Here t is a complex modulus parameter. We will see shortly that it is related to the level
k of the underlying SU(2) WZW model. Hence, we obtain a family of sheaves of CDR,
parameterized by t, by declaring that the fields undergo this transformation from U1 to U2
when we glue the sheaves together.
Let us determine how some important operators behave under this deformation. Notice
that the stress tensor T = V1∂v
1+V2∂v
2+W1∂w
1+W2∂w
2 is invariant. Hence, the deformed
theory, for any value of t, has a stress tensor of c = 0. This is in accordance with the fact
that the (2, 2) model on S3 × S1 is conformally invariant for all k, and that the difference
between its left and right central charges is always 0.
Let us now consider the GL(1) current, which at t = 0 (i.e. without considering the
modulus) was defined to be K = −1
2
(V1v
1 +W1w
1 + V2v
2 +W2w
2). Under (7.50), we have
K → K − t
2
(
∂v2
v2
− ∂v1
v1
)
= K˜. (7.51)
Note that the shift in K under this transformation to K˜ (in going from U1 to U2) is not an
anomaly that spoils the existence of K at t 6= 0. The reason is because in contrast to the
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situation encountered with the J (z) and Q(z) operators in the CP1 example, K˜−K can be
expressed as a difference between a term (namely t ∂v1/2v1) that is holomorphic in U1 and
a term (namely t ∂v2/2v2) that is holomorphic in U2.
Since we want to study how the current algebra will depend on t, it will be necessary
for us to re-express the above globally-defined GL(1) current generator K in such a way that
its explicit t dependence is made manifest on both U1 and U2. In order to be consistent with
(7.51), we just need to ensure that the difference in the new expressions of K in U2 and U1
is given by
− t
2
(
∂v2
v2
− ∂v1
v1
)
. (7.52)
In addition, these expressions in U1 and U2 must be invariant under the geometrical symmetry
vi → λvi if K is to be an allowable operator. Noting these requirements, we arrive at the
following; in U1, the current is represented by
K [1] = −1
2
(
V1v
1 +W1w
1 + V2v
2 +W2w
2
)− t
2
∂v1
v1
, (7.53)
while in U2, it is represented by
K [2] = −1
2
(
V1v
1 +W1w
1 + V2v
2 +W2w
2
)− t
2
∂v2
v2
. (7.54)
Recalling that the original expression of K given by −1
2
(V1v
1 +W1w
1 + V2v
2 +W2w
2) is a
global section of the sheaf of CDR and is thus holomorphic in both U1 and U2, we see that
K [1] and K [2] are holomorphic in U1 and U2 respectively. Moreover, as required, K
[1] also
transforms under (7.50 ) into K [2]. Hence, for any value of t, the sheaf of CDR has a global
section K that is represented in U1 by K
[1] and in U2 by K
[2].
Now we can compute the OPE singularity of K for any t:
K(z)K(z′) ∼ − t
2
1
(z − z′)2 . (7.55)
To arrive at this result, we can either work in U1, setting K = K
[1] and computing the OPE,
or we can work in U2, setting K = K
[2] and computing the OPE. The answer will come out
the same in either case, because the transformation (7.50) is an automorphism of the CFT.
Thus, the level of the GL(1) current algebra is −t.
Likewise, we can work out the transformation of the SL(2) currents under (7.50). The
currents as defined at t = 0, namely J3 = −12(V1v1 +W1w1− V2v2 −W2w2), J+ = −(V2v1 +
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W2w
1), J− = −(V1v2 +W1w2), transform as
J3 → J3 − t
2
(
∂v1
v1
+
∂v2
v2
)
J+ → J+ + t∂v
1
v2
(7.56)
J− → J− − t∂v
2
v1
.
Similarly, the shifts in each current can be “split” as a difference of terms holomorphic in U1
and U2. So the currents can be re-expressed to inherit t-dependent terms such that they can
be defined at t 6= 0. The new expressions of these currents which satisfy all the necessary
requirements are given, in U1 and U2 respectively, by
J
[1]
3 = −
1
2
(
V1v
1 +W1w
1 − V2v2 −W2w2
)
+ t∂v1/2v1 (7.57)
J
[2]
3 = −
1
2
(
V1v
1 +W1w
1 − V2v2 −W2w2
)− t∂v2/2v1 (7.58)
together with
J
[1]
+ = −(V2v1 +W2w1) (7.59)
J
[2]
+ = −(V2v1 +W2w1) + t∂v1/v2 (7.60)
and
J
[1]
− = −(V1v2 +W1w2) + t∂v2/v1 (7.61)
J
[2]
− = −(V1v2 +W1w2). (7.62)
As required, J
[1]
3 , J
[1]
+ and J
[1]
− transform into J
[2]
3 , J
[2]
+ and J
[2]
− respectively under (7.50).
Hence, for any value of t, the sheaf of CDR also has global sections J3, J+ and J− that are
represented in U1 by J
[1]
3 , J
[1]
+ and J
[1]
− , and in U2 by J
[2]
3 , J
[2]
+ and J
[2]
− .
We shall now compute the OPE’s of these current operators, working in either U1 or
U2, whichever proves to be more convenient. We obtain an SL(2) current algebra at level t:
J3(z)J3(z
′) ∼ t
2
1
(z − z′)2
J3(z)J±(z
′) ∼ ±J±(z
′)
z − z′ (7.63)
J+(z)J−(z
′) ∼ t
2
1
(z − z′)2 +
2J3(z
′)
z − z′ .
The SL(2) and GL(1) current algebras thus have levels t and −t, in agreement with
what we had anticipated from the half-twisted (2, 2) model if the level k of the underlying
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SU(2) WZW theory is related to the CDR parameter t by k = t − 2; indeed at t = 0, the
level of the SL(2) and GL(1) current algebras are the same at 0, where k = −2.
Note that the Q+-cohomology of S
3 × S1 does not receive instanton corrections. For
any target space X , such corrections (because they are local on the Riemann surface Σ,
albeit global in X) come only from holomorphic curves in X of genus zero. There is no such
curve in S3 × S1.32 Therefore, the above analysis of the Q+-cohomology of S3 × S1 is exact
in the full theory.
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